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We are now opening our importations
of New Styles, including the most artistic and desirable goods uf all the choicest

FOREIGN MAKES.

ians.

Dr. Root

Dr.
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Also

tine stock of Choice Styles of
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THE VERY BEST

Taylor,

Regular Graduates of the Electropatlilc College of
Philadelphia ,Pa.
To the Ladies who may be suffering with
any of
the diseases,peculiar to your sex, we would
say our
method of t eatment has proved after
submitting it
to tbe severest tests in all the varied
types and
forms of female complaints to be the safest,
quickest, and in every respect the most satisfactory method of treatment and cure for your diseases that
medical history gives any account of. Mrs. Dr. Taylor is fully competent to and does ta*e the entire
charge of the consultation, examination and treatment of the ladies and thus
avoiding the unpleasantness and often improper examination and treatment by a gentleman.
N. B.—There is no shock or unpleasant sensation
attending any of our treatments. We have fitted up

AMERICAN CARPETS,

Which

are

Beautiful, Durable, and Very

Moderate in Price.

Joel (joldtli wait & Co.
169

Washington St.,
BOSTON.
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Columbus, Oct. 11.—The follow:
Congressmen are probably elected:
Demi ats—
Follett, first; Jordan, second; Lefevre, »^rth;
Seney, fifth; Hurd, tenth; Converst-Pthirteenth; Wilkins, sixteenth; Forau, twentyfirst; total, 8.
Republicans—Sclinltz, third;
Keifer, eighth; McCormick, eleventh; Horr,
fourteenth; Updegraff, seventeenth; McKineighteenth; Taylor, nineteenth; McClure,
twentieth; total, 8. This ieaves five districts
doubtful. Of those it is probable that Campbell (Dem ) is elected in the Seventh District,
and Hart (Rep.) in the twelfth.
At 3 o’clock seven hundred and sixty-*'ree
precincts show a net Democratic gain of 2 80,
indicating a Democratic majority in the *ate
of 35,000.
Additional returns are coming in sic
* as
^
the
Republicans are getting no more
ces
aud conceding everything but a few
Cobe.essmen.
The estimates this morning put the
Democratic majority in the State at 25,000 aud
make the Congressional delegation staud 15
Democrats to 6 Republicans. The election of
McKinley in the Eighteenth District a^d of
Robinson in the Ninth are in great doubt, and
the Republicans must carry both to get six

Congressmen.

A peculiar feature of the contest is that
while the Republicans were championing temperance the prohibition vote has greatly increased, and it is estimated as a larger per
cent, gain than the Democratic.

Cincinnati, Oct; 11.—Complete,

the house

but unoffifrom Hamilton county show the
Democratic majorities: Newman,
of State, 10,650; O'Key, Judge of
Supreme Court, 9,809; Weibel, Board of Public Works, 9;754; Hawkins, Sheriff, 1,111;
Dalton, Clerk, 937; Pugh, Prosecuting Attorney, 2.636; Follett, for Congress in the First
District, 839; Jordan, for Congress in the
Second Di trict, 1,763. The Republicans claim
the election of Beresford for Sheriff.
A special to the Commercial
says that Henry
L. Morey (Rep.) is elected to Congress in the
Seventh District by 29 majority.
Columbus, Oct. II.—Returns to-day from
the State election are meagre, and no systematic effort has been made to figure the
majority on the State ticket. The Democrats
claim the State by 25,000 or more, though Republicans think it will not exceed 20,000. The
Congressional delegation will probably stand 6
to 15 in favor of the Democrats.
The Republicans claim the election of Taylor, Robinson,
Reifer, Updegraff and McCormick aud consider the contest close on
Morey, McClure aud
McKinley. Democrats claim the flection of
Follett in the 1st district, .Iordan in the 2d
district, Murray in the 3d district, Lefevre in
the 4th district, Seney in the 5th district, Hill
in the 6th district, Hurd in the lOih
district,
Neal in the 12th district, Converse in the 13th
aisrict, Geddes, in the 14th district, Warner
in the 15th district, Wilkius in the 16th district
Wallace in the 18th district, Page in the 20th
district, Forau in the 2ist district, and concede
the election of M<>rey in the 7th
district, Keifer
in the 7th district, Robinson in the 9th district,
McCormick In the 11th district, UpdegJaff in
the 17th district and Taylor in the 19th district.
Death of Congressman Updegraff.
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387 CUMBER!AMD STREET,
CORNER PARRIS,
for an Electropathic Cure with its various Electrical
appliances ana are permanently located.
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METEOROLOGICAL
INDICATION® FOR

Pratt’s Astral Oil.
Has been in general use for over ten years and to
larger extent than all similar grades of Oil combined.
Its reputation is world-wide, and it will not be
questioned that for Family use ti is the wafeatOll as
well as being in all other resnects superior toauy oil
ever made for illuminating purposes.
The essential
a

MAINE.
THE HARMONY MUREER.

Can be beautifully

‘Dyed

CLOTHES! |

and

Cleansed

or

Pressed by Tailor’s

Pressmen,

at a trifling
expense, and expressed C. O. D.

Ladies
jLND

FOSTER’S

—

Gentlemen

FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE
18 Preble Street,

PORTLAND, MINE.
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Cure Your

SCHLOTTERBECK’S

Cora, Wart & Bunion Solvent,
Entirely harm lose: ia not a ran* tic.
It removes Corns. Warts, Bunions ard
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.
Price 95

For sale

Callow

by all DraggiaU.

After

returning

grain

as

with the horses from the
he was again passing through the
a recond slight altercation took
place

killing
to

as

former threats made by the prisoner to take
the life of his brother and of his indifference
and statements after the commission of the
deed and.closed the testimony.
Hon. S. D. Lindsey opened the case for
respondent, and Eugene Hurd, prisoner, was
placed upon the stand. Ho testified that when
his brother came over the morning of the murder he made au assault upon him aud he (prisoner) rau. into the house; that his brother
again came back and threatened him and
started towards him with a club in his hand
aud he shot him. Ho further testified he was
in fear of his life aud that former quarrels had

1882.

LOOK
AT

Attorney General Cleaves interposing but one
peremptory challenge and the counsel for the
defendvnt three.
County Attorney Greenleaf ably opened the
case to the jury- detailing the circumstances

door yard
and the prisoner shot him with a gun,
him instantly.
The government offered testimony

Try it and you will bo convinced ilke fehoneakidi
who nave used it and now testify to its value.
A «k for Nchlotlerbech’fi Corn and Wan
Solvent and mhr uo other.
nov23
tndrf

1882.

Skowhegan, Oct. 11.—The trial of Eugene
M. Hurd for murder began here this morning.
The prisoner was brought into court at 10
o’clock. He was neatly dressed in a black
suit of clothes aud attracted much attention.
Upon bis arraignment for the murder of his
brother he pleaded not guilty in a stroDg clear
voice. A.jury was immediately empannelled,

through the door yard a slight altercation took
place between them and deceased passed on.

CURS IS G UARANTESn,JJ&
cents.

Trial of Eugene M. Hurd.

of the horrible crime. The State offered testimony showing that the deceased on the 5th of
August last went to his brother’s house some
fifty rods distant to drive his brother’s horses
out of a piece of grain; that as he passed

Corrib

nr USING

KBT*

TWENTY-FOUR

lower barometer.

W. W. WHIPPLE A CO.,
Wholesale and Retail Agents.
sep3sneod4m

—

THE NEXT
HOURS.

War Dep’t Office Chief Signal )
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
>
Oct. 12, 1 A. M.
)
For New Enfflana,
north
to
east
Cool,
winds, cloudy and ram and

features of the Astral which have made its reputation- AbMolntr safety, Prrfect Burning
Qual'tioM, nod Freedom from Oi«ngr«-rnble Odor. Names of parties having the genuine
for sale furnished by us.i

YOUR OLD

PRESS.

DR. TAYLOR.

Consultation Free.

existed between

them.
The prisoner
was
ijeoted to a long and critical cross-examination by Attorney General Cleaves. It is expected the testimony will be closed to-morrow*.
su

OUR

THE

UNITARIANS.

Meetings of the Maine Conference.
Oct. 11.—The various meetings of
the Unitarian conference to-day have been
largely attended and much interest manifested
A business.meeting was held at 10 o’clock with
Hon. Joseph Dane of Kennebunlc, president
of the association, in the chair. Rev. C. C.
Yinal of Kennebunk, secretary and traasureri

HATS

read the minutes of the last annual conference
and bis report as treasurer for the year. Rev.
Dr.
Sheldon
of
Waterville, submitted

FOR

a paper showing what the
denomination is do
ing in mission work in Make.
Much of his
time has beeu snout in Aroostook county where
her fertile soil offers a fine field for propogation
of liberal doctrines. He earnestly recommend-

FALL.

ed

The heavy rolled brims for stiff
Hats, rafts of Soft Hats, Pocket
Caps in all colors, Lawn Tennis
Hats, and a

Rousing Good Hat

sei-diDg

minister to Houlton, Northern
Aroostook, also gives much encouragement
and welcomes apostles of Unitariani6m with
open hands.
a

It was moved and

seconded

that Rev.

Dr.

Sheldon be employed as a missionary for the
ensuing year to devote six months to the work
on a salary of $000.
Reports from different societies were called
for

and

ninety

delegates

reported.

Some
at the

churches which had representatives
conference did not report as the delegates

present at this meeting.
Rev. Thomas Hill of Portland read a paper
on “Writings attributed to St. Jotm.
Rev. W. R. Aiger of Portland addressed a
large audience this afternoon on “special privileges of liberalists in religion.”
In the evening Rev. J. B. Greene of Boston
delivered an eloquent sermon on “Faith which
worketh by Love.'
were not

FOR $1.00.

SILK

BIG BLAZE IN CALAIS.

HATS.
are

'Several Mills Consumed—Loss

all

$3.00.

$30,000.

Calais, Oct. 11.—At a fire in Miiltown at
half past eleven o’clock last night the property
destroyed consisted of one shigte mill or planing mill, one gang saw and rotary mill, one
dwelling house, a large quantity o valuable
lumber

TRUNKS

AND

.

BAGS.
We are Agents for tlie Patent Wood
Trunks. Also have a large stock of
Loatuer, Canvas and Zinc.

belonging to Gates & Wentworth; also
one saw mill belonging to H. F. Eaton & Sods.
The losses are estimated upwards of $30,000:
insured for $15,000. Eight lumber cars
belonging to the St. Croix & Penobscot Railroad
valued at $2,000 were also burned; insured for
$200. The fire originated in the shingle mil
and is believed incendiary. A strong northwest wind was blowing and it was
by great
labor the village was saved.
Maine Farmers’ Almanac Contributors.
By invitation of the publisher, Hou. Charles
E. Nash contributors of Maine Farmers’ Ai
manac held their third annual
meeting in Augusta today at Hotel North.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Big fire at Suncook-One Person Killed.
Suncook, N. H., Out. 11.—Fire this forenoon
destroyed the dwelling of Nehemioh Wood
the house aud barn of Oliver and George H,’
Kic iardson, the Methodist church and parsonage, the Suucook House, aud the dwelling and
livery stable of Daniel S. Jones. A lalliug
chimuey killed Mrs, Joseph Dumar. The total loss is between $38,000 aud $35,000; insured

COE,
THE

for about twc-thirds.

NEW YORK.

HATTER

Committal of the Mew York Stabber.
New Yoke, Oct. It.—The Freuchuiau, Er-

ubourque,

who yesterday iu 14tb street,
number of persons with a pair of
compasses, was arraigned in Jetferon Market
Court this morning. He said he
the street, hut a, eye
a.Ul*'kei1
assaults stated that no person
Had uasaulted h»m.
Mrs. Hawley one of his
the ho8pitttl in »
d*u*eroua eou,0 awau the
re2
her

stabbed

197 Middle Street.
W23

Cincinnati,

oocltt

a

55*5“
hid
suU°of

injuTlMC°mlQI,ted

Oct.

11.—The

Commercial’s

special from Bellaire, Oino, says Dr. Updegraff, the successful candidate for Congress in
Seventeenth District, is reported, dead. His

bouse is remote from the telegraph office and
the report caunot be verified, but it is hnown
he was low with Bright’s disease.
SCENES OF VIOLENCE.

The Bloodiest Election Day in the History
of Dayton.

Dayton, O. 11.—In a political qnarrel at the
Soldiers Home last evening, August Moncbe
stabbed John Dean in the groin. Dean died
Menche was seized
instantly.
by several
spectators and arrested. Both are inm ites of
the home.
A Saloon keener on the Germantown pike was stabbed in the left breast in another political row and will probably die.
There are other instances of violence in the
city. This has been the bloodiest election day
in the history of the city, owing to the aggressiveness of the saloon keepers. Efforts

were made at the 8oldiere’ Home to intimidate
Republican inmates, aud several affrays were
tiie ret ult. At aacb poll saloon keepers had a
crowd of roughs stationed who did not hesitate
to use violence.
They were fully armed aud
given to understand that if arrested bondsmen
would be furnished. All efforts of the government of the home to maintain order were unavailable.
Democratic workers plied the iumatss with whiskey, aud disorder ran riot at
the polls.

WEST VIRGINIA.

Washington. Oct. 11.—A dispatch from
Wheeling indicates Goff (Rep.) for Congress,
has over 1000 majority.

Wheeling, Oct. 11.—Kbtnrns from the 2d
district give large gains for the Republicans,
but not enough to elect John W. Mason, the
Republican candidate. He telegraphs tonight
he is beaten by about 509, which is a redaction
of about 1800.
Gibson (Dem.) is said to bo elected by 1000
to 1500 in * he *oh district.
Keuua (Dem.) is doubtless re-ele*ted in the
Kenawba district.
M ASS ACHD SETTS.

Augusta,

NOBBY

The nobby Fall Silk Hats
ready and we exchange for

returns

following
Secretary

Her

Dis-

The Evening Session.
At 8.20 Mrs. Julia Ward :.Iowe came

stating

Boston, Oct. 11.-Along th,
te of Iho
,ssed was
procession where the Presidi
massed with crowds, the subu.
particularly
contributing a large quota o. the Dumber.
The
Business was generally at a si
dstill.
Boston put
public schools wero dismissed <
ou the usual gala appearance attending similar
events of public interest.
The first note of preparation in the formal
exercises of the day was the formation of the

Congressional Nominations.
Oshkosh, Wis., Oct. 11.—The Greenbackers
of the Sixth District to-day nominated I, ASteward for Congress.
Brockton, Mass., Oct. 11.—The Republicans of the Second Congressional District to-

day

nominated

Gov. John D.

gress.

Long for

Con-

Norwich, Conn., Oct. 11.—The Republican
Convention of the 3rd congressional district

today

nominated John T. Waite for

GONE
The Chairman of
tee

Congress.

WRONG.

Democratic Commita Defaulter.

SOUTH AMERICA.

a cow and
twin calves 4 months old that were beauties
and remarkably large.
Orin Thomas had some fine imported cattle
and there w<we snperior bovine specimens bv
Win. Blanchard, S. J. Clough aud many oth-

ers.

The

display of

cattle was fine, 75 yoke of
the ground.
Falmouth showed
the best town team.

oxen

being

on

Prepared for Train Robbers.
On the midnight train in Brnuswick last
week were two Bath gentlemen who tell the
following story with its moral: Near them
were

two

parently

gentlemen of fine appearance and

ap-

well used to the ways of the world.
One of them was asleep, and when the conductor came along punching people awake
swinging his lantern aud demanding “tickets”’
he still continued his nap.
The conductor
touched him upon the shoulder aud said “tickets,” he still slept; a more vigorous punch and
the gentleman opened his eyes and asked what
was wanted,
put his hand in his pocket, and
delivered something over to the
official, remarking that it was all that he had, and began
to sit up and look around. The rest of the
tickets in the immediate neighborhood were
collected, and the conductor came back aud

sirtling significantly, remarked, “Excuse me,
sir, hut I can't take these,” and opening his
hand, displayed two gold rings as bright as

rings can do. The shout that arose woke
the gentleman completely, and
taking the
rings he simply remarked:
“Excuse me, condnetor, but I did think yon were a train robber. Explanation proved it a veritable case of
unintentional train
robbing, and that the
rings were bought
by the gentleman for
western travel.
They were no good on the
Maine Central, however.—Bath Times.
new

Joseph

THE WAR.

upon the world by
that universal stir called the Woman’s movement,
there is none more vital and far-reaching in its con-

icbUiljr picuu*m«e, <*uu
the love of knowledge, that

Whittier)

aro

(ne'e Gertrude E.
visiting relatives at 203 State

street.

Hon. T. R. Simonton, of Camden, has purchased the Camden Herald, and will assume
the editorial management of it. The name,
to

“The Camden

Mr. Simonton is fully
for the work, and will make his new
a

society’s denial
labor, any one
own

1

observation.

us

go

on

which induce men to marry in Europe.
The
busker desires that his w;fe shall be a bookkeeper, and so on down to the mason,who may
wish to seenre a wife capable of bringing up
bricks to him if necessary. On the continent
>

of

have

qualified
enterprise

success.

Richmond.
Tw'o horses belonging to
Captain A.L. Theobald were struck by the
evening train as it
was leaving this village
Tuesday evening and
I| one of them instantly
killed; the other had
three legH broken and had to be killed.
They

Lima, Oct. 11.—The Diario Official of the had been turned
out to graze and getting upon
i
7th states that Gen. Montero, who is at
Arequippa.has direoted a circular tothe diplomatic the tr ick could not be caught in time to prevent the accident.
corps, setting forth his intention to cnntiuup
Pkn.
the war, unl< ss reasonable terms of
p-ace be
granted, and protesting iu the meantime
That Directory.
against the exaction of Chili.
We erred in saying the New England DirecLa Patrie gives a report of a skirmish at
tory is ready for delivery. It, will be issued in
Clioisea, 30 miles from Lima, with Moutener< s, of whom
January, as usual. Agents are now cauvasstwo officers and 25 meu were
killed and many wounded.
iug this city, and information can be left at J.
& E. R. Barbour’s store No. 8
Exchange street
A Murderer’s Confession.
Montfklikb, Vt, Oct. 11.—Almon L.
No Fire at Old Orchard.
Meaker, ne w confined in State prisou under
A bright light was noticed in the direction
sentence of death for, with his
mother, killing of Old
Orchard last night, which gave rise to a
a little girl at
Wat-rbury, Vt., some two tears
since, by administering strjr 'huine, having
report that a hotel was ou fire. Ou inquiry
previously cruelly beaten the child on several
we learned that the
light was caused by a burnoccasions, has made a confession which is -ubBtantially the saute as was t-stified by a wit- ing brush heap at Coal Kiln Corner.
nt st at the trial.
He accuses Ins mother of inFryeburg Fair.
stigating the murder. The details show great
The attendance the secoud
brutality.
day was large,
and the display fine. The horse trot was won
Base Ball.
by Dady Allen; second money was taken by
At Providence—Providence 5, Chicagos 2.
Alice E.; third money by Ugo.

an

her

opportunityto do whatever

men,

wife and

their

own

children

work.

miss

lapham’s addeess.

An excellent paper entitled “The possibilities of Success for Women in the Industrial
Arts,” was presented by Miss Ella C. Lapham,
of Buffalo, of which the following is an abstract :
It speaks first of the present age being everywhere
practical one, and of the causes for its being inevitably such ii> this country; the energies of the
people at the conclusion of the struggle for national
independence a ftvoted to a much longer and more
prosaic struggle or bread and a home, gave a mighty
impetus to the mechanical and agricultural arts, and
a

avo

the marvelous increase of wealth here

worker in every place. In order,
out who is the best worker, every

what

The

competitors.

ent

our

race

sphere, through

long

has worked up its way to

pres-

effects upon the mind and character of women
themselves.
Gir.s grow up. seeing all places of
emolument and honor, all pursuits requiring long
aud careful training, and, until recently, all institu
tions of higher learning, filled by men; and as
opinions are more the result of impressions uncon-

instruction, it happens that women believe themselves incompetent in
all higher branches of thought.
I have had more
than one lady assure me that she did not think
women’s minds capable of taking a college course;
and another, that she used to think women had not
sense enough to become physicians. I cannot think
these opinions are rare, since they were expressed
to me by women who had had the best educational
advantages of their day, aud were themselves of
more than
average Intelligence. Thank God, our
literary and medical colleges are fast disproving
than of direct

tails of
Women

for it is

the house than do men, and of the home women
planners. Whatever the truth of the
tradition that ascribes th' first wood engraving
known in Europe to Isabella Cunio and her twin
is probable that between her generation
hundreds of women have studied and
practiced engraving, more than fifty being noticed
in history. In photography though large numbers

brother,
and

worthless

healthy conservatism, whose injurious effects in
modes of thought aud daily life it is not difficult to
trace. Lack of independence is also shown by the
blind adherence to leaders which politicians and
historians have noted from time to time, and which
lias laid women under
charge of being priest

coastruetion, the shortest answer is Doing.
spend a far greater part of their lives with-

should be

evi-

dent that if nearly every man can think better than
any woman, it is wisdom for viomen to adopt the
judgment of men on all subjects to which men have
given thought, rather than to labor themselves for results that are comparatively
after they are
obtained. Thus a sort of paralysis weighs upon the
minds of womeu; they interest themselves too little
in wider views of life; in fact, it is customary to accuse them of
frivolity. Tho growth of independent
an unthought is checked, and its place is taker*

In

in

notions. But it seems to me a matter of the
gravest practical importance, that women hold so
ialse an estimate of the mental ability of their sex,
and hence of their own; for while women will believe that this enormous difference exists between
themselves ‘and average men, 1 have found
none who believed it existed between herself and
average women. Holding «ucb views,} women are
such

discouraged from laborious thought;

ex-

entered this field is not known, but the supply is far
from equaling the demand. This work is every
way suitable to women, and is very lucrative, the
prices being determined by the class of designs,
whether for Christmas cards, labels, etc., or the complicated patterns for carpets, furniture aud draperies.
A lady designer for a prominent print manufactory in Massachusetts earns twice as much, it ia
said, as she did when a teacher. Iu 1870 there
was but one woman architect in the United States.
Now there are several in the one State of New
York. To such doubts as that expressed by the
professors at Cornell Univarsity, who concedes that
women might excel iu the specialty of interior
wark and decoration, but adds that it is doubtful
whether they would thoroughly master all the de-

degree of civilization, have all along left injuri-

sciously received

before

all this work, what show have women? and what
show are they to have? There ia no lack of occupations for womea, and the time has come when they
may have their part for the taking, it being only
needful that they have
tl^ ability and skill required
of any incumbent of the position. There aro no new
employments to which women may prefer the
them?
sole claim.
Why should they wish
Numerous
occu_
Competion is wholesome.
pations await the patient, fully prepared women who
will dare to take them. In designing, for instance,
the census of a dozen years ago showed thirteen
women already at work; how many others have since

ages in

our

was

gained an unwonted importance, its constantly
panding field for designers aud skilled artificers.

What (ho exact results of tills competition of worn
en with men will be it is impossible to tell; it may
be some avocations will be followed by both men
and women; some hitherto occupied solely by men
may be conceded almost entirely to women, as most
fitted; and agnin, it can scarcely be doubted that by
the combined efforts and talents of men and women
new fields of lab^r will be opened, whose fruits
shall enrich the world. Yet, rich as the prizes may
be that the world shall gain by the labor of
women,
her greatest gain will be in the
development and
improvement of women, themselves. For the same
causes that have confined women to monotonous
which

re-

A
useful be made beautiful.
curtain must not merely temper the light, it must
have beautv and fitness as well. Hence the industrial arts, occupying the border land between the
fine arts and the arts whoae only end is utility, have

however, to find
place must be

the

with the

suming leisure brought recognition of other than
purely physical worth. People now demand that

open to competition; and to answer both tholr own
necessities and the world’s need, women must enter

narrow

is best

being supported by

world’s neei» no longer cor fine them
to the spinning wheel and the loom, or even to the
sewing machine; but what it does need Is the best

toil in a

one

Tho reading of Miss E. C. Lapham’s paper
upon ‘‘Possibilities of Success for Women in
the Industrial Arts,” followed.

wasted

as

to

pay as men,
because as the overseer stated, the men had
their families to support, and in the other part
of the factory she found the families of these

proposed that women should confine
themselves to some sort of domestic labor, the
serious obstacle presents itself that home life no
longer supplies all women with self supporting
labor. A hundred or more years ago, when women
spun and wove, and manufactured at henio many
other articles now made by machinery, the domestic
sphere supplied more than enough .remunerative
work for the women.
But machinery and mod rn
improvements have changed all that; now there are
many more women than are required to do domestic work. They must adopt themselves to the
change, and learn other work, or become mere con
Burners in the community, while they endure all
the privations and sufferings that idleness and

cations?

rights

did not receive as much

women

world’s ne8d of them.

seeking new

all

is no talk of the business being unwomanly.
A case was cited of a tobacco factory where

When it is

in

has

Miss Mary F. Eastman said that she has
never known women to be debarred from labor
but they are excluded from particular lines
of labor. Jnst as soon as there is neither profit
nor honor in a certain kind of work, then there

right of women to competition depends, in the
lirst place, upon their own need, and secondly, up-

energies entail.
What, then, shall guide them

woman

fitted for.

The

the

the

She had encountered more opposition
among women in he profession than from men.
The latter we had always found helpful and
considerate. All we can claim is that we may

may be urged for giving to women
tion and encouragement to enter every employment to which their tastes or abilities call them.

on

Europe

labor.

what
educa-

\

it

our owu

are at work, women have not yet emerged from the
crowded ranks of mediocrity. As in other callings^
too mauy have taken it up hastily to earn bread for
the passing hour. Some of the best specimens of
wood carvings at the Centennial, were the work
of w^rnen of Cincinnati, and the work exhibited at
the exposition in that city received high commendation by the local press. In pottery, also, the women
of that city are doing work not before attempted iu
this country, and Miss McLaughlin may yet lollow
the example of Madatne Helene Hengest and give

to the world

some

of its

choicest ceramic treasxires.
high character is limited,

Demand for work of a
and the women who engage in the art
must bo con eut with the attainment of excellence,
possibly fame, but not fortune. In painting and
engraving glass, china * luting, gold and silver
with
landscape
gardening, etc.,
smithing,
of
the
the exception,
•
last, the
p

however,

J

few
women
employed are generally unskilled, and therefore poorly paid. Concerning
landscape gardening, Fred Law Allen is of the in_
ion that there is no physical difficulty In the
way,

and wbat is received commands high pricm Kar
Oils have advanced lsl%c; Unwed
Boiled Oils are lower.
Turpentine has advanced
and is very strong. Domestic Kice lower from % to
%c with a big crop reported South. In Ssed,H.rdsgrass is lower. Teas and Tobacco are unchanged.
Cloves are quiet and easy. Corn Is l(>e higher tbu
a week ago In Chicago.
Hay is unchanged with a
good demand. The former qu tatlons of Fish are
well maintained. Eggs are off %«. Potatoes and
Onions lower.
csene

that would not stand in the way of her pracmedicine, or of Jawn tennis, and would apprehend but one difficulty—that of excess of atten"
tion to details working against comprehensive denone

tice of

sign.
E

broidery recovering from the low state in
It has long lain, may again be made the medium of
to rival the specimens preservj ed in theproduction
art collections of Europe, but at present
in this country neither
embroidery nor lace making
is a Imperative calling. Woman attains
pecuniary
success the more nearly *he approaches the
position
of an independent producer. Her handiwork she
n

Presii Href Tlarbet.

which

Corrected for Hie Press daily by Wheeler, Swift
5 Co., Commission Merchants In
Chicago Dressed
Beef, Franklin Wharf:
sides. 7Vi® 9
Hinds. 8 @10%
«
@ 7% Hatties. 6
« 7
£ores.
Backs. 6 (5 8
Hounds. 7%jfi 8%
Rumps.11 §13
Loins.12 ®17

Kumr

sell open its merits; her labor she is too often
forced to sell as a woman’s. Woman’s wages are
lower than men’s, because, 1st, they lack suffrage;

loins..
Gn in

can

2d, they are innovations; 3d, as a rule they are
workers, and 4th, because the woman who
the labor market Is presumably obliged to
work at something. Very applicable to the first assertion is a single sentence from a letter just received frem Gov. John W. Hoyt, who
says: “So far as
I know, the women of Wyoming receive the same

Chicago-Wheat-.

10.30
11.00
11.30..
12.00.
'all-

j

women as designers, as to design jewelry successfully requires some knowledge of its manufacture,
and we are not aware of any shop where such in-

formation can be g lined by women.” There is another difficulty for the consideration of energetic,
influential women. A great change is necessary in
public opinion before women can approach the high,
est possibilities of an industrial career.
Among
theso-oalled aristocracy, the men notwithstanding
their wealth arc generally working men, but upon
the women of this class, customs, the drifting debris of an older civilization, still enforce idleness.
were

in the United States

years old who

were

1,660,000
not attend-

school, not housekeepers, and not engaged in
The influence of such
any gainful occupation.
lives sifts down through all classes, and is prolific
ing

of untold evil in the lowest ranks. While expecting little from the unyielding Labits of maturity
and age, but the girls, hopeful and energetic, what
may they not do? Let women of competence take
up industrial pursuits, and they at once silence the
cry of unpopularity. The industrial arts offer to
such
women
while
fascinations
manifold,
the
arts
need them no
less.
Even precedent is
not
of
names
The
wanting.
Plantilla Brizio, of Anna Maria Schumann, of
Mary Moses, Angelica Kauff and Felicie de Fan*
These
yean, stood high alike in society and art.
are isolated examples, but they were prophetic,
what womans’ hand and brain should do in after,
time. The paper concluded with quoting the poem
beginning, “Wliat are we set on earth for? Say, to
toil, nor seek to leave thy tending of the vines.”
The President announced that owing to the
lateness of the hour, there would not be opportunity for extended discussion of the subject.

Rev. Antoinette Brown Blackwell commented
ably, declaring that girls should consider it
disgraceful to be idlers, rather than to consider, as i3 now the case, all industry to be degrading. Miss Sewall followed. S*he was ac-

quainted with

lady

who took up vyood carving and after a year’s training, became able to
support herself at the business. If im.*truction
were begun early in life in such work it would
be of much advantage often. The meeting
was then adjourned uutil 10 a. m. to-day.
The following are additional arrivals:
Miss E. C. Lapham, Buffalo, guest of Mrs.
Geo. S. Hunt.
Miss E. G. Stewart of Hyde Park, Mass.,
Miss Harriet A. Townsend, stopping at Falmouth Hotel.
Mrs. Lita Barney Sayles, Killingley, Conn.,
(corrected), guest of Mrs. J. P. Baxter.
Mrs. Caroline Severance, guest of Hon. S.
E. Spring.
Mrs. General Lander, Washington, guest of
Mrs. J. P. Baxtor.
Mrs. Isabel C. Barrows (of the 1 ‘Christian
Register,”) at Mrs. Boyd’s, Danforth street.
Dr. Maria Zaksyeuka of Boston and Miss
Sprague of Boston, both guests of Dr. Sarah
W. Devol!.
Mrs. Judge Dickerson of Belfast at Dr. Devoirs.
Rev. Lorenzo Haynes of Fairfield and Miss
A. At Hicks of Belfast at Charlotte Thomas’s.
The programme for to-day is as follows:
TO-DAY’S ritOGKAMMJK.
2 30 P. M.—The Chinese Question from a Woman’s Point of View by Mrs. Caroline M. Sevei'anee
of California.
Records and results of prceding congress ;s by
Mrs. Lita Barney Sayles of Connecticut.
8 P. M.—Regulations discriminating in favor of
single women against married women as teachers,
by Mrs. Mary E. Foster of Michigan.
Comparative effects on health of professiamil,
fashionable and industrial life by Dr. Anna D.
French oi New York.
a

Henry P. Worcester.
The sudden death of Mr. Worcester at Norfolk, Virginia, as announced last nignt, was
startling and sad to his friends in this city.
His family had been visiting Portland for the
summer and had just returned to Norfolk,
where they found him a'.lipg with malarial
fever. He had just returned from a business
trip to North Carolina, whf.ro he had been exposed to malarial air, and. was hardly able to
meet them at the boat. That was Friday last,
a telegram brought the
Monday.

and
on

nows

that he died

Mr. Worcester was a native of Portland, his
father, the Bev. Henry V/orcester, having been
the first pastor of the Now Jerusalem church
in this city. His father died when he was
youne, and his mother removed to Gardmer,

where his youth was spent. He entered Bowdoin College, but was obliged to leave on acHe entered
count of trouble with bis eyes.
the army as a private and came out a captain
at the close of the war, haviug been twice
wouuded. At the close of the war he entered
the commission business at Norfolk. In 1872,
he married Justiua C. Rna, (daughter of Mrs.
Albus Bea of Portland,) who is left with four
children.
Mr. Worcester was a man of the highest
character, with scholarly ‘.antes, and was much
respected in Norfolk, where he had been often
solicited to aocept ofiioial
positions. He,
however, interested himself in educational
movements and subjects of a kindred nature.
In Maine ho will be mourned by many dear
friends who knew him as a pare, kind hearted
and most genial man.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Wltalcsale Market.
forth* w*ek ksdisq Oct. 11.
During the past week Flour has been firm with
are unchanged ana firm.
prices unchanged. Sugars
Dried Fruits are quiet and only a little of the new
Coffees are dull and unchauged_
crop has arrived.
prices os before. Pork is firm
BeefdullandJt
higher, and Eastern packed
with backs and >
and very Arm.
very scarce. Lard i» Vsp,t4o higher
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leNew Orleans is arriving
in quotations; v
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at the Institute of Technology in Boston, actually
prepares a man (or woman) for the undertaking of
practical work in offices of the finest class.” In
the work of designing for silver, the words of Tiffany & Co., explain themselves. “We do not employ

sixteen

98%

Oct.
06
68
67

Railroad Receipts.
Portland, Oct. 10.
Miscellaneous merchandise received by the Portland & Ogdensburk Railroad, 36 cars.
Received by Maine Central Railroad, far Portland
25 care miscellaneous merchandize; for concocting
COilulf! XA A«rl IBiadAllannAJQ

various sections are received assurances from manufacturers and many firms that they are in favor of
employing women in these Industries if they will
in t.«w»Tmiuuo.
thoroughly
The
-nave the worth of his money,
employor
The world’s business is
conducted on thet
principle of self-interest, not of philanthropy

there

96

(foreign Imports.
WESTPOBT, NS. Scar Hibernia-700 qtla fish.
1300 galls oil. 160 doz 'ggs to Geo Trefethen.

cunning hand belongs to man or woman. The
feeling is now spreading itself in theoretical disquisition, flooding newspapers and magazines From

1870,

,-Corn—.

Nov.

94% 90%
94% 98%
94% 96%
94VS4 98 Vs
94% 96%
94% 96Vs
94V'2 96

12.30
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ana

women over

Oct.
94%
943/s

Time.
9.41
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wages as men for equal service.” There Is abundant
evidence that the old-time prejudice against employing women exists no longer. One now wanting
uelp seldom stops to ask whether the quick brain

In

gy*

Market.

PORTLAND, Oct. 11.
TLt> following quotations of Grain were received
by telegraph from Chicago to-day by 8. H. Larmlnle
6 Co., 167 Commercial street, Portland.

poorer
enters

suited to the calm and reflective mind of middle and
old age rather than to'ardent and eager youth; es|
pecially as in these schemes it is entirely dissociat- ! and no self-respecting woman can desire
ed from hopes of fame, some even going so far as to l the
The unskilled, uneducated
wages of pity.
say that it is womanly to conceal unusual attainwoman, like the unski lied, uneducated man, is at a
ments. keeping them solely for personal delectation
u wan
no mass ot women
vantage among woraers.
Such motives are not now filling our colleges and I
are charged with the lack of
originality, whether
think never will. But teach our girls from infancy
natural or duo to long continued lack of dove opthat all the prizes of life are free for them to win;
meut, time will decide. Again, “tlie shortest answer
hold up to honor those women who ha^e walked in
of all is. Doing.” Already is there a brighter tide, as
shown by the opinions of men eminent as principals
lffty paths; above all impress them with the noble
desire of self maintenance that will make them
of art schools, heads of lat ge manufacturing estabashamed of hanging as use ess weights upon the inlishments, etc., to the effect that women are especdustry of others, and there will be no lack of young ially adapted to excel in these industries. The phywomen eager to improve every faculty of body and
sical incapacity of woman is an imaginary hindrance
rather than a reality. The first condition of success
mind, nor will they shrink from the severest education. Then I doubt not that frivolity and blind
is self discipline. Social pleasures calculated to unfit
enthusiasm, as typical of the female sex, will be- one for the real business of life must be curtailed.
come things of the past; while in every profession
Enirgy and perseverance, the qualities which help
and every science the world will reap the benefits of
on the boy, must be cultivated by tho girl, and
the combined talents of men and women.
More
above all, nothing must be expected where nothing
than this, the hopes of philanthropists will be f ulhas been rendered.
The need and utility of art
tilled, who desire to see women bring to the duties schools is recognized oven in those European counof wives and mothers strong and vigorous minds
tries, where art has long had a homo. In the United
and energies well developed by training and exerStates the facilities for an education in tho induscise. And to obtain these desirable results, it is not
trial arts are entirely inadequate. Last year more
than seven hundred applicants were turned away
necessary to suppose that every woman shall receive
a collegiate education, or that every woman shall
from the Womans’ Art School of the Cooper Union,
add a trade or profes sion to her domestic duties. It
for want of room. There are schools of design in
will suffice that enough women are highly educated
many of the large cities, but are they all that they
to raise the ideal of womanly capacity and excelshould be? “Partial training,”
says Miss Mclence; it will suffice that enough women shall attain
Laren of Kdinborougli. “has been the ruin of many
wealth by their own labor to *how that women who
attempts to gain new employment for women.”
faithfully devote similar talents and energies to the Here is work for another class of women, the philduties of housewives and mothers,are fairly entitled
anthropists, who by organizing all women.interested
to their share of the family earning?, and to make
in art, establishing an annual exposition to which
them repel with indignation the idea that they
the art schools shall send their best work, and by
are supported.
other similar measures, may do much for the ad_
vancementof their sex. In some of the arts it
nave noi careu 10 touch upon me various objections urged to women's right of competition as would appear that the work of the schoo’s must be
laborers. Some of them are evidently the product
supplemented, in others superseded by apprenticeof prejudice and selfishness in men, and are unworship. A graduate of Cornell University, the only
girl who has ever taken their course in architecture^
thy of re^ly. Others come from fears that wifely
declares that “neither the course of Cornell nor that
and motherly affections cannot survive if women

Or. Maria Zaksyeuka followed with an interesting description of the various motives

to consider

reasons

motive

«

right to competition in
verify the statement from his

Let

me a

Mrs. Foster of Michigan commented briefly
upon the paper. She said that she was recently visited by the wife of a prominent business
man of this city, who declared that the greatest desire of her life was to have an opportunity
to earn an honest dollar for herself. This lady
has an excellent and liberal husband
She
voices the sentiment of all earnest women.

of woman’s
can

Aa

to

seems

have other interests; a little observation of life is
better fitted to reassure these timorous objections
than argument. And still other objections there
are, more or less specious, founded upon views of
expediency; but to one and all of these there is tlie
answer that the right is
always expedient. It is
euough for us to find out what is right; when we
have found it, we can trust that all its consequences
will be good. “A good tree cannot bring forth evil
fruit.'’

ous

Personal B
Cart land and wife,

Enterprise."

MONTERO THREATENS TO CONTINUE

MISS CLAY’S PAPElt.

Among all the claims pressed

ilowets,’

however, will be changed
A Crisis at Peru Imminent.

borers.”

repriji.

a

Chicago, Oct. 11.—The News says Franklin
L. Chase, ch iirman of the Cook county Democratic committee, has proven a defaulter in a
sum estimated at $50,000 to $70,000.
Drink,
harlotry and speculation caused bis downfall

her sister carry on their homestead
farm themselves. The subject of the paper
was “Rights of Women to
Competition as La-

sequences than that considered in these pages.
which was to accompany the Governor
Hitherto what have been called womanly employand State government to the train conveying
ments have been such as could be carried on at
the President aud his party from Fall River.
home, or such as have met with little competition
This consisted of the National Lancers and
from men, either from the poor wages
commanded,
Roxbury Horse Guards aud the carriages con- or
from the irksome conditions attendant.But now it
taining the State dignitaries.
The reception of the President" id his party is proposed that women shall have the right to enter
was brief, aud consisted
of in -changes of
anyaud every occupation for which their
courtesies and a few words of
tastes or talents shall fit them.
ou the
As preliminary to
vfVome
of
the
Governor aud
the consideration of this claim let us observe liow
,ves of
part
it
the Webster Historical Society,
.guests is at present denied. Our attention will naturally
the Presideut is to bo tomorrow.
o party
first fall upon the law. And hero, as the laws of the
were immediately shown to their
ges and
different states vary, and are constantly undergoing
the escort took up a line of march In. „ae Common.
The enthusiasm of the people who
change, I must he understood as speaking of redensely crowded the several streets traversed Btrictiom that existed not many years ago in all of
during the passage of the procession found ex- the fctates, and still exist in some. Thus we see that
pression in the clrpping of hands and waving women are not permitted to practice law
jn the
of haudkerchiefs and in several marked incourts, and thereby they are excluded from a prostances by hearty aud prolonged cheers.
fession which eng <g.es hundreds of men in every
Ou entering the Common tho Presidential
state, and who-^e profits are sometimes mmnnmia
party were received by a salute from Battery
B, of Worcester, and tho first and second brigWomen are excluded from all ctBcea in the gift of
ades of the state militia drawn up on the par-» fctbe people. This
again, thiows women out of comade ground.
petition with men for places that support hundreds
As he Presideut passed down the line he
in every state.
was received with
cheers by the immense
Besides these positive restrictions put upon the
crowd that had gathered in the viciuity of the
labor of women, the state puts negative ones much
The party then took position
parade ground.
between the first aud second corps of cadets,
more far-reaching and destructive.
From the colwhich were Panked by the brigades.
leges maintained in part or wholly by the state,
From tho moment the procession started
meant to fit boys f >r intelligent and profitable labor
from the Cornmou ou its long march the Presigirls are excluded, thus tacitly claiming for boys a
dent received a continuous ovation, to which
he responded curteously and constantly.
right of labor not extend ed to girls.
On
reaching Berkeley street the President left tho
Agftin, though it is an axiom in political economy
line ami escorted by the first corps of cadets
that labor iB
by whatever makes its profproceeded to the Hotel Brunswick to a stand its uncertaindiscouraged
or insecure to the laborer, our laws, by
erected in front of the hotel, from whence he
the transparent legal fiction that husband and wife
viewed the procession as it marched by.
are one,at one fell swoop deprive wives of all direct
This hotel having boeu designated as his
headquarters during his sojourn in the city, control of their earnings. Thank Ged this disgrace
was elaborately decorated within with
tP our civilization is rapidly passing from onr statvines aud plants and without with masses of
ute books.
bunting. The crowds in the vicinity of the
hotel were denser than at any other point on
Laws, however, are only the reflections of the
the line of the march. The 600 stuaents of the
opinions of the societies governed by them, and in
Massashusetts Institute of Technology were
social customs we find the denial of equal rights to
massed in an effective group upon the recessed
labor the most difficult to overcome. When a wornfront of tho large maiu building opposite the
un-child begins to observe the facts of gt^wn up life
hotel.
aud to speculate upon what hor own part Is to be in
There was great delay in the moviug of the
procession and the crowds in the streets im- the mysterious future, she soon observes a marked
peded it. The Presideut and party met with difference between the prospects of boys and girls.
an ovation alt
For boys there is a boundless field fof activity.
along the route.
The President after reviewing the
military
Wealth, fame, adventure, learning, arc to be sought
partook of a lunch given by the city govern- and won by those who have the
ability; and every
ment, then after a drive in the suburbs went
of effort boasts its heroes whose achieve
immediately to Faueuil Hall where a recep- department
meats command the applause of the world and
tion was held, at which Mayor Green
piesided,
stimulate youthful ambition. To train the minds
and introduced the President, who was enthusiastically received. Speeches were made of boys aud to etart them in life with advantage,
by Presideut Arthur aud Secretaries Lincoln for many long centuries great institutions of learn"
and Ohandler.
ing have been founded and richly endowed; while to
In the evening a brilliant reception was held
give their boys the benefits of the education thus
at the Hotel Bruuswick for which
2,210 inproffered, families constantly make great sacrifices.
vitations were issued.
Thursday the Presidential party go to Everything invites the boy to vigorous thought and
Marsbipeld to attend the Webster centennial action, aud every body expects it of him. But for
anniversary.
the girl, life presents a widely different aspect. Instead of a boundless scope for activity, life seems
to narrow down to two
MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.
probabilities,—she may
marry and go to housekeeping, or she may become
an old maid and always live with other
people.
ACROSS THE CONTINENT.
True, she hears of women who teach, and occasionOliver Doud Byron will play at Porllaud
ally of women who write boons for a living; but it
Theatre Friday aud Saturday nights. The requires no
lively perception for the girl to see that
play aud performers are spoken of in very com- her parents and friends are far from hoping for a
terms
mendatory
by the press. A recent issue like ftae for herself. What
they seem to hope for
of the Philadelphia Bulletin contained the
and expect of Ler is that she shall marry.
But to
following: Arch Street Theatre is running
the child there seems to bo no spur to ambition in
“Across the Continent” to crowded and dethe
of
audiences
she
hears
no
dellghted
prospect
marriage;
girl spoken
nightly. It Is an intensely exciting play, full of the best acting by Mr. of as too stupid to marry; or that another is sure to
By ion aud the best members of the company.
well
because she is so bright and studious.
marry
NOTES.
Her parents do not speak of sending her to college
The new Lyceum Theatre on
to prepare her for her duties. No par. icular mental
Exchange
street will open next Monday
evening. Tne excellence seems to be demanded or even desired;
scenery will be new and a first class entertainand while marriage is the only road open for her to
ment is promised.
any object of ambition, how she shall marry or
The Stockbridge courso will
open next
Wednesday with a concert by the Boston Sym- whether she shall remain single appears to be a
phony Orchestra. There are still seme good matter of chance rather than of deliberate choice
seats left.
and aehiavfeTEUMvt. Thao In ita formative stage pasAnnie Pixley will present her new
.siVeuess is cultivated in her mind; and even if in
play
‘'Zara” hero next week.
maturer years she begins to doubt the wisdom of
the training that leaves her to drift like a log, that
RAILROAD NOTES.
training has left her little strength to resist the cur"
rent in which she finds herself.
Boston & Maine.
President Lord, the directors and officers of
It is evident that this lack of education for
the Boston & Maine, left Boston in a
special varied occupations has all the force of a denial of
the right.
But when women, in spite of this adtrain yesterday morning at 9 o'clock aud in"
spected the eutire line of the road arriving at verse force, attempt to enter employments hitherto
Porllaud at 7 p. m., and taking rooms at the
occupied by men, they find that society has other
Preble House where they spent the night.
checks to put upon them. It is no uncommon
They will return to Boston this morning. The
thing for women to suffer loss of social consideraRailroad Commissioners took a train from
tion because tboy have Btepped. out of the usual
Portland yesterday morning and
the
inspected
round of woman’s work. I call to mind just now
road in Maine and pronounced it in excellent
condition.
two young ladies some of wnoso a- quaiutances have
Minor Notes.
ceased to recognize them because they have acThe Boston & Maine and Eastern will
adopt cepted positions which, if held by their brothers,
winter time tables next Monday, tho
would have been considered both honorable and
16th,
when important changes iu the nresent rundesirable.
ning arrangements will be made.
Moreover, social opinion is largely to blame tor
FARMERS’ FESTIVAL.
the fact that the women employed by the State, as
school teachers, clerks, &c., arc paid less for the
Opening Day of the Cumberland Fair. same work than men. But enoagli bas been said of

Ayrshires.
Capt. James Blanchard exhibited

POLITICAL.

Clay and

escort

a good exhibition of farm
stock, especially of
Hotel Burned.
fancy.
North Adams, Oct. 11.—The Ballou House,
a public house here, was burned
Geo. Blanchard & Bros, had a herd of 11 fine
by an incendiary early this morning, and some of the Jerseys from their stock of some 60
head,
boarders and servants sleeping in the top story
among them a two year old bull.
had narrow escapes.
One lady and a fireman
A.
F. Winslow had a splendid herd of seven
were hurt.
Loss on building, 810,000; partly i
Herefords and a few Southdown sheep—all fine
insured.
animals.
A. J. Dearborn & Son had some superior
JAIL BREAKERS.

Indiana Mob Breaks Into a Jail and
Rescues a Prisoner.
Evansville. Ind., Oct. 11.—At ten minutes
two
this
past
morning oue hundred men from
Posey county on horseback quietly surrounded
the county jail awokejthe sheriff andjdemanded
the keys of the jail. They then went to Redmond’s cell, took him out pnt him in a buggy
and drove off with him. Upon leaving a number of shots were fired and the fire bells rung
to notify the police, bat before tt.eir arrival the
squad was out of sight going down Third street
leading to the Mt Vernon road.
The sheriff
was warned
onjy a moment before the mob
arrived at the jail, but before he could get to
the outer door to lock it the mob was on him,
and held him a prisoner. The police on arriving commenced firing down the strt et in the
diiection taken by the mob, and one of them
named Daie Murphy was killed Redmond was
in jail for wife murder.

and

Miss Mary Eastman, who lead the
Paper of Miss Laura Clay, daughter of Cassius
M. Clay of Kentucky, first
that Miss

The display made by the Cumberland Farmers’ Club yesterdif was excellent.
There was

An

on

introduced

A GALA DAY AT THE HUB.

DEMOCRATS ELECT
FIFTEEN
CONGRERSMEN AND CARRY THE
STATE BY 30,000.

to

ridden; and it has also caused them too often to be
found among the supporters of tottering tyrannies.
For, accustomed to receiving opinions upon trust,
when they find leaders who obtain their
confidence,
either through their religious or their patriotic feelings, they follow with an enthusiasm too frequently
untempered by reason. These defects have been
recognized in women, and, I believe, are generally
supposed to be innate rather thaD due to false ideas
However, remedies are proposed. I remember hearing a lecture from a distinguished politician and
eloquent speaker, advocating the higher education
of women as
tending to remedy these defects and
thus fit them better for wives and
mothers; and he
urged oung women, especially of the wealthier
classes to devote some of their abundant leisure to
the prosecution of favorite
studies, and to the enlargement of their miuds. But tills gentleman4was
opposed to any extention of the sphere of women’s
labor; and there was shown what 1 think is the
fatal weakness of all schemes of liberal education
for women which do not contemplate their
taking
some additional part in life than what will fall to
them as wives and mothers; and that is, that while
they propose arduous labor, they offer no incitement likely to move the youthful mind.
For,
granting most cordially that no education is too liberal for the duties of wives and mothers, and that
knowledge in itself is a most noble reward of labor,
it must be borne in mind that to become wives, women
must first please men; an1 to do this observation
shows that a graceful versatility is vastly more effec
tive than solid
attainments, the pojsession of the
latter, indeed, beiDg popularly supposed to be posi'
tively repellant to men, while acq airing them must
conBume several years of the bloom of
youth. To
appeal to dormant feelings of maternity is cer-

A. A. W.
[Continued from First Page.]

tinguished Quest.

THE

CARPETS.

Whatever may be your diseased condition, or how
ever much treatmeut
you may have submitted to
at the hands of physicians or even so styled electric1 >o not despair of help until you have had a frank
consultation, and if need be an electrical diagnosis
ofgfyour case from

ARTHUR

Boston's Welcome

97 Exckahgb St.,
Portland, mb.
X*BMs: !ligU6 Dollar* a Pear. To mall subsenti
irt Be van Dollars a Year, if paid in advance.
AT

Electropathic

PRESIDENT

OHIO.

*»«wh vllnrUet.
The following quotations of stocks are receive,
and corrected daily by Woodbury & Moulton (members of the Boston Stock Exchange), corner of Middle and Exchange stressNEW YORK STOCKS.
gu.ft M.. 39%
Missouri Pacific. 107%
Mo. K.A Texas
36%
Wabash preferred G5%
Nor. & West’n prf
Union Pacific.
Loui« & Nash. 66%
..107%
Buf. Pit.AW.com 21%
Rich A Dan. 73
St.L. A Frisco 1st
j Ceu. Pacific. 91%
Omaha common.. 50%
Texas Paciflo. 46%
((enver A ft. G... 63%
St. Paul prof
Frisco preferred.. 58%
BOSTON STOCKS.
Veetern Union T. 88%
Boston Land-..,
7
New York Cent’l. 133%
Waterpower.
3%
Omaha preferred 107%
Flint A Pere Mar*
Lake Shore.111%
quette common 21
Erie. 42%
Hartford & Erie 7s 54%
Nor. Pac. prefer’d 93%
A.T.AS. F. 91
com
Boetou* Maine.. 166
48Vs
Pacific Mail
Flint A Pere MarNorth west’n com.144%
quette preferred 96
North west’n pref.103%
U R. A Ft. Smith. 60
0. B. & Ouincv...
Marquette, HoughSt Paul common. 110%
ton A Ont
66%
St. Joseph prel
Summit Branch.. 10%
llinols Central...
Mexican Cent’l 7s 77%
—

—

—

....

...

—

...

—

—

—

Michigan Central. 99Vs

Hams at the Boston Brokers Board. Oct. 11.
HU] Manufacturing Co
99
Franklin Company,Lewiston.117%«fll8

Androscoggin MUls. 134%gl38
Continental MUls. 98%
New York Miocu uad Money Market.
'By Telegraph.)
New Yobk. Oct. 11—Evening. Money loaned
down from 7 to 3 and closed at latter tigure, prime
mercantile paper at li^S. Exchange steady at 481
for long and 485¥s for short. Governments weak
and %@¥i lower. State bonds inactive.
Railroad
bonds are irregular but generaly higher.
The transactions at the Stoea Exchange aggregat
el 396,0110 shares.
Tue following are to day’s closing quotations of
Government securities:
United States 6’s ext...100%
United States new,4% s, reg. 113
United States new, 4ya’s eoup.113
United States new, 4’s, reg.119%
United States new, 4’s, coup.119%
Pacido B’o of 96.130
California diming Miocu*.
(By Telegraph.)
FRAariW’o
Oct. 11 —The following are tbs
Sah
losing Quotations of Mining stocks today:
A
Belohei
Best
6%
Belie.
8%
Eureka.. 13n
iouldk Curry.
a%
Hale A Norerose..
1%
Mexican. 4%
...

NortbernJBclle.

13

>plnr.
Savage.,,. ..
Sierra Nevada.
Union Con.
Yellow .1 aoket

8%
1%
8

4%
1%

.....

The Wool Market.
Boston, Oct. 10—[Reported for the Press].—The
tallowing is a list of prices quoted this afternoon!
Ohio ana Pennsylvania—
PtcklocK and XXX.
47
@60
Choice XX.
43
@45
Fine X.41
@42
Medium.44 @ 45
Coarse.33 @ 85
MichiganExtra and XX.....39
@ 49
Fine.

38

Medium.43
Common....32
Other Western
Fine and X.38

Medium.43
Common.32
Pulled—Extra.36
auperllne...28
No 1.15
Combing anil delaine—
Medium and No 1 combing.47
Fine delaine...
43
Low and coarse.32
Medium unwashed.26
Low unwashed .20

California.,..12
Texas.20
Canada pulled.30
Do Combing.36
Smyrna washed.23

lJunwashed.15

Buenos Ayres.23
Montevideo.30
29
Cape Good Hope.
Australian

@
@

39
45

@ 35
@40
@ 46
@ 84
@ 46

@47
@25

@60
@48
@36
@30
@ 22

@32
@36
@40
@36

@ 26
@17
@ 29

@ 36

@33

.39
@46
Donskoi....
26 @32
The tone of the Wool market remains
pretty much
the same as noticed in previous reports.
There is
a steadv demand from
manufacturers and a fair
average business has been done.
V>»MMUH ;>1lUkrtt.

(Bv Telegraph.)

York,

Oct. 11—Evening.—Floor receipts
22,052 bbls; exports 7883 bbls: very steady and
prices without decided change with fair export inquiry, mainly for low grades and a moderate trade
New

demand.

Sties 24.850 bbls; No 2 at 2 50@3 75; Superfine
Western and State at 3 10®4 10; extra
Western
and State 4 00®4 60;
good to choice Western extra at 4 66@7 70;
common
to
ohoioe
White Wheat Western extra 6 25®7 26; fancy
do at 7 30
50; common to good extra Ohio
at 4 00®7 00; common to choice extra St. Lotus
at 4 00®7 60; Patent Minnesota extra at 7 00®
8 00; choice to double extra 8 10@8 75; City Mills
extra 6 50@5 60 for W L; 11700 bbls No 2 at 2 60
®3 76; 760 bbls Superfine at :L10®4 00; 1200 bbls
low extra 4 00®4 60; 4300 bbls winter Wheat extra at 4 0U®7 50; 5900 bbls Minn, extra at 4 09
@8 75: Southern flour stoady; common to fair at
4 50®6 25;gjood to choice 6 3037 00. Wheal—receipts 341,000 bush exports 133,844 bush; closed
dull and heavy; sales 2,782,000 bush, including
254.000 bush on the aix»t; No 2 Spring at 1 06; ungraded Red 85%c@l 12%; |No 3 do 1 05@l 05%;
steamer No 2 Red at 1 03@1 04%;No 2 Red 1 08%
0:1 09% certtif; 1 09% @1 11 delivered; ungraded
White at 80031 10%; No 2 White at 1 06%; No 1
White, 11,000 bush at l 11®1 11%. Rye steady;
Western about

70c.

Barley

firm,

('em

unset-

tled, opening %@l%c high*r, afterwards weaker
and lost mostadvance, closing about steady; receipts
11,450 bush; exports 18.019 bush; sales 2,327,Ou0
bush, including 39,000 bush on the spot:|ungraded
at 69@78%c: No 2 at 78@78%c elev: 79%®80c
delivered; No 2 White 78%c; uugraded Whits 76c;

2 for October 77%@79, closing
Yellow
at 77%c; November 74@76%c, closing at 74%e;
December and year closed 69c,January 62c; May at
60%c. Oats unsettled and %@%c lower; receipts
82,700 bush.export 1601 bush; sales 616,000 bush;
No 3 at 39@4u%c; Wbiteao at 43c: Ne 2 at 41@
42c; White do 46%@47c; do to arrive 46o; No 1 at
41%c; White do 63c; mixed Western at 36@42o;
do White 42@62c; White State at 48@66%c. *n*ur is about steady; refining 7%@7 9-16; refined
steady; Confectioners A at 9@9%c; Yellow ExGat
7% ®8%; off A at 8%@8% cut loaf|9%c.crushed
at 9%@9%c; powdered 9%@9%; standard A 8%
a.9c; granulated at 9%; Cubes 9%c. .Tl«!««*•*■
dull. Petrolmin dull, united 94%c.
Tallow
firmer; sales 85,000 ibs. 8% @8%. Pork offered
rattier easier; sales 276 new mess spot at 23 12%@
23 25; October 22 75@22 85; November at 22|50®
22 70. ft., ard 2%@6 higher, unsettled and more
doing; sales 750 prime steam on spot 12 90®12 95;
96 city steam 12 60® 12 6o;rettned 13 00 for continent. ftftntter firm, State 22@35c; Western at 16
@33;creamery 33®34c. I hmr firm.
Freights firmer, Wheat steam 6.

82@83c;No

Chicago. Oct. 11.—Flour steady. Wheat is firm;
regular at 94% 3,94% for Ocu^oer; 96®96%o for
November; 94%@94%c all year; No 2 Red Winter
at 99c cash; No 2 Chieag Spring at 94%@94%o
ion is higher at
cash; No 3 at 86% rejected 64c.
66%@67o cash and October; 66%@66c November;
58Vsc year; 62%c for January; rejected at 6j% e.
Oats steady at 33%c cash; 32%®33o for October;
32% o for November;J2%c year; rejected at 30%o.
Rye higuer at 69c. Barley steady 82c. Pork generally lower at 23 00@23 Oo for cash; 22 80A42 90
October.. 20 85@2o 87% November; 19 15 all year;
19 06® 19 07 Va January, laird lower at 12 60 cash
and October; 12 I0v®la 12% for November: 11 45
@11 oO all year 11 36@ll 87% for January. Bulk
meats are stronger; shoulders at 10 25; short rib at
14 25; bort clear 15 25.
At the clo ing call of the Board this afternoon
■

Grain

was

higher.

general

y

unchanged,but some sales

rath-

Pork irregular 22 9o October, -*0 82%
November; 19 10 all year. Lard easier at 12 6i@
12 60 for October; 12 10 bid for November; 11 42%
year.
Receipts—24,000 bbls flour, 116.000 bush wheat,
67,0*0 bush orn, 96 Ooo,buih oats, 18,000 hush
ye 92.000 bush barley.
Shipments ll,OuO bbls flour. 11,000 bush wheat,
156.UOO ouabj corn. 75,Ooo bush oats, 3,000 bush

er

ry«,

47,000

bush barley.

St. Louis,Oct. 11. Flour unchanged; family 4 06
@4 2o; cuoice to fancy 4 6l®o 20 Wheat higher;
No 2 Red Fall 95t®96%c for cash; 94% October;
95Vsc for November; 96%c December; 94% year;
97%c for January; No 3 Red Fall 9l@9l%c: ko 4
at 87c bid. Ooru higher at 65%@65 %c •a*h;&«%
for November; 61%c all vear; 48%c for January,
pork dull at 23 50. Lard nominal
Receipts—6,000 bbls flour 54,000., bush wheat.
4.000 bush corn, 00,0*00 bush oats, 00,000 bush
rye, 0,000 bush warm
Shipments—17,000 bbls flour, 35,000 blah wheat,
3.000 busn corn, 0,000 ouah oats, 000,000 bash
bxrlov, 0.000 basn rye.
New Orleans,Oct. 11.-Cotton steady; Middling
uplands ll%c.
Mobile, Oct. 11.—Cotton firm; Middling upland!

10% c.
Savansati, Oct. 11.—Cotton firm; Middling uplands at 10% c.
Memphis, Oct. 11.—Cotton steady; Middling up-

lands at 11*.

£urepcK.a

MiuHfU.

Bv Telegroi'u..
London. Oct. 11 —Consols 100 15-16.
S. 4s, 121%.
Oct.
11.—U.
London,
market
Liverpool,Oct. 11—13-30 P. M—Cotton
Orleaus7d: salts
hardening: Uplands at 6 ll-lfid;
1000
and
export
bales;
12.000 iiales; speculation
futures firm.

-,---
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te •
a comxuunV« do not read anonymou*
•Mlons. Tli* name and addreai of the writ are In
aU ■«»«« Indispensable, not necessarily for nhlleatm hnt aa a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve conmmuRatlous that are not need.
Ivxnv regular attach* of the Pbess Is furnished
urltb a Card certificate signed by Stanley Pullen,
■41 tor, All railway, steamboat and hotel managers
will confer a favor upon ns by demanding credentials
Of every persoB claiming to represent our journal.

The Ohio Election.
The result of the Ohio election is

appointment

to many

dis-

a

^GOLDEN

encountered

by

451

is the Bull Run of a

sion will be an Appomattox. Our party,
like the giant of Greek mythology, is refreshed and strengthened every time it bites
the dust. Ohio is a Republican State and
will vote for a Republican President in 1384.
Our cause there is the better cause, and is
certain in the end to be the winning cause.

Street.

Congress
at

$1.00

per yard

■>«ya >Vila

Mi .ja..

waxji

Republicans who hold their
principles above any trivial personal pique,
preference, hobby, or grievance, to close up
around the colors, and it adds :J
Every so-called “independent” journalist

whose independence takes the form of harpiDg
en and exaggerating Republican mistakes, and
of stabbing the reputations of Republican leaders, is doing the work of the Democratic party.
Every Republican who permits himself to be
duped or sneered out of his belief in his party
end his generous ardor in its cause is playing
into the onemy’s hands. What has the Republican party dene that it should be “punished,”
aad that Republicans should be asked to take
a baud in the flagellation? Wherein is it a
whit less worthy of confidence and admiration
aad support to-day than it was in 1880, or 1870,
or 1860?
Wherein is the Democratic party
snore attractive or more trustworthy now tbaa
it was then? It is sheer childishness for men
to fasten their eyes upon what they may be
told and may beli#»e to be a blot npon the record of their party and refuae to Bee anything
else. Let the disgruntled Republican put the
whole of that record side by side with the recerd of the other party and compare the two.
He will be very quickly cured of his whimsies
and mulligrubs.

The New York Herald says
“Every
prominent bank teller will say that there is
hardly a day during which some counterfeit
is *ot presented to him in the course of reg•lar business or by a chance seeker of

WHITE

FLANNELS,

SHAKER

Prices from IS I-a cents to $1.00 per yard. Also a full Hae of ■»«
White DOMET and ALL WOOL'.FLANNELS in all width*.

Thb Democrats of the Fourth district of
Massachusetts havo nominated Hon. Patrick A. Collins for Congress. The nomination is equivalent to an election.
Mr. Collins is a gifted and upright Irishman, who
will do credit to his State by his talents
The Boston Traveller (Rep.) says of him :
Mr. Collins has had an excellemt public
training. He has served in the State Legislature with distinction, he is a good lawyer, a
man who thinks clearly and speaks
eloquently,
a young man fall of warm sympathies and generous impulses, and a typical representative of
liberal and enlightened Irish-American sentiment. He is a self-made man
sense of the word, and has won

in the fullest
the eminence

OTTOMAN SILKS.

Gentlemen’s

COLOR.

Hunter’s

WIDTH.

21
21
21
21
21
21
21

Green,

Olive,

-

Golden Bronze,

Prune,

-

-

-

Crushed Strawberry,

Army Blue,
Electric Blue,

-

■

■

-

The above Silks are French Good*
$3.50 in this or any other market

Suits, $8.00

Dress

The Washington Monument now reaches
the height of 310 feet, leaving 245 feet yet te
be completed. The present weight of the

Gentlemen’s

and

ALLEN

&

2.00
2.00
2.00

“
44

44

Important manufacturing enterprises organised er started within lier limits, three new
rallreads, and double as many short lines
bnllt as feeders to the main lines running
into Atlanta.

A colored man, J. R. Ballard, was recently ordained in St. John’s Church, Jacksonville, Fla., which is called the most aristocratic church in the State, by Bishop
Young, in the presence of a distinguished
andlence. It was the first case in the State
where a eelored man has been ordained in a
white church.

A Democratic exchange asks the question : “If all the rogues in the country were
locked up where would the Republican party be?” The Norristown Herald guesses
the conundrum the first time with the answer: “Well, it would be running the cam-

paign with

very little

qt*enc*s.”—Millerton (N. Y.) Argus.

eodtf

BANK! NC HOUSE
-OF

(NEXT DOOK TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Stocks ami Bonds bought and sold only on commission for cash or on margin. Deposits received.
4 f
cent, allowed on all daily balances. Members
of 5. T. Stock Exchange and the Chioago Board of
1. ade.

Private wire to

Chicago.

)

N V CITY
nitASCHES.

063
346

Broadway.
Broadway.

7

FRANK CURTIS..... Proprietor and Manager.

Friday and Saturday,
13(h AN®
OCTOBER

The Funniest
Engagement
In the

Parties wishing to make money in Stocks should
communicate with the old established firm of

CO.,

STOCK BROKERS,
Street, New York,
who will send free full information showing how
large profits may be realized on investments ot
BANKEBN

20.00

AND

No. 12 Wall

$1,000.
febl8eodly

810 to

25.00

H. N.

sold

d3

Portland Safe

$7.00

and

333

on com-

oct7dlm

Deposit Co.,

Play

Oct. 11.

.A.T Gr. A.. R. UiJA

Underflanneis

Miss LIZZIE WINSLOW
AfcSI.iTEB

at

30

cents,

Cheap

at

HUBS
MINI

CONWOK, Pinnint,
I,. DAVIS. Violiui.t,
HKLLIE HilLL.iKD Accottipaainl

Tickets for sale at Stock bridge':* Music Store, and
door.
oct Ilid3t*

at the

Coburn, Skowhegan,

Anson P.

Morrill,

Au-

MUNICIPAL
-AND

Exchange

MORTIMER & STERLING,
FRED MORTIMER,

Monday, October 10
oct!2

<14t

BIUtXBIUUUfi

—

one

or

from

Toilet articles, such ns
solid back Hair Brushes,
English & French Teeth
Brushes, Kail, Infants'
and Cloth Brushes of all
kinds, styles aud prices,
beautiful Puff Boxes, &c,
&c. We import ourselves,
buying direct from a
| Druggist’s sundry house

THE

Reason Why

W. L. Wilson & Co.,

AVEJ CAN

e*d3m

*et6

i

Druggists.

CHAMBERLIN & HOMSTED.

PURE

fit*

KTotlamg

in

LaolsLing

DRUGS

*

ootll

w

COM MANY’S

nlun I

CAUTION.—taiskii ONLY with
fca-atmUa tt lam Uebt^a Signa"la a nwaa aol a boan tor whiah K.tioaa abaaM tad fratafal.”.... j_ a].. T.v >nrnM Label This:
Mtdt-nl JV-, laarrt, Flnti.k
Amraal,
UiltMn m 1WMNTJ IWUlf tO
T* b* hat «r nil Muc«k*«*ers, &r#*«ra, nod OkMniatn.
0«U Agfeota for tha Vait«d Sfete* (wholMftl* •olf) C. Larii 1 6*.f Tariotti ctlMip Bttd il faior STlbLondon,
f,fnftTth Xtmi*.
England.
ftlUtM beiaf i» tb« Market.
la ta»il«bi aad writable toaio
«a 4at*utr.

Can be found at KiEltltV, THE HATTER’S, agent for Bnnlap * Co’s
clebratcd Silk and Stiff Hats. Also a fine line of Imported Hid and
cogskin Gloves: only agent in the city. Fine Bags, Fine Umbrellas,
Wolf Robes, $8 to $17.30, Horse Blankets of all kinds.

m

>U

caa

W «aak

■y4

dlnwTh

CUMBERLAND COUNTY FAIR WEEK

i CO.’S FURNITURE WARE ROOMS,
237 Middle Street. E. H. SISE
No. 229 Middle and 12 Temple Streets.

Shoes sent by mail, postage prepaid.

Gents’ Calf Balmoral, all wldtfis, sizes and half
sizes. Prices, $2.00, $2.50, $3.00, $3.60, $4.00
and $4.50.
Gents’ Calf Congress, from the narrowest to the
widest, A.A, A. B. O. D. E. and F.
Your wide treuhleseme joints
fitted.
Gents’ English Grain Balmoral for tha II. B.

XT.

E.

SISE

cfe

DON’T FOKGET THE NUWBER,

229

Nliddlc

Street,

and 1

INCREASE

Temple

A B. C. D. & G. size* and half sines.
Boys Stylish Calf Balmoral and Congress

Beote.

BROWN,THESHOE DEALER.
«®dtf

»e9

Thou rtuRiriug f« make money
anallaud medium investments
in grain, provisions and stock
speculationr., can do bo by operating on our plan. From May 1st
1881, to the present date, on investments of $ 10.00 to
cash
have been realized and
paid tQ ittvrators amounting to
times
the
Eevoral
original investwent, stiil leaving: the original investment making money or payHbh *n demand. Explanatory circnlf 3 and statements of fund W
fret'
*vn
,vrant ’RspouEibls
ago s, who wul report on crops
end introduce the plan. Liberal
con missions paid.
AddreBS,
on

WHFAT
n iiuat

® Im
^fTSSjl
UiVV/ikkJ

j&igjii

FVI>AMlN«
u,

Ctr*

-*r<s

PHOTOGRAPHER,
a

k.

specialty,

OPPOSITE FALMOUTH HOTEL,

same

Mrsed Iff ANNIE LOUISE CADY.
Also

a

ekoloo stock ol first-clue

time

I SAMUEL THURSTON,

Hi-

O’BRION,

3 Free Street

Block, PORTLAND
dtf

eep2<J

ilty the size of Portland,

ure

not often found in

a

tud is at all times in
■barge of a competent
mrson.
This change is
me in which the Public
hould
be
interested
ind show their appreI at ion of.

__eod6m

Milk every
J7AMILIES supplied with good .JerseyExtra
milk
Jr moruing, Sunday, included.

furnished when desired.

322 Commercial Street,
rOBTLAND,
Order,

rewire11

Wlian
llklHK.

J

Telephone.

*pl5dvl

—

Oct.

18th.

TEN ENTCKI'AIN jie ntn.

Many of the world’s greatest artists, and a mag
nifleent host of talent.
No ezpeose spared to make this the best course
ever given in Portland.
Course tickets now on ale
at Stock bridge s Music store
Call iimreoiately
and exchange the old checks received at the tinning sale for the new ones,
oettf
dtd

Having refitted the Pdlliard Room in the F tLI'HOU I'H IIO I'KI,, with eight new J. M. Brunswick and Balke tables, we proj»ose to
open the new

room

with

a

Tournament,

Premiums.

—

FOIl X

PRIZE OF $200.
to lirMt; 9,10 to
Mecoud;
third; 9iO to fourth.

Open to A11 Horses Owuedfiu Maine.

FIRST DiV-Tl'ESDAV.

|

$200 for horses that never beat 3 minutes—$100
to first, $60 to second. $30 to third, and
$20 to
fourth.
SAME DAY—Pnrse 9100. Hurdle Race; mile
aud repeat over 8 Hurdles,
SAME DAY—$200 for Horses that never beat
2.40; $100 to first, $50 to second, $30 to third,
$20 to fourth.
SECOND

CONDITIONS:—A11 races will be governed by the
rules of the National Trotting Association. Five to
to

start

to

constitute

a race.

A

horso distancing the field to receive first
money
only. Entries to close Tuesday, Oct. 10th, at 9
o'clock p in.
Ent ies. ten per cent, to be made to J. J. FRYE,
No 23 Preble St.
Portland, to whom all letters
should be address*
Horses to be called promptly at 1.30 p. m. and t®
start at 2 o’clock

sharp.

oct3dnlJ. J. FRYE, Secretary.

E. A.
oetSd'J

TO

l*oi tl

*

—

LI liEAEY.

nd.

I?Ie.

OF TIIF.

—

STOCKBRIDGE COURSE,
—

BY TH»

—

BOSTON

Symphony Orchestra

Sixty performers, assisted by the renowned Loudon Baritone, Herr broi.r le.mh- II C.
duetor and Vooali-t.
Keening tic ets. ineludiag
reserved seats, 81.00: admi si. n 75 cents; no., on
sale at Stockbridge’s Music Store.
octl2dlw

THE

HARRY

W. FRENCH
-AT-

OITY

—

JEALL,

YOUNG Ml !S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION,
—

PH ID

Y

Portland and Ogdensdurg H i
THROUGH THE NOTCH

BEGINNING

—

EVENING,

-evEtt-

numbers

frank ban safari:

>

Five Superbly Illustrated and
Brilliantly Oesrrip» o Lectures, under the
auspices of the

8,1111V & JIVES, Wliiie Mountains!
Have just received all of the latest

GILSON,

Proprietor Palmoiith Hotel,

CITY HALL.

EXCURSIONS
—

to

CRAI^D OPEN I NO CONCJBRT

$200 for Horses that never beat 2.50; $100 to
first, $50 to second, $30 to third, $20 to fourth.
SAME DAY—Set of Harness valued at $100.
Open to all horses without record, owned by mem- |
bers or the society
.ile and repeat to road wagou,
to be driven by ow i.ers, or they to be allowed to sub- !
stitute a driver weighing not less than 160 pounds.
SAME DAY—$200 for Horses that never beat
2.34; $100 to first, $50 to second, $30 to third, $*© j
to fourth.

eutor aud four

HO

Open to all amateur players in New England.
Three ball cushion carom game 100 points.
AI. entri es must be made to E. A. Gilson. Falmouth Hotel Portland, Me., on or before October 14. Entrance fee 10 per cent of purse which must accompany each entry.

Wednesday Evening, October 18th,

DAY-WEDNESDAY.

These books are reprints of
the leading novels of the day,

OCT.

20.

Friday, Oct. ‘20—(>rrrn!nu<l an Norway.
91ouiliiy,Oi't.40—Keucath th« flitu il jm,
Jlouiiny, Nov. 6—Froui ihe N tfarrlnuiN (•
the tlp«.
T hurartay Nor. 16— Aero*- our Continent.
in.
Thurnday, Drt’. I4-E^)ptaud

Course Tickets with Reserved S^at*, Sl.l'O and
to locatim; Evening Tickets, 50
Reserved Seats, 60 and 75 ce-ts to members having tickets signed by the President.
Tickets and Reserved “oats for sa e at Stockbridge’s. The lectures begin at 8 o’clock.
oc
eodt20
9_

$1.5o, according

with many others
the works of such gifted writers as Anthony
Trollope, Miss
Braddon, William Black, Sir
Walter Scott, Victor Hugo,
and Miss Unlock, and range
in price from ten to tweutj
cents.
AXiiBO

—TO—

Crawford’s and Fabyan’s,
and
Tickets

Return.

aU£r24

j

Address

T. H. SOULE, Woodford’s.

<ltf

For Emery Wliccls ;in<l Onrbou
Points Nor UiK inji the sumo write

toP.aO. pto&«17>7

or.

telophouo

494.
«ftc

dll'

Pic-

turesque

Maine and many
other Books of a like nature.
Croquet Sets in large vari-

ety.

sale tor above trip WednesOetober
4th, 5th and 6th, 1882, at Ticket Office, Portland Station,
ou

Exchange Street, Portland.

dly

FOlt

Trains leave Portland 8.25 a, m.
will have live hours stay among tho
turning to Portland same evening.

oc3dtf

ni

K

can

be given at our

Embroidery Department.

cursiouists

.Mountains,

re-

.tloiinlaim Hotels.

CHAS. H. FOYE, G. T. A.

WORK HORSE FOR SALE.
Hay Mare, 9 years old, sound and a
*ood worker; weight 1025.Will be sold
cheap. Fan be seen at F. C. Hayes’
(table, .Plant street.
003

Miss E. C. DIXOIV \xill form a
class for instruction in "German
Tambour Embroidery” if a *uf_
(icicut number of pupils can be

obtained.
Particulars

—

$2.00 The Round Trip $2.00
(deduced lintel

BAILEY It NOYES

GERMAN TAMBOUR

day, Thursday and Friday,

—

Specialty, at Lowest Market

Brown’s

COMMENCING AT

Popular, Cheap.

White Mountain Guides,

Wtiolesale aid Retail Dealer in

a

ill

use

comprising

PIANOS AND ORGANS.

a

d)*

DomestiHXiala
’rice,.

Course

Stockbridge

Grand

selecting

STORE

ae26

$1,000

specialty of
Imported Cigars and at

Our store is kept open
lay and night, in fact we
ire never closed, a fea-

Closed !||

THE GKANDEST YETI

OCT. 17, IS, 19 find 20,

a

Of Imported Cigars we
iave always on hand (he
lenry Clay, La Brunswick and La Ritica. Of
Domestic the La Nornandi. La Rosa, La Bastiauelii. Boston Herald,
iebe and a great many
, ither well known
brands.

]

ua.

Divided: 9100

We make

OUR

Itf NEVE

4 p.

cen's.

COAL. Jersey milk.
Fine Portraits

Every W

OCTOBER 17th AMD 18th.

>ur case.

From Steamers

tai

*4.30 mucI 4 p.
ociUdtt

"grand-

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY,

due
our DoWe have
i large variety of 5 and
10 cent Cigars, and we
»re sure
that judges of
tobacco can be suited at

VBENH

Oci. 7

nl
th.

PresumpscotPark, Billiard Tournament

mestic Goods.

AND

Class, Maturday*

commraciug

n*M

—AT-

the most extensive line of
Bulk Perfumes tuat can
be shown in the city,
llso all th e leading Toilet Waters.

the

imported

Decker Bros7 Pianos,

UKKKiAM ’cw.
Merchants, Major felatfc.

DHAS.:

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY

Street.

CALL and SEE

rOl'R CAPITAL.

I

properly

widths.
trade,
Gents’ Cloth Top Congress Balmoral and Button
Boots.
Gents’ Hand Pegged Wescott Calf Beets the most
durable Boot on earth.
Gents’ Machine Sewed Morocee Leg Calf Beets.

Congress Street, Sign of Gold Boot.

ARTIST

line!

Young Ladies’ Class, Thur*da?»
Juvenile

Wednesday Evening,

Cumberland County

CO.
eodly

narrow

PEDAL ORNAMENTS AND PROTECTORS

421

OUR

Dancing Acauemy.

Class® for Young Ladies and Gentlemen meets
IVIonduy soil ThuriMfay ft trim***.

CITY HALL,

FALL MEETING

Colgate, Robinson,Wood,
and Wright.
In
fact, we think we have

SPECIAL SALE OF TABLES.—Consisting of Parlor, Library, Italian Warble, Shell, Tennessee and Inlaid Warble. Extraordinary inducements to be offered in all goods in our line purchased during
Fair Week.

Jy6

Boots and

Waters1

STATU

FALL GOODS!

widest.

|

EXTRACT
OF MEAT CIGARS

PRICEs

Ladies’ fine New York Boots a specialty. Woodon Congress Street.
maatte & Gardside’s Beets
French Kid with Matt Kid Tops, all widths, sizes
Boots
sizes.
and half
Opera Toe, Cut Toe,
Walking
new and stylish, all widths and sizes.
in
French
New
York
Boots,
Kid, Oil Goat
Beyd’s
and Cloth Top. Our increasing trade on fine goods
the
narrowest to
ns
the
from
to keep
compels
best,
the widest, your long slim narrow feet perfectly fitted.
Headgnarters for Coracoa Kid Button. Medium
price goods a specialty. The worth ef your money
ee*h and every time.
Fall and Winter Boots from tha narrowest to the

Toilet

octl2dlw

—

ortli

Dome tic

FINEST AND CHEAPEST MEATFLAVOURING STOCK FOR SOUPS,
■ABE BHHE8 ft SAUCES.

Highest Prices Paid for
on Europe.
Exchange
juSSO
eodtf

In this department our
stock is specially complete. Manufacturing the
greater part of the preparations ourselves, aud
employing only clerks
who have had many years
experience iu compound-

:are in

DIALIT

*

AND

OF

LIEBIG

most favorable rates.

We have a full line of
French Perfumes made
by Lubin & lie., Paris,
Fr., in bulk and put up
in regular size. Also a
full line of Domestic
Goods made by Palmer,

BULK

Street.

Letters of Credit issued aud Bills drawn available
all the principal Cities of Europe.
Government Bonds and good local securities
bought and sold direct or on commission at the

rectness of the various

IN

middle

Music Store.

n

compounds prepared at
our establislimeut.

Gentlemen’s Walking Boots, Button, Balmoral and Con-

M. G. PALMEM20 Middle Street.

21$

ami
2—Minnie
Gr.i d ConNo.
Hand
Bell
and
Glee Men. No.
ture bv Lieut. J. W.
No.
and Pisa.”
No.
in Rome.’* No.
in
the
to Sevil e.”
wl h
anti music
the l adies' Cecelia
of Boston. No. 9
li‘—Boston
by John B Gouge. No
Ideal Opera Co.-in a new Opera. Course tickets,
including reserved seats. $2.00, $2.50 and $3.00.
according to location. For sale at Stock bridge’s

Gilbert's

BANKERS,

ing Prescriptions, our
Customers cau rely upon
the quality aud purity of
our goads and the cor-

FALL STYLES.
GRE1T VARIETY » <T ALL PRICES.
gress.
Ladies’ Walking Boots, Button and Balmoral.
Ladies’ Dress Boots, French and Mat Kid and patent
leather.
School Boots that will wear. Boots and Slippers of all
kinds made to measure.

J. B. Brown & Sons,

saving
profits and cousumiug so
manr goods iu all our
stores. We buy in large
quantities and thereby
get bottom prices.

Other

^
eodti

oc 18

France, thereby
[in Paris, three
or
four

j
Than

hTH

vULJKMH,

—

and

on

our

—

The Hatter,

AT

1.-

a

COR. EXCHANGE & FEDERAL STS.

MERRY

Proprietors,
Manager.

We have just received from the Butter
CITY HAljsXi.
Bonds
BOUGHT AND SOLD.
Districts of Vermont, a large and fine lot of
Ten Grand Entertainments.
We have four stores,
THE
two in lugusta,
here
No.
Boston Symphony Orchestra
Herr
STO O HLS Geo.
Henschell. No.
aud
branch at Old OrHauk.
Fall Made Butter.
Parties in want of fine
cert,
Temple
Quartette.
3—Royal
Beach.
carried
bought
margin.
Ringers
4—LecEnglish
Waywebuy chard
W’e buy
Patent MedNew York
Daily telegraphio quotation^
Danenhower.
6—Steivopand
Stock Exchange.
call
for
to
invited
Winter
use
are
icines
fi
direct
ticou Talks, by II. H. Ragan—‘‘Florence
goods
facturers.
6—“Rambling
from
7—“Sp
Drugs (in
Pyrenees
No. 8—“Eve
SAMUEL HANSON,
full packages) from the
Longexamine.
fellow”—Readings, Stereopticon Views,
STOCK importers, Fancy and
194 Middle Street.
by
Quartette
—Lecture

PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE.

STYLES &

K«pr«B«

LOTS THEATRE,
104
Street.

Rental of Safes in Vault, $10 to $76 per year.
Special deposits at moderate rates.
For circulars or information, address
WILLIAM SWEAT, 8ec’y and Tress.,
87 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
mar30
eodly

Cor. Congress anil Preble Sts.,

«

octl 1

BY

MBS. IiinB,F r. (UMII1NG,
at Firm E*uri*h t'hurch,

OF THE NEW

gusta, Joseph Dane, Kennebunk,

AND

62 1-2 eents.

LL,

—BY—

VAULTS.

our

Special Lot of Ladles’

333

octhdlw

gbmdopeioig

nni manuour

Extra Bargains in Indies' and Children’s Underflanneis.

his imita-

Laughs in one
Usual Prices. Box office open for sale o’ scats

Railway

$8.00

9

all impersonators.
Mr ('has. Hagen, in
tions of Pat Koouey.

—

12-4 for

Byron,

and the
eatest comedy combination extant.
Mr. Fred Warren, the greatest
of all Duleh « omediaus.
Mr. < lark Oilihs, the funniest of

Directors. John Mussey, Francis K. Swan,
William E. Gould, William G. Davis, H. J. Libby,
Jacob McLellan, Philip H. Brown, Edward A.
Noyes, H. M. Payson, W. H. Mculton, William
Sweat, L. D. M. Sweat, all of Portland.

DRUGGISTS.
Another case of those elegant 11-4 Blankets just received at $4.34
per pair. No such Blanket has been sold for the past ten years for
loss than $6.00. We have some extra nice Blankets in 11*4 and

Actress

MIM BKLL W.

ao* sold lea* thaa

BARGAINS IN BLANKETS.

Charming

Saturday Evening, Oct. 14,

Broker,

privileges bought and

the

SELECT READINGS

Has removed from No. 60 to No. 61 Mi Exebasge
St., Portland, (nearly opposite old office.)
Bo«lon Office.in at No. 35 Coogreu St.
All orders given at either Portland or Boston office will receive immediate attention. Stock* and
mission.

Supported by

BURGLAR PROOF

Butter.

Drainable Cyclone,

MISS KATE

of 8A FEN in it* FIRE and

Vermont

of the

greatest success of the American Stage,

Wednesday,

PEYKHAM,

Stock

Ready Made Clothing,

GILT EDGE

Mill.

iu the World.

Play

OLIVER D. BYRON

STOCKSPECULATION

COMPANY,
ST.,

—

mayG_eodtf

38.00

PORTLAND.

ON

purses; an excellent show of ue-tt stock is expected
and with favorable weather the fair will bo one of
the best ever held b> the society, a bu-*g*‘ will connect with all trains at the depot.
octlOdiit

Beawch2 1j Gran(, Centr"i'Hotei.

REMOVAL.

-

—

and Thursday, Oct.
11th and 12th,

TORT LAND THE AY RE.

STREET,

7.00

6.00 to

-

CUMBERLAND,

Wednesday

—

Clews & Co.,
Henry
18 JEW
XEW YORK.

30.00

10.00 to

-

-

WEST

Their Grounds, at

on

AJ-AKGK

Chartered in 1875 by the Legislature of
JVaiue for the SAFE KEEPING of
VALUABLES, and the RENTAL

opposition.”

A couple of darkeys were seated on the steps
•f a store on Baldwin street, Elmira, where
were displayed a large quantity of watermelons,
When one said, “Sambo, what would be the
one ob dem
keDsequences if we should pluck
melons an' retire to de bed oh de canal to test
4e quality ob do core?" "I isn’t wery well
an
veried in de law, but you take de melon
walk off wid it nnder your coat-tail, meantime
fll go ronn’ de corner and study on de kease-

Will be Held

field of well known
horses, such as
Dandy J., Camorg. Tom Keeler, Rocket. Wonder, Juuo, and many others in the three minute
and two-tifty Classes will contei d for the usual

BARRETT,

U S. Called Bonds cashed.

2.00
2.00

44

Coupon,

mcb7

2.00

44

are

*

6s

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.

bonds and stock

470 CONGRESS

--7s1
7s
6s

-FOR BALE BY-

inch, $2.00
44

--

JOHN A. DODGE &

in Fine Custom and

dealers

--

—

Cumberland Farmers’ Club

7s

--

SWAN &

$25.00

to

2.00 to
5.00 to

-

Ulsters,
Ulsterettes,

Manufacturing

PRICE.

We offer GREAT BARGAINS In a fine line of Velvets and
Plushes, In Plain, Striped aad Brocade, both Black and Colors,

The tapering
rapid that the additional weight to the top
Will probably not exceed 10,000 tons. Col.
Casey says that he will recommend that
Congress, at the next session, make a sufficient appropriation for the entire completion
of the monument.

The State of Georgia shows an increase
ef $16,000,000 in taxable property during
the year, of which Atlanta claims oneeighth. The city boasts nearly two-score of

--

--

Maine Central K. R. Consol,
Portland & Ogdensburg It. R. 1st Mort.,
Eastern Car Trust,
U. S. 4 per ct. Bonds, Registered and

w*

VELVETS and PLUSHES.

70,000 tons of 2,240 pounds.
off of the monument is now so

Tk* question regarding the degree of foreign admixtures in our population is settled
by a recent publication of the Census Bureau. Of our fifty millions and more of people in 1880, Great Britain and Ireland can I
Only claim the nativity of 2,772,169, and
Germaay of 1,966,742, while Canada had
given us 717,084; Norway, 194,337; Sweden,
181,729; France, 106,971, and China, 104,541.

6s

--

--

Abner

Structure is about

It appears by the census statistics for
Mississippi that the increase in the amount
of agricultural products in 1880, as compared with 1870, is extremely encouraging,
It being 36 per cent, in corn; 373 per cent.
In oats; 252 per cent, in inoiasses; 358 per
cent, in rice, and 70 per cent, in cotton.
Her manufacturing establishments in 1880
•umbered 2,341, as against 1,731 in 1870.

6a

Cincinnati,
6a
Cincinnati,
Comity --------7s

17.00 to

Suits,

OF THE

—

Clothing,

Up

Pantaloons,
Gentlemen’s Overcoats,

Msonwinr tn ««•
We take areal pleasure
have secured an elegant line of Ottoman Silks, and we shall sell
them at the Low Price of TWO DOLLARS per yard. We give list
of Colors, W7idths and Prices.***“*

From the first full year of use (1870) to
1881, the number of vessels passing through
the Suez caual has increased from 486 to 2,727, and the tonnage of these from 435,011
to 4,136,779. In 1870, the English owned 66
per cent, of the tonnage upon which the canal company levied its tax; that is to say,
814 ef the vessels, having a tonnage of 289,234 tons, were English. In 1881, 2,250 of
the vessels, having a tonnage of 3,429,777
tons, were English, thus showing that nearly 83 per cent of the traffic was carried on
under the English flag.

f

THE ANNUAL FAIR

Chicago,

>e enjoys in his party, and the general respect
Of the commnnity, by dint of his own energy
and ability.

Charles Dudley Warner will discus*
in the November Century the material and
intellectual domination of “England,” in
Which he will give due praise, it is said, to
the commanding position of England in the
modern world, and undertake to define the
elements of English power. He will mingle
some sharp criticism with the praise, and
have a good deal to say about the relations
of Eugland and the United States.

BO NDS.
--

■■■

Busines

Gentlemen’s

‘ehange.’

It is almost the universal custom
to politely hand it back as ‘counterfeit,’ and
It remains in circulation. Were it branded
it would be done with forever. Were a mistake made as to a genuine issue, there is an
existing provision for the redemption at par
of the mutilated bill. Were the treasury officials to secure the co-operation of the banks
—and it will be given gladly—the work in
which the secret service fail would be speedily and effectually accomplished. After a
little thero would be no counterfeits in existence.”

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Evansville lnd.,

■■

Gentlemen’s

A large assortment of

*»

THE
good year for

FINANCIAL.

Portland Water Co., 1st Mort.

Rarely excelled, may be found at out* commodious New
Store in Harket Square. Our stock is lar^c, varied,
and manufactured under our own personal supervision, presents to the purchaser an attractive line oi'

Gentlemen’s

FLANNEL SUITINGS, “Gilbert’*” Included

Wc offer 50 Pieces 0-4

the anti-

It
campaign whose conclu-

EXHIBITION

Made

Finely

CHAMBERLIN & KOMSTEB’S

discouragement. The Republicans
of Ohio hare espoused the right cause and
will in the end win. They have met the

currency reform movements.

AN

-AT-

cause of

like that

OPPORTUNITY

SECURE SOME VERT GREAT BARGAINS

to all unfamiliar with the progress of the
in that State—but it should not be a

a reverse

MISCELLANEOUS.

■

canvass

alavery and

--*

Cook

Republicans—indeed

hosts of sin and have been defeated. The
breweries and distilleries, aided by a small
party of impracticables, who deem a halfloaf worse than none, have won a victory
for the liquor interest. It is a reverse such
as the Republican party has often endured
and by which it lias benefittei in the past—

v

MISCELLANEOUS

FHESS.

„___•_

■-t",

dlw

OWEN,

MOOSE & CO.

THREE Mills EXTRA M
arid Seamen
brir. whuaerYoU in.NuYy
CDLLECTED
Kev
wttti
frrOffloers

nr

war

X. K.

.Mexico, by

HAHnon.Cmuab,

Parti,ml, Me., Oet.

6,Xa.T

or

.s

u-

loc|(>

TTTE PRESS.
THURSDAY MORMNtJ. OCT. 12.
ADVBBTI8EMBNTB TO-DAY

NEW

„

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
We Shall Run—Oweu, Moore A Co.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Clerk Wasted—Irving Blake.
For Sale—Druggist
Store
Drug

Railway—JoBeph Hickson.

Portland. Bangor & Meohias
lvanhoo Lodge, K. of P.
To Let—111 Congress St.
To Let—H, A. .Jones.
Cheek Lost.

S. S. Go.

Gerrnau

Tambour—Oweu,

Moore A Co.
A Homsted.

portuuity-Chamberlin
Nothing Lacking—M. G. Palmer

CITY

scientific knowledge, and generators of
Electricity, having had years of experience,
graduated and practiced at the Electropathic
College of Philadelphia, Pa., and are prepared
to treat scientifically all diseases.
No shacks or uapleaaant sensation! in the
most

treatment.

Office hours, 8 to 12 a. m., 1 to 6 and 7 to 8
Office corner Cumberland and Parris
p. m.
streets.
P. O. Bailry & Co. will sell at 10 o’clock
the entire furniture, piano, &c., in house
No. 204 Cumberland St.
House aud lot will
be sold at 1 o'clock.

today

Forty

Years' Experience of an Old Nurse.
MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUP is
LXhe prescription of one of the best female physicians and nurses in the United States, and
has been used for forty years with never fail-

ing success by

millions of mothers for their
It relieve* the child from pain
cures dysentery and diarrhoea, griping in the
bowels, and wind-colic. By giving health to
the child it rests the mother. Price Twenty-

children.

Janl5,MW&8&wIy50

joyous tidings

roll

From ast to west, from pole to pole,
That woman’s teeth, and lips aud breath,
No more shall suffer worse than death.
For SOZODONT with magic Bway,
Preserves them now from foul

decay.

MWF&w
__

Adamson's

Botanic

Balsam la

Com-

pounded of the best concentrated extracts of
bark, roots, aud gums in the world. It is a safe
and reliable medicine, pleasant to the taste,
and cures coughs, colds, asthma, and croup.
Price 35 and T5 cents. Trial bottles 10 cents.
Banish ill health, nervousness, vexation,
fretfulness, etc., by using Brown’s Iron Bitters
Supreme Judicial Court.
Wednesday.—There being bo eaee read; fai trial
this week the jar; were excused until next Monda;

morning.

In the meantime tne Court trill be

occu-

pied in bearing divorce cases, examining candidates
for admission to the bar and disposing of interlocutor; matters appertaining to the business ef the
term.
Superior Court.
OCTOBEE CIVIL TERM, BEFORE JUDGE BONNET.
W. Harper v. Jessie D.
Wednesday.—Thomas
^
Wilson et al. Aotion of tretpasI de 6on»» »sp yrtatis, to recover the valne of a lot of household furniture.

The

plaintiff

was

arrested for

batter;

upon his wife, tried and
prtsonmeat in tne count; jail for

an

assault and

sentenced to lm

thirt; da;a. Upon

the expiration of his sentence he found that h s
wife had sold the goods sued for te the defendants,
who are dealers in second-hand furniture.
Wje wife testified that her husband, after his arrest and before bis trial, came to the honse with officer Hanson to get hie clothes; that he then told
her he was done with her and should live with her
no longer; that upon her asking him what he was to
de for the support of herself and her two children!
be haviag forbidden tbe grocer to trust ber on bis
aocount, he, Harper, replied that she was welcome
to what there was in the house, he Bhould trouble
her no further if she would let him alone.
Officer Hanson corroborated the testimon; of
Mrs. Harper as to the conversation.
Harper acknowledged that he had a short time
before removed f rem the house the parlor furniture,
together with a sewing maohine, towa rda the price
of which his wife had paid fifteen dollars, and that
this

was

the third

rested for

or

fourth time he

beating her.

had

been

ar-

denied, however, tbe
b; his wife and Hanson,and
He

teetiiiea to
denied having forbidden the grocer to trust his
wife. Decision for the defendants.
Drummond & Drummond for plff.
C. Hale for defts.
conversation

Municipal Court.
BEFORE JUDGE KNIGHT.

Frederick Ruffinson.

Intoxication.

Fined $5 and

costs.

Mar; Sullivan. Search and seizure. Fined® 100
Same. Open shop. Fined ®5 and costs;
Appealed.
and costs.

____________

Brief Jottings.
The Transcript contributors will probably
held a meeting next Jnly or Angast.
Capt. John F. Hamilton the contractor of
this city is doing the work of repairing the
breakwater in Rockland harbor.
Don’t forget the Ivanhoe Lodge sociable

at

Grand Army Hall tonight.
A boy named Small found the check for
8150, lost by J. W. Perkins & Co., and advertised yesterday in the Press, and restored it to
tbe firm.
Cold

yesterday,

sunrise, 6G°

and bright.
Mercury 40* at
50° at sinsst; wind east!

at noon,

southeast.
The Washington Ice Co. c«9e has been tak•t to the supreme court at Waahiugton to setThis case has
Uu important questions of law.
become celebrated from the large amount of
money involved, being a replevin bond for

830,000, and from the eminent counsel engaged
Excursion to ;the Aroostook.
The Maine Central railroad offer another delightful excursion to the Aroostook .from stations between Portland and Bangor, on Widnesday, Oct. 18th, and from stations between

Bangor and Vanceboro, cn Thursday, the 19th
inst. The tickets will be good only on the
dates mentioned, and for a return passage until Oct. 31st.
They are not transferable nor
good to stop off on. The fare from Portland
and all stations, Portland to Augusta on one
line, Portland to Belgrade, inclusive, on the
other, and from Skowhegan, will be 87 to
Houlton, $8 to Fort Fairfield, $8.25 to Caribou,

88.50 to Presque Isle and return. Such a
chance to visit the garden of Maine, so cheap;
iy, will not be offered again for a loDg while.
New Gloucester.
True M.

Merrill, one among the excellent
farmers of New Gloucester, reports his farming operations for the present years as follows:
Had fifteen acres under the plo v. Three
acres sweet corn brought 8192; three acres of
winter wheat yielded fifty tusbels; two acres
spring wheat twenty-eight bushels; three and
one-half acres potatoes estimate d at three hundred bushels; three and one-half acres oats
Two
hundred bushels; apple
crop
light.
breeding sows have each rroaucod two litters
of pigs which sold for 876 50- The varieties
of potatoes were Early Bose, Burbank Seedling and Beauty of Aebrcn. Mr. Merrill considers the latter of the highest excellence and
will bold his crop for seed

purposes next year.

Beal Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate have
been

reported:

Portland—George Trott to May Chapman, 3
aeres of land on Peaks Island.
Sarah L. Cushman to Aretas Shurtleff, house
and lot

on

South street.

Cape Elizabeth—Elizabeth W. Thomas estate to Nathaniel I. Dyer, laud on east side of
Bridge street.
Westbrook—Mary E. Hathoru to Charles
Marr, lot on east side of Haskell street, Cumberland Mills.
Alexander Knox to Charles Marr, lot on east
side of Haskell street, Cumberland Mills.
Bridgtou—Samuel Dearborn to Win. Walker
land in Bridgtou and Denmark.
L. S. B. 8.
of the Portland Long Shoremen’s Benevolent Society held Oct. lltb, the
following officers were elected for the ensuing
P.

At

a

City Hall.

Congress.

Drs. Root and Taylor wish to announce to
the public that they are in possession of the

Come let the

A Gathering of Notable Wom-

Papers

AND"VICINITY.

five Cents a bottle.

W.

ADDRESS

Walking .jackets—Studley.
Blankets —Studley.
Golden O

A.

in

Meeting—WidowsrWood Society.
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Grand Trunk

force sentiments, possibly to adopt measures that
land now sees ns for the first time.
While wc
will tend to secure this first claim of every childthank our friends here for the generous reception which promises us a fair and attentive good birth.
In our public schools one-balf of tne time now
hearing, we shall hope that some of the seeds
scattered here by those who come from ufar,
gi veil to formal frewell knowledge, might be replaced by instruction concerning laws of heredity;
may bear the fruit of a confirmed faith in thi
eternal right and in the works which contend
and later by a presentation of the responsibilities
for it.
involved in parentage.
When these matters are
en
With regard to the social world around us,
better understood we may hope that the relations of
our
us independent workers
changes marriage and parentage will bo assumed more
positicjji
with the slow amelioration of public opinion. thoughtfully. Fathers will then less often blast the
We had first to assume a position of our own.
lives of their offspring by the entail of vicious habThis appeared to many men and women an act its and uncontrollable appetites. The time must
of
defiance.
of
our
Some
own
sex
outrageous
OPENING
come when deformed ana diseased children will ne
BY MRS.
who had achieved eminence for themselves relonger curse humanity, and when our advancement
with
no
favorable
the
advance
of
garded
JULIA WARD HOWE.
eye
in the truly fine art of right living will be measured
confidence and esteem which we have claimed
by the bea th and purity of our youth.
for the sex in general.
By these same laws of inheritance virtues are
Little was expected of us, ten years ago, transmitted. Such inheritance is the richest
legacy
but overstrained sentiment united to imposa child can receive; and, for the lack of it no future
Abstracts of
Read Before sible assumption. Now, so much is expected gif s or opportunities can atone.
of us that we must do our best to meet the
The w* 11-born chi d may safely suffer wrongs and
the
demands likely to be made upon us. The cry
privations, meet unharmed temptation, while
at first was, why do
to
do
anything? against degrading vices ho is inwardly fortified.
you try
itisnaw, why don’t you do more?
Such inheritance is derived from character. These
Au eminent Anglican divine, in the days of
laws of heredity furnish the highest incentives for
:
used
to
exclaim
“From
all
old
my
youth,
Proceedings of the First Day.
living the best possible lives. It is aloug these lines
women meddling in the affairs of the
church, that God visits the vices or the virtues ef parents
good Lord deliver usI think that the on the third and fourth
geueratioa. The questions
prayer to-day is: From the church iu which
of the hour wait solution because the good and
women have no part, good Lord deliver us!
The Association for the Advancement of
We have to rejoice in the enlargement of our wise endowed by noble anceatiy are so few.
Good birth makes good training comparatively
Women commenced the sessions of the tenth
sex, throughout the world. Every day brings
easy. The first requisite in parents is a knowledge
annual Congress in this city at; City Hall
us tidings of new departments of usefulness
yesof mental, moral aud physical laws.
Ignorance
which have opened up to women, or rather
terday. The members of the association, as is
here is the source of the yearly slaughter of many
which they themselves have sought and found.
well known, represent
many of the leading
of
much
innocents,
life-long invalidism, etc., lor
In industrial enterprise, in the learned profesminds of this century in America.
Their
which no after repentance of parents can make
in literature and in tuition, they are
sions,
names are identified with the
progress of sciearning reputation, esteem and independence. amends. The laws which preside over all development must be known and obej ed or serious losses
ence, art and education, and especially in the
Our regret is that our knowledge keeps pace
advancement of woman.
Their labors have so imperfectly with this widespread arising must follow.
The child is also entitled, not only to be wellnot been in vain. To even the most
and arousing of women. Our joy is that it
careless
observer of current eveuts it must be patent spreads too rapidly even for print and tele- born, but to wise physical training. Parents should
known how to keep their children in health. When
graph to follow.
what a stride women have made towards the
We ought perhaps to be still more glad that, through carelessness or negligence illneBS has been
front in the last quarter of the century.
The
induced they should know how to restore health
in all this kindling of intellectual life, the
names of Julia Ward Howe, Abby W. May
without recourse to doctors or drugs simply by
cares and duti;s of affection are not less,
Prof. Maria
Mitchell, Antoinette Brown but more considered than they were in ! giving an opportunity for the working of natnreV
Kate
Gannett
Blackwell,
•wn curative forces.
Wells, Dr. Mary J. the days
in
which most women were
Plenty of sweet air and sunSafford, Mary A. Livermore, Alary F. East- content to measure their sphere by the dicta
shine, Bimpl© food and proper clothing are the
tion
of
Now and then some hysterical
man.
chief nee s of infancy. No ignorant nurses or foolman, Caroline Af. Severance, have become national, while there is hardly one in the long, writer, like Mr. Ellistt in the North American ish fashions should be allowed to interfere. Simcries
out
that
is
to
Review,
deplicity should wait on childhood. The wisdom of
society
going
list of vice-presidents and directors who is not
struction,and that the women’s women and the the age demands that the clothing of girls should
more or less known to the
country at large. Senators who endorse them are at the bottom be suitable for out door
life, and that in its saver©
This resul t has been due in great measure, to
of all the evil that is done and felt. Such
plainness it should suppress as far as possible that
those ladies themselves. Quietly and persistawaken
little
in
the
innate
warnings
sympathy
genvanity which undue attention to dress in
ently they have gone on in their grand work eral public. No one who knows anything past, gene a ious has festered in woman, always to
about the woman’s movement to-day supposes her great detriment aud often to her complete ruin.
until by degrees, it has commanded the attenit to be a war upon society or against nation of the leading intellects of America.
Said the late Dr. Brown of Edinburgh, “Children
ture. In a time in which even the sacred
should be always laughing or playing or eating or
The sessions yesterday were marked by the
book of our religion has received a new transsleeping.” This is most true of the first four years,
close attention of large audiences,com posed,for
lation, in order that religious instruction may after which object lessons on the principles of the
tho most part of ladies, and the various papers
benefit by the fuller scholarship and nicer
kindergarten may be judiciously mingled with
were lead with good voice and fair delivery.
criticism of a later day, we surely need not
their play for the next throe or four years.
The concert, which marked the opening of the
fear to ask for a revision of the whole doctrine
The child is also entitled to that discipline and inevening session, was a delightful affair and the of duty as regards women, nor to insist that struction which aro to unfold and enrich his social
the improved interpretation shall recommend
as
programme,
published Jn yesterday’s Press
aud spiritual life.
Little government is required
itself to our best judgment and highest conwas carefully carried oat.
when the example of the parents is correct, and the
science.
In our report of the Congress a list of the
atmosphere of the home one of love, patience and
It is weary for us to vindicate our sex, and
Self denial.
officers may properly be republished as follows:
we should blush to find ourselves
insisting
I n« training of the household should unite itself
President—Julia Ward Howe, Rhode Island.
its merits, were it not for two considerupon
Vieo Presidents—Abby W. May, Mass.; Prof.
to that of the community.
The public school is a
ations. The first of them is the fact that from
Maria Mitchell, N. Y.; Elizabeth B. Chace. R. 1
helpful means at this point. High moral character
Sarah W. lie veil M. II-, Me.; Armonia White, N.
Adam down “the woman whom thou gavest
ia imperative in a teacher, and all knowledge should
H,; Emily E, Reed, Vt.; Rev. Antoinette Brown
me” has had to bear the reproach of man’s
he subordinate to it.
Blackwell, N. J.; Charlotte Pierce, Penn.; Ellen
The teacher must have a
sins besides that of her own. The second is
M. O’Connor, D. C.; Finette S. Seelye, Ohio; .Juia
broad mental outloo i. Children shoull be protectHolmes Smith, M. £>., 111.; .Martha N. McKay, Ind.;
this other truth, that in upholding the moral
ed from undue excitement, from nervous fatigue
Laura Clay, Ky.; Rebecca N. Hazard, AIo.; M. E. B.
grade of our half of humanity, we assert and and
Lvnde, Wis.; Julia Al. Hunting, Iowa; Alida C. maintain a
overwork. We look up -n ext -rnal stimulus as
higher level of obligation and ca- hurtful.
Avery, AI. D., Col.; Ellen Clarke Sargant, Su6au
We deprecate the fostering by our higher
Jarvis Cheney, Conn.; Lucinda Stone, Mich.; Clara
pacity for the whole.
institutions of learning ot the spirit of rivalry. We
B. Colby, Neb.; Virginia Merwin. La.; Clary ConWe
have
all
read
of
miracles
in
which
very
woul I banish prizes from st-hcel aid college.
way, Tenn.; Sarah B. Stevens, Alinn.; Elizabeth W.
small means have been made to
Botume. S. C.
accomplish
Lastly, the child has a right to moral and relig
Secretary—Kate Gannett Wells, Mass.
great ends. The widow’s cruse of oil, the ioU8
Treasurer—Henrietta L. T. Wolcott. Afass.
training. Lifo has for parents and children
Savior’s
loaves
and
fishes
are emblems in their
one law—the moral law;
Auditors—Emily J. Leonard, Conn.; Sarah Bull,
and the solution is religkind. We need a moral miracle of the same
Mass
ion. 'The wife and mother requires outside interests
Directors—Sophia C. Hoffman, N. Y.; Anna D. sort to-day. How shall one little handful of
and activities to broaden her knowledge and deepen
French, M. D., N. Y.; Aliee.C. Fletcher, N. Y.;
women work for this vaBt continent?
How
her sympathies.
Mary E. Ragg, N. Y.; Phoebe M. Kendall, Mars.;
She must obtain authority iu
shall we make ourselves a power for
M.
J.
A.
Sanord,
Livermore,
good church aud s-tate, that her counsel
Mary
D., Mass.; Mary
may command
Mass.; MaryF. Eastman, Mass.; Lita Barmy Sayies
throughout the length and breadth of this the
The richest ministrarespect of her children.
Conn.: Henrietta W. J.ihusou, N. J.; Raehte! L.
land? I will answer that we must keep in view
tions of affection need the supportof iut-lligence.
Bodley, M. D., Penn.; L, D. Douglass, Penn.; M. H. both the
largeness of the field, and the smallCohen, Penn.; Ellen Mitchell, 111.; Caroline M.
'I he welfare of the home calls for this
enlarged soness of our services.
Faith and fervor can
Brows, III.; Sarah H. Stevenson, M. D., Ill ; May
Wright Sewall, Ind.; L. G. lluilord. Ind ; Clara M. muke the one sufficient for the other. And as cial and political power for the mother. The law
of the househo d is constant
Hoimes, lowa; M. A. Woodbridge, Ohio; E. L.
but It must
women we must
especially hold fast our be made for the sake of each concession,
Mason, Wis.: S C. Little, Wis.; Caroline M. Severone who is partaker in
women’s ways of working. Small things are
ance, Cal.; Marv C. Peckham, U. C. Denis n, D. C.
it. When manly purity and womanly strength perChairmen of Committees—Art, Martha McKay;
entrusted to us which contain the fate of the
vade the home, it becomes the p, irch of that temple,
Science, Maria Mitchell; Education, MaryF. Eastworld as the seed contains the harvest.
God
man; Topics and Papers. Lucinda H. Stone; Rethe
institution of that kingdom which is
has given us in our hearts a touchstone
forms and statistics, Evelyn Mason; Publieation,
by builtprimordial
of God and unto God, In the world.
Phoebe M. Kendall.
which we can find the great in the little, and
the little in what seems great. Our community
Morning Executive Session.
In the discussion which followed, Rev. Anis intoxicated with the dream of wealth.
At the first executive session of the AssociaWe
toinette Brown and Miss Kate Gannett Wells
must hold to the clean hands and pure hearts
tion for the Advaueement„ofS Women, held yestook part. Mrs. Brown said that the paper
whose work can enrich life honestly.
Our
terday morning at Reception Hall, reports
just read was the key note, not only of this
are
loud report
people
imposed
by
upon
were presented from committees on “Science”
and wide ambition. We must keep our faith Congress, but of the world’s life. If wo could
by Prof, Maria Mitchell of Now York; on in modest service and sober desert.
educate the children in the lines indicated by
No task
“Reforms” and “Statistics” by Mrs. E. L. Mamust seem to us small which concerns eurown
this paper, we would hasten the millenium.
son of
and
on
“Art”
Wisconsin;
by Mrs. obligations and the well-being of others. No Parents must learn that the child nature is
reward must seem to us great which involves
Martha McKay of Indiana.
Civilization has adpliant, impressionable.
the loss of character. With infinite patience
Prof. Mitchell stated that the scientific papbut we have not yet thoroughly learned
vanced,
of detail, we must combine large and compreers presented by women at the Association for
the best way. We must study the law of here,
hensive charity.
the Advancement of Science in Montreal, were
dity; fathers and mothers must realize more
It seems to me that we women cannot in
far above the avtrage; summer schools of sci"
deeply that their own characters and tendenany way so assure and multiply our usefulence were on the increase, and women were
cies are transmitted to their children. The
ness, severally and unitedly, as by taking a
more and more employed as aesayers and
sincere interest in all that we can understand
child receives its first education prior to birth.
naturalists.
and in all that we can help. We share wit
Let
us
realize
that
as
the
teacher
the
the
Mrs. Mason’s report emphasized the philosogeneral public
grievances of a govern- directs the development of the child so
ment
and
legislation which, better than many it will
phy of reform, which assumes that human per.
grow, so we need to be more
or most, yet have their full measure of infection is not the all prevailing type; and that
oareful of social habits and tendencies.
As
and
justice
corruption. Having no vote, how
oertain persons and methods must exist in orflorists develop, sometimes, flowers in the line
cau we help to free ourselves and others from
that
der to reform deformed beings; and
of the garish and bizarre, bringing oat a result
measures which arc felt to be unjust and
women mast band themselves together as inaud alien to
so our
children

A.

meeting

year:

President—Wm. B. Lowery.
Vice President—Matthew O’Brien.
BecordiDg Secretary—McL. O'Brien.
Financial Secretary'—P. ,T. Higgins.
Treasurer—Jeremiab O’Neil.
Asst. BeC Sec.—Wm. B Darragb.
Asst Fin. Sec.—James Griffin.
Board of Directors—B. Johnson, chairman;
Jeremiah Bassett, John Hayes, Joseph G.
Welch, George H. Wilcox, John E. Mullin.
Janitor—John Swanson.
Cow Island.
This island was really purchased from the
State by Mr. J. J. Chase, but the State only
gave a quit-claim deed, as many another would
be willing to do, for 845, while the government
regularly purchased it, and its title, which
was carefully examined by Judge (then district attorney) Webb, runs back to the oldest
settlers, and is as undoubted as that to the custom house or to the post offiee.
The government, therefore, Is likely to hold it, and Mr.
e to give way.
Chase will probab

only punishment Is to he sent home. The methods
of the kindergartens are
largely employed. The
children are taught
sewing, moulding in clay, how
to wash dishes,
dustlug, bed making, eta.
A m iked improvement has
been noticed in the
manners of the children
attending these schools.

influence upon the comfort aud eleanliuess of
homes these children come
from, can not but ha
great and benetioent.
Physicians testify to the
improved health among the poorer classes as resulting Irom these schools.
Thera Is a great lack of
teachers for theie summer schools.
They are supported by private funds.
There is no more economical method of protectjug society than by preventing orime. It costs
more to care for the
pauper than to educate and
train the child. Ait enlightened selfishness calls
for preventive measures. In New
York, crime has
diminished 115 per
cant., owing to the children’s aid
society work.
The ideal vacation school will be in the
country,
w here
heart, hand aud head all And instruction.
Miss Mary E. Eastman
opened the discussion on the paper of Miss Sewall and indorsed
the views presented in bright and entertaining

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

by

while at the extreme West and South there is
little or no art work worthy of the name. She
showed the difference between art study and a

memorizing of

mere

art

remedy.

leaves, flowers, pictures, etc., etc.
The frent of the stage is almost bidden from
view by a mass of potted plants and brilliantly
colored autumn flowers. The Dickens Club of

autumn

social and dramatic repute, furnised the decorations.
Mrs. Julia Ward Howe called the Congress
to order at half past two. The audience was
large in numbers, nearly filling the floor, with
a few in the galleries, aud fine in quality, being mostly ladies. Miss Kate Gannett Wells

Secretary.

Mrs. Howe read her inthe plan and scope

of the work of the Congress.
Alter
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the call
which has now
Neither our lives nor the
grown familiar.
world has stood still in the interval be-

again

meet

tween

our

at

meeting and the present one.
course always performs her accuslast

Nature of
tomed course of evolutions and revolutions.
Moral questions have also an inevitable growth
But the concern of man
in the moral world.
is mostly with the fulness or deficiency of his
What we have sown we shall also
own work.
reap, and if our year has been full of endeavor,
our harvest time, will be full of fruit.
Our congress was mainly instituted in order
Its members are
to unite a body of workers.
mostly harnessed in efficient relation to business, profession, progress and reform. And
our great difficulty lies, not in working at our
several callings and belongings, but in carrying forward a work in common, scattered as
in regions widely distant from each
are
we
other, and holding together by these infrequent meetings, and by a correspondence
which is much restricted by our busy lives.
And still, despite our long and wide separation
we belong together, and, when the bugle note
sounds, may be seen hurrying through highways and by-ways to be in at the trysting.
And in view of our farness and our nearness,
we may ask what it is that holds us together.
And we shall all answer, it is the bond of a
We believe that, independcommon faith.
ently of all adventitious aids, women are
bound to help themselves and each other. The
help of sentiment and of sympathy is great
and important, and we all desire to give and to
But the help of counsel and expereceive it.
rience is far greater, and it is especially in
view of this that our Woman’s Congress has
been devised.
A very important point in such a coming
together as ours will be the presenting of
topics in a broad and comprehensive manner.
A glance at our programme for this and other
years will show our endeavors to study what
best deserves study, and to find in each department of our work the person best able to
In these retreat of all that it includes.
searches we question the church, the school,
the physician, laws and legislators. As the
reading of each of our papers will be followed
by a discussion of its subject, we may hope
to supplement the effort of each by the combined wisdom of all. To this general consideration of important themes the widerange of place and circumstance from which

this,

our

little band is

gathered promises

to

give

a

breadth of view and a variety of experience
which must be favorable to sound and steadfast

judgment.

right.

and by ascertaining the reasons which underlie them, can open the way to relief and

Afternoon Session.
The magic touch of the Association for tho
Advancement of Women has brought into onr
City Hall, bsauty, brightness and color.
Hangings of warm, rich colors reduce the stage
The
to the proportions of a drawing room.
with modern furniture,
interior is filled

as

sometimes trained under such a fanlty
method
that the child
life
produced g is

The first step, therefore, in all that may
promote the public good, is one which our
congress is fully competent to take. We can
apply ourselves to the study of existing evils,

these reports
Discussion followed
which elicited farther comment and which
prove the great valne of these meetings.
Adjourned until 2.30 p. m.

acted

foreigu

The first step in remedying any evil is to
understand it. Had we twenty votes apiece,
and no understanding of how things should
or should not be, our votes would not
help us
to set matters

facts.
on all

augural address, out-lining

oppressiveJ

as an example tne uninese
which stands first in the list of
be presented at this congress. It
may have this place in virtue of the Christian
command which begins : ‘‘If thy brother have
aught against thee.” Male politicians have
disposed of this question for a time, but not
for all time. A paltry partisan issue has in
this
in many others, deas
instance,
cided a
matter
which
called
for
a
different
and
for
a
treatment,
very
conclusion diametrically
to
that
opposite
which now stands as the law of the land. A
has
here
been
done, not only to
great wrong
our brother, but to those principles of
common brotherhood upon which our whole system of government professes to be founded.
What can a handful of women do to right this
wrong? We can carefully study out the
causes which led to it,
and the principles
whose just application would have made it
impossible. Having done this to our best
ability, each of us can take her stand by the
heavenly justice which has been outraged in
the persons of the Chinese, and contend for it
in the old faith which teaches that one with
God is a majority.
wui mention

question
topics to

We shall hear, during our brief sojourn,
much that concerns us as individuals and as
members of society.
1'he industrial rights
and possibilities of women, the condition of
our sisters in the extra-Christian community
of Utah, the education of our children, and
our own obligations toward them,
together
with the more general topics of health, political economy and religion,—all of these matters will be brought before you for consideration and discussion.
Ihis work to which we address ourselves is
doubly important because women, all over the
world, so easily lend themselves to the promulgation of the views held by men, and
oftenest by those men who are least fitted to
guide and form the opinions of women. We
have here a duty of redemption toward our
own sex.
To the thousands of women who,
in every variety of circumstance, are content
to exclaim “The man says so, and he must
know,” let us oppose some units who will say :
“We will see first whether the man is right.
If he is, we will second him heartily.
If he
is not, we will withstand him to his face.”
As I have so far introduced oui programme
I may as well mention that it will conclude
with a study of the planet Saturn, contributed
by our scientific member par excellence. Professor Maria Mitchell. Those who know this
dear friend are well aware that her intimacy
with the heavenly bodies, or something else,
has given her a heavenly mind. Not inappropriate will it be for us to follow her to that
height of contemplation. For, when I think
how soon our parting must follow upon our
meeting, and wonder how our great common
interest can be kept everywhere and at all
times before our minds, I think also how the
stars, set in God’s' firmament, are visible to all.
In the moral universe also there is height, and
if its stars are our beacons, we shall all behold them, and thus be held together in the
unity of faith and in the steadfastness of
pe

ice.

The first paper brought before the Congress
rs. Emma
C. Bascom of Madison,
was by
Wis anil was read by Miss Abbio W. May.
We give an abstractor this thoughtful and
well written essay:
MBS. BASOOM’S ESSAY.
Children are the germ life of the future.

through

our

children that

our

best

and

most

choice

of

a

foreign aud alien

the child nature.
Take
the great school of politics.
Politics are said
to be so corrupt that they are not fit for a
woman to touch: if this be so what must be
the inevitable and evil effect upon the children in our homes. Life is a unit, and we can-

out

much

applause

and

MISSES’ KID GLOVES.
We shall offer

not

give to

separate what is right from what is gross.
Unless we can believe this aud act upon it, our
work will bo partial and one-sided.

Woman is thought to be the proper educator
of children, fitted pre-eminently for the place
by the quality of tenderness. Bat breadth and

strength are
Tenderness is

Is
er-

work must be done, it is of vital importthat the claims of children be well understood
and fully met. Cl ildren have the right to bo wellfloru. We don t mean born into wealth or rank,

maiiem

ance

which is often to be ill-born but born of patents of
g od health and habits and just convictions, aud so

needed

than tenderness.
not to be

inBtinct and needs

cultivated.
For our own sakes as women we need to take
larger share in the work and thought of the
world, to assume a larger responsibility. This
is not a new burden but a new rest—a chauge
that shall bring us to our homes with broader,
Stronger thought.
a

Miss K: te

Bpoke of

Gannett Wells

in her

remarks

dangerous tendency iu our public
schools;—that of becoming in a large part
schools for our foreign population. Our native
born citizens were seudiug to pri vate school*
aud these were increasing in size because of
the feeling that our public schools were too
largely influenced by the foreign population.
one

It is the duty of American parents who believe
in universal education to send their children
the public schools in order to maintain naThe character
tive tendencies aud manners.
of our public schools will change for the worst
unless we *et our minds aud hearts iu this dito

training children to appear before public audiences. She pnt Sui-day School concerts in
the same category as regards the notoriety
given

to

children.

Children

made to appear before any

should

not

OWEN, MOORE & CO.
507 and 509

with the eves of an Agassiz! I
with
the
necessity of summer
vacations
and
summer
schools. What we women want is not
only out time aud liberty, but instruction. We
want some wise student of nature to tell what
there is in nature so that we can really see

GREAT BANKRUPT SALE

with our eyes and hear with our ears. The
best that some of us women can do is to patch
up, I will not say our wisdom, but to patch up

ignorance.

(Laughter

been made in education the last five years—
and the best wo can do now is to pick up what
we can, and wo need instruction to help us
out. A lady who went with a party of children taken by the Fresh Air Fund, told me a
pathetio story of a poor girl who there and
then saw a tree for the first time; incredible as

itmayeeom.

She had been brought np in a
in
and had actualBoston

dance hall
never
ly

seen
a
tree.
All
of
these children taken from the dirt and squalor
of their homes for a breath of country air do
not know how to use their own eyes—they
have to have their attention stimulated and
guided. But their eyes compared with ours
are no poorer than ours compared to Agassiz.

We need to be tanght how to see. I am cordially glad of these vacation schools and of
the schools for little children and there is no
reason why the broad free methods employed
moor,

wuiuu

at
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utuiou

pjaj"

worked teachers in the public schools to teach
in these summer schools.
Miss Eastman was followed by Mrs. Henrietta D. Walcott who spok9 briefly of the
vacation school at Dedham and of the mistake made in announcing it as a school for the
very poor. She urged that women owed it to
themselves to demand the same coarse of

necessity of modern life with its
If you are not in the race yourself, you yet see the dust and hear the din. Physicians recognize and ur^e the necessity ot a change,
arc a

stress and strain.

relaxation,

a

a

vacation.

Rapid

transit with all its

inducements makes a vacation possimass of workers. So we shut our
h *uses and shops and schools, and travel hither and
thither, anywhere—and stay as long as our purses
permit. The inflaenei of this ebb an flow may
prove a question for future discussion, but our
homes are the better for our vacations. The popular feeling demands more, not less, relaxation.
What shall lawyer, minister, teacher do with their
vacation? Summer schools dot the land; they give
instruction in the languages, sciences, art and lite r
facilities and

ble to

a

ature.

great

They

make

study delightful,

but

for most

something else would be be ter. A vacation need ot be idly spent, because you do not register your name at one of the summor schools. If
y< u d> not enter #ne of these you can enter
the same sch ol wi.h Dick, Edwards, Agassi*.
There is no place so barren but that it attords a
chi-ce ter study and recreation. A vast deal can
be 1 arned by path nee ar.d industry. Yet we do
not want to bo always interrogating n ture, about
.re»-8 and
r< cks and
flowers, and nature will do
much for the jaded spirit, if we but hold our minds
open and receptive to her kindly and healing influ-

teachers

ences.

vacations be not too long for the teacher they
may be for the scholar. So some refused to sign the
11

fo

tbe

lengthening

of ihe summor vacaschools. The schoolroom, say
some, is a better place for the children of ibo poor
than tbe street. What shall be done with the children who cannot leave the hot city in the summer
vacation? This problem has been forced upon us.
Philadelphia originated the Sea Side Home and
Country week, but to Boston is due the credit of
tlio Vacation School. The idea was first broached
by ltev. Mr. Frank, rector of the Church of the
Ho was prevented from putting
Good Shepherd.
bis plan into practice, hut Miss Vcrry, cf Boston
wh » was in sympathy with his idea, finally started
the first rummer school in a small chapel on School
>n

in

our

Portland

From this small beginning have sprung the
present number of vacation schools, giving instrucd
°uO children. This year
tion to bet w en 700

street.

five
hese schools in Boston
The children
atone. Of rules there are very few.
are not forbidden to whisper, but are only asked to
step gently. They are obliged to come clean, and
and quarreling. The
refrain from profane langu
tuere have

in these vaca-

tion schools.

[The evening
page.]i

session is continued on the first

STATE NEWS.

shocking

from a like fate while
life of Mrs. Barrows.

We have closed out the entire stock ot u large wholesale house in
the above goods, and shall offer them at
prices fully 25 per cent
less than the original cost of the goods.

Any one who will need a cloak this winter cannot afford to miss
this opportunity.
Bear in mind this is a SPECIAL LOT aud will be closed out at
once, as it is not our intention to keep ready made garments.
~

Call early as the assortment of sizes is somewhat broken.
goods and pi ices will be found precisely as we represent.

Beal

Estate,

PURSUANT

Westbrook, to-wit: A lot of land with the
buildings thereon on the westerly side of Spring
Street in said Saccarappa, beginning at the e**th«
east corner of the late .James Proeior’s house
lot,
thence southerly by said Sprin&Street 38V4 few# «e
an Elm tree, thence holding the width of 38*4 fe*t
■•long said Proctor’s southerly line to the land ef
Mrs. Ann Barker.

The

JAMES PENNELL,
Trustee under the Will of Aides Bradbury deceased.
se20dlaw3wW
Saccarappa, Sept. 19tb, i882

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,
inctioneers and Commission Merchant*
Male.ream IN Exchange Hu
9. 0.

CEO. A. CAY &
499 CONGRESS STREET,

BA I LX Y,

e. W. kt.imi

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merckx*,
dine e.ery Saturday, commencing at 10 o'clock
a,
m.
Consignments solicited.
octSdtf

CO.,

CORNER OF BROWN.

ocl2

ThSftTtf

1

Children’s Hand Made Worsted

Jackets,
sters, Hoods, Caps, Gaiters,

Ul-

EASTMAN BROS.
& BANCROFT

Mittens and Socks.

We offer the best variety of the above goods that we have ever shown and at
less than usual.
We also offer a great variety oChildren’sMerino Underwear at very LOW
PRICES, and the best Ladies’ Underwear for 50 cents, to be found anywhere.
Thursday morning we shall add 1000 yards more of those hundssme Worsted
Dress Plaids at 12 1-2 cents per yard. This is as good a bargain in Plaids as
could be desired.

have received large Invoices of

prices much

iUJTUMN

B.“BUTLER.

A.

MIDDLE

ST.

BARGAINS!

which will he

ready for exhibitio

on

DRESS FABRICS

attempting

FRANKLIN

to savo the

VELVETS,

COUNTY.

t

SPECIAL
OF

—

KENNEBBC COUNTY.

The Journal says Charles Clary, an estimable young man of Gardiner, died in Augusta
from the effects of drinking too much ice water vthiie heated.
OXFORD COUNTY.

Bev. B. Boster, of
and pat into
his stable twelve tons of hay, and raised on
three-fourths of an acre of ground 225 bushels
o! potatoes.
The Democrat says the Tebbetts Manufacturing Company, at Locke’s Mills, employ
about twenty men in their spool mills, and
turn out from fifteen to seventeen thousand
gross per mouth, using yearly some ton or
twelve hundred cords of white birch.

BLACK

SALE

COUNTY.

The Lewiston Journal is

responsible

for the

Like most of the places around
following:
here, Cherryfield is a strictly temperance
A man coming here not long ago,
town.
wanted a drink of liquor so badly that be acwent
to the dentist’s office and bad a
tually

sound tooth extracted for the sake of getting
the mouthful of alcohol usually given afterwar,is. He had a serious time with a swollen
face for some time after.

The violation of any of nature’s laws brings
its warning by the feeling of discomfort. Exposure will induce colds, throat diseases, consumption, &c., all of which give warning by a

Use Dr. Bull’s Cough
troublesome cough.
Syrup in time, and remove both the cause and
effect of your discomfort.

shall,

VELVETS-

special sale

for

a

few

of this

days, hold

15

doz.

extremely

fash-

The increased de nand has alin the

ready caused a scarcity
and

prices

are

>Ve

ever, and

can

ments to

purchasers.

We

have

to $12.00 per

price

in

35 cents.

50 doz. all Linen Knotted Fringe
Damask Towels at
25
cents,
worth 38 cents.

SATURDAY, OCT. 14,
300 Ladles' Outer G»J '“cuts, Elc«
tfant Styles, at attractive pric

YOUNG MEN’S

yard.
cota.2

d3t

RUSTIC WORK. FLOWER POTS,
492 & 494 Congress St.
4tf

THE SELF CONFORMING STIFF HAT

EVERY LADY

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.
CHANCE OF TIME

no

Soor

will take place on and after

Monday,

Roughness, Eruptions, Vulgar Flushings, etc., etc. So
delicate and natural are its
effects that its us'e is not

Oct.

1882.

16,

JOSEPH HICKSON,
General Manager.

ThS&T3t

ool2

in hereby
pu scribers have been duly
tors of the Will of

Notice

uiven, that the
appointed Execu-

HAZEN W. SPRING,late of New Gloucester,
in the
C‘Unty of Cumberland, deceased, and have
taken upou themselves that trust by niving bonds as
TT&simnrm

Wedding William 8. Lowell,
4ND
CARD PLATE ENGRAVER
Cards.

Stationer.

Engraved Cards and Invitations
for Weddings and Receptions

the law directs. All persons havingdemands upon
the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit
the same; and all persons indebted to said estate
are called upon to make payment to
JACOB E. SPRING,
|
of Danvers. Mass., !

ANDREWC. CHANDLER,

New

(AND

a

Specialty.

513 CONGRESS STREET.
*ltf

The Best Framing

Princess, Pine and Cedar Cross-Ties, for sale by
Cargo.
E. C. UERSEY <& CO.,

the

ThS&T3t

598 Con gross St.
dtf

for

instruction in the

KINDERGARTEN SMI
desires to state that she has Eot the authority to
prepare teacher* for that work, nor has she ever
done se. an extended course being necessary for
such training. Either course can be had at a regular Kindergarten Training School, of which the
best in New England is in Boston, 92 Chestnut St.
has greatly increased
The interest in the system

ami classes for mo hers are forming in larger cities to
extend a practieal knowledge of FrObel’s Principles.
One is to be formed soon in connection with the
work in Portland, of which due notice will be
octl2eodtf
given,

ELLA F.
Pupil

GIFFORD,

of Petersilca and Guilmette will receive

pupils

for

PIANO AND VOICE CULTURE.

Wanted.

Orders at Stockbridge’s. Best of references.
dlw»
oct!2

GOOD capable girl for general housework.
Address W. W. M. BOX 11103 or apply 3 Central Wharf up stairs.
octlidlw*

A

LEGAL NOTICE.
THE undersign giro notice that my wife, Dora
Cole has left my bed and board, and that 1
.hall pay no bills of her contracting from thl. date.
C. F. COLE.
Boston, August 20, 1882.
oct!2
|d3t*

I

is done at my store,

Having receired applicants

Commisaw1 Merchants, anil Dealers In Railroad
eod3t
octl2
Cross-Ties.

in Quality, workm«usliIp and

been

[Executors

of New Gloucester, J
Gloucester, Oct. 4. J 882. 4octl2dlaw3wT*

Raiiroad Gross-Ties.

mob*

HEWES,

To celebrate the return of autumn; to
rejoice lu the abundance of the harvest;
to admire the condition of the herds;
and to reyel In these last pleasant days
of the season, we shall hold Field Days
on the 18th and 25th
(lays of this
month.
Our friends and the public are
iuvited
to join ns in the fescordially
tivities of the moment.
Special trains will be run on the Portland and Ogdensburg R. It. at reduced
rfltcSn
C. P. MATTOt KS, Riverside Farm.
ORESTES PIERCE, Saddleback Farm.
East Baldwin, Mo. Oct. 12th.

MISS PROCTOR

for 75 cents.

Visiting

“FIELD DAYS,”

ocl2

suspected by anybody.
No lady has the right to
present a disfigured face in
society when the Magnolia
Balm is sold by all druggists

jyl

Sawyer & Co.,

5, 7, & 9 PREBLE ST.
eodlw

Freckles, .Tan, Bedness,

Fitting

b«

HOUSEKEEPING GOODS &C.

octl2

matter how
it may naturally be.
Eagan’s Magnolia Balm is a
delicate ana harmless article, which instantly removes

The Fiuest and Best
n

the best yet.

Noil for Plants.

SOMETHING

a

will

Just received from
the
Mew
York Markets, our special Styles
in Derby Hats for young men.

Brackets, Plant Stands,

W. C.

of sesoft and brilliant

Hobby Stiff anti Soft Hats
opened this morning.

the Market, round top, narrow
brim, liigli and low crown Derby,
all the rage.

...

a means

THF LArEST.

Quali-

Wm. Allen, Jr., )
Edith Leavitt,
> Com
L. W. Carl,
)

OUGHT TO KNOW.

492 & 494 Congress St.

sal8 ...13

from 87 l-2c

octl2

Complexion,

ad ies' Fancy Bordered
at 25 cents, worth

how-

complete line

in

,

mar-

induce-

offer extra

TWENTY-TWO Different

ties, ranging

23d

Uandke. chiefs

somewhat ad-

bought largely,

a

Embroidered
cents, former

shall

vanced.

The committee made the following report:
“We award to the Domestic Machine Co. a diploma .for best display of Sewing Machine
Work executed in the hall during the exhibi-

There exists

les'

L

a

It Stands at the Bead.
Maine State Fair held at Lewiston, Sept. 26th29th.

tion.’’

$1.00.

Ties- at 30
price 8 8 cents.

ionable fabric.

ket,

This will be a rare occasion of wit*
a fine display of Rich and MediPriced Moods, and the public are
cordially invited to inspect them whether desiring to purchase or not.J

liessing

25 doz. Lace Fichu* ai.d Collar*
at 50 ceuts each, been selliiiir for

Mull

We

Oct 12.

—

year, cat

WASHINGTON

Wednesday,

um

The Democrat says that

Bethel, who ie in his 83d

Him 4 LITTLE. Tuesday, Sept. 19th.

VELVETS,

line from New Sharon village
to Farmington is being talked up.
We hear
that Thomas Williams, of the Falls, promises
to give the necessary poles between the latter
place and New Sharon.

oclO

of

town of

telephone

H. G.

Sale

accident occurred in Aroostook

An aged woman named
day last week.
Barrows, residing with the family of William
Bilher of Linneus, was burned to death, her
clothes having caught fire while she was smoking a pipe. Mrs. Either had a narrow escape

curing

Trustee’s

COUNTY.

one

A

BY

Cloaks and Dolmans

Two prominent men died during the last
three days in Lewiston.
Alexander F. Merrill, for thirteen years treasurer of Androscogdied
at his residence at 10 o’clock
gin county,
Monday night, from a bullet wound received
in 1864. Mr. Merrill was 58 years of age.
Hon. J. B. Pnlsifer, a prominent politician,
died Tuesday morning in East Poland. Mr.
Pnlsifer has held many official positions of
trust, and his loss will be monrned all over
the State.
A

A«imi Clintrator'* Male of Heal Estate by
.Auction.
virtue of a license obtained from the Prebate
Court in an<i for Cumberland County, I shall
sell at publio auction on the
premises, on WEDNBBDaY, Oct. 26th, at 3 o'clock p. m.. the two and
a half
Wooden
House
aud Lot containing
story
4,000 Sq. feet, No. 26 Spruce St., in Portland, aal
known as the John Wall property. Terms easn.
M. LYNCH, Administrator est. John ‘hall.
F. O. BAILEY Sc CIO., Auctioneer*.
se23
se23,30oct7t octlSdn

to a license from the Hon. Henry C
Peabody, Ju ige of Probate; for the County of
Cumberland, I shall sell by public auetton on the
premises on Wednesday, October 25th, 1882, at two
o’clock in the afternoon, the following described
real estate situated in Saccarappa village in the

ANDROSCOGGIK COUNTY.

AROOSTOOK

Genteel Household Furniture, Piano. Ac., by Auction.

BY AUCTION.

ported not by the State but by individuals of
large fortune and generosity. Miss Eastman
made an indignant protest against asking bard

as

waftwr'hSJi

-OF-

schools, should not be iDCor,>orated into our
school system. Another point to be noted is
that these summer schools have been sap-

training in the public schools

THURSDAY, 'fin

in., the proper.. S.

and

applause.)
Those of us who were educated ten to twenty
years ago missed a great deal; we have all ef
us missed a groat deal
for much advance has
oar

public audience.

We give an abstract of an excellent essay on
Vacations and Vacation Schools. The paper
will ba printed in fall in the Press at an early
date:

Congress s?t.

•ctia

on

2'J4 Cumberland St., first Uoiu.
School: consists of a two story Wooden Huts. ut
Stable odjuinlng, in good order with gas ..baa.
water,cemented cellar, fnrnaco &o. Lo,' AAillli
feet. The property Is pleaseitly located.
r*raa
a sale.
F. O. BAILEY & C O. Ancii.ae.ra.!
oct"
4*

TX7E shall sell on THURSDAY, Oel. 12th, at 1U
▼ T
o’clock a. m., at house No. 294 Camberlaad
street, the entire F urn Rare &c., consisting of elePurler
gant
Suit, B. W. and Maroon Velvet; flue
Oil Paintings, Marble Top Tables, Easy Chair aad
B.
w.
and Ash Chamber Sets, English, BrasSofas,
sola .Tapestry and Ingrain Carpet-j, Hat Trees, Dimlug Room Furniture, .Viattraases aiid Feathsr Beds,
Cook Stove, Crockery and Kitchen Furniture.
Also, at same time, one flue piano. Res#weed
Case, 7 1-3 octave, a very line instrument.
F. O. B.4II.FV Sc CO., Auctioseen.
oct7
did

and desirable.

new

be

mSS SEWALL'3 ES8AV

Vacations

To-day Ten Dozen Kid

see

rection. Miss Wells also criticised the public
schools for fostering a love for notoriety, for

i

It

more
an

o

deeply impressed

am

iu

Colors

pair.

per

laugh-

We all need, shb said, to leave once in a
while the ruts to get outside of the drudgery
and routine of our
daily lives. But what different results of health and help two who see
the same sights, bring back!
What would I

offerer .ale
WE.ban
12th, at 1 clock p.

Gloves for Misses and Children at 50 cents

ter

to

not

petition

place born into conditions favorable to sound
Concerning
physical,
of meeting for this
year we desire to say
mental and moral development, Entailed evils are
that we hold to
the
putting on overcome, if at all, with
reciprocity in
difficulty. The physical
of seven league boots. If some of us have
\aud moral deformities of vicious parentage Bweep
called you eastward, this
year, others of us
with
ever
4own the ages
increasing power; tilling
shall call us westward, next
year, and we will
duly heed the call if it shall be made possible oar reform echoo:s and a-ylums and corrupting the
aud
the
chu.ch
lnd-ed there
state,
home, the
for us to do so.
I he Congress
brings a new
Id be no redemption for me under this law of
element of interest into every
place in which wo
were it not that families, nations and races
it holds its meetings. In most of
these, we increase
under this entail of crime.
In
have had occasion to take note of
happy re- break down utterly
etv of all these facts it is not too much to hep
sults wnich have sprung up in the track of
our movement.
This beautiful city of Port- that it will be considere<1 ‘he wisest policy to onour

nature;

are

auction.

the

speech calling

SALES.

desirable real estate

The

■

vincibles to attack vice, vanity aud inanity.
Mrs. McKay reported Ohio as leading in art
work, Indiana and Illinois standing next,

AUCTION

RLriilWN SAWS!
file them bettor with HO PH BROS'
SA'V F»LE GUIDE than the b^st expert can
without it. Agents wanted. County rights for sale
low. Z. B. OSGOOD, General Ag*nt for Maine.
wl w40*
Box 333, Damariscotta, Me.

YOU

ean

SILK HATS
for

young

and

old

Styles just received

Fall

men;

Silk Hats made to order,

E. N.

PERRY,

245 middle Street.
sep30

eodtf

EHBROIDERIES.

Stamping and Resigning.
CREWELS
Royal School of

from the

Art

NEEDLEWORK.

SOUTH1KENSINCTON.
Instruction given in KENSINGTON EMBROIDERIES.

M.

E. FAIRWEATHER
3

_

jly20

BIjM ST.

tf

PIXCKIEl’S

‘Extra Genuine’

MUSTARD.
quality and highest grade of Mustard
Ywwranted chemically pure. For sale by

The hneec

imported.

w. L. WILSON &
Wholesale and Retail
Jll5

co.,

Grocers,

PORTLAND, JIK.

iTIhoe Liio<;0.

dSm

of p.

A Sociable will be

Riven by lvan>
K. of P., at Crand
Army Hall, Oct. 12, 1882. Tickets
50 cents.
Uoe

ostll

Lodge,

d2t

Wit and Wisdom.
Beware of worthless imitations of German
Corn Hemover. All druggists keep the genuine. 25c.
A colored porter in an Austin store asked
tho proprietor for a day’s leave of absence.
‘•What’s up now?” “Dar's a niggah gwine ter
git it married, and I oughter be present ter see
him fru.” “Who is this colored man at whose
wedding you have to be present?” “I se de

niggah, boss."-Texas Siftings.

Burnett’s CoceaineThe Best and Cheapest Hair Dressing.
It kills dandruff, allays irritation and promotes a vigorous growth of the Hair.
Burnett’s Flavoring Extracts are invariably

acknowledged the pnrest and best.
Prince Bismarck says he would rather hear
an Italian hand organ or an accordion
than a
piano or an orchestra. This shows that the
prince has a splendid ear for music; and the
fact that he gives the hand organ the preference indicates that bo never heard an American fife and drum corps.
We infer that if Bismarck were to hear a solo on a cowbell he
would he transported to the realms of bliss.—
Norristown Herald.

A

In the Sleeping Car from Chicago.
with her ouly child;

lady sat

The poor little fellow was almost wild.
He was making a noise liko a circus baud,
For a horrible feloL was on his hand.
A quiet old mau remarked to the mother:
"I think we can stop this pain and bother.
I’ve a bottle of Pain Killer here,” said he,
“And I think it will care him; let us see.”
He poured some drops on a moistened rag,
And wrapped the felon, as if in a bag,
And soon the suffering child waB calm
As the voice of

a

summer

friend,”

evening psalm.

“My young
prosperous
New Yorker, as he greeted a freshly arrived
youth at Castle Garden, “welcome to free
America, and let me give you a word of advice.
exclaimed

a

You want to rise in the world, don't you?
come an alderman, perhaps the mayor of

Bethe
city, or maybe go to Congress?” “Yes, sor.”
“Well, you go right up to the Herald office
and advertise for a position as bartender.”—
Philadelphia News.
No matter what yonr ailment is, Brown’s
Iron Bitters will surely benefit you.
'Do you drink?’ asked a lady of a peddler.
He dropped bis pack and remarked: ‘Yell,
I shust lieve drink mit you as any odder man.’
A Portland family directory would have to
be published to give a full list of families usiug
the Coueres Yeast Powder. It has been on the
market for nearly 40 years and its large sale is
owing to its purity and excellence.

Riding up the Columbia pike from Franklin
to reach the battle ground, I came across an
African resting by the roadside, and after several general inquiries I
aBked, “Anybody
around here got any reties of the battle?”
“Does you

balls, sah?” “Yes,
balls, pieces of shell, bullets and so
firth.” “Well, sah, I has de identical cannon
bill dat killed Gineral Jackson in dis yere
font.” "Nol” “Deed I has, boss.” “You don’t
mean that General Jackson was
killed here?”
“Dat’s exactly what I mean, an I’ze got de
werry cannon ball dat mashed him. How
much will you pay fur a relic?” I got down
and argued with him. I read the list of generals who fell at Franklin, and then told him
how and where Jackson died, but he was as
firm as a rock. “It’s no use, boss—no use,”
he said, as he rose up to go. “You may be
right, but somehow I’ze got it fixed la my
mind fur ten v'ars past dat my cannon ball
killed Gineral Jackson, an’ if i should start
out now wid some odder story I couldn’t aisrecollect it fifteen minutes. Yes, sah, I’ll stick
to Jackson, an’de price ob dat ball am two
dollars!”—Detroit Free Press.
mean

cannon

Cld 11th, ship Eclipse, Humphrey, Calcutta; bark
Elba, Pierce, Havana; O M Marrett, Lord, Corn
Island, Nic; Wm Douglas, Moludoe, Grenada.
Passed the «*ate lOtb.tschs Dresden, Hoboken for
Boston; Gamma, do for do; Wm Duren, Weebawken far Eastport; Silver Spray,Rondout for Boston;
Ada Ames, do for do : Alcora, Elizabethport for
Salem; Para. Port Johnson for Boothbay; Lizzie

MISCELLANEOUS.

CLERK WANTED.
YOUNG MAN who can give good reference,
wanted »b clerk at 632 Congress street,

A
octlldtf

Brewster, do for Salem.
PERTH AMBOY— Ar 7th, schs Hope Haynes,
Moady, New York; Lucy Wentworth Hibbard, and
Carrie L Hix, Hix, Now York; Effort, Chandler,
and W 11 Sargent. Sargent, do.
Sid 7th, sch Wm Beasley, Cavnaugb,
Bangor.
Bld9th, gob Hope Haynes, Meady, Portland.
NEW LONDON—Passed by 8th, brig F 1 Merrifrom
New' York for Buenos Ayres.
man,
NEW HAVEN
Ar Otb, sch Orrie V Drisko,
Driako, Santa Cruz.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 10th, sch Silver Heele, Bulger, New York.
Sid 10th, scbs Canton, Henley, Stoniugton. (hav-

and
TWO
aud
eral

Electbo-Silicon,

the noted silver polish, is
See that full name ElectboSilicon is on each box. Grocers. Wholesale,
W. F. Phillips & Co.
no

A
* !

Wanted.
(or buy) moderate sized productive farm
comfortable and convenient buildings,
TO with
of wood and
hire

MINIATURE ALMANAC...OCTOBF.R 12.
Surtees.6 11 I High w&ter, (▲ hk.11.0G
Son sets.5 22 I Mood sets. 0.00

MAE1N K

ISTTCWS.

Press

POWDER

urn, sens Mary r; uougiass, >v estenoo, u an
Morales, and Manitou.
W Alt EH AM—Ar lOtb, sch Paragon, Sbute, from

11.

Arrived.
Steamer State of Maine, Pike, Boston for East
port and St John, NBSch D M French, from New York for Yarmouth.
Sch Hibernia. (Br) Coggins, Westport, NS—dry
fish to Dana & Co, and Trefethren A Co.
Sch John James, Gross, Cape Alb, with 24 bhls
mackerel.

BOSTON—Ar 10th, sch Sabao, Flynn, Philadelphia; Lodewick Bill, Pierce, Rockport.
Cld loth, schs Cygnus, Cole, Maehias; Acara,
Cummings, Jones port.
Ar 12th, schs St Elmo, Humphrey, fm
York;
Ann, Stratton, Port Johnson; Izetta, Hincks, Hoboken; Thayer Kimbali, Averill, Rondout; J H Miller,
Eaton, WiBcaasei; Mary C Sproul, Sproul, Bristol;
Susan Frances, Smith, Lamoine.
PORTSMOUTH— Ar 10th, schs Harry Percy,
Hinckley, and Charter Oak, Oram, So Amboy for
Kittery Point.
Sid 10th, schs Margaret, Leighton, Millbridg-;
J S Moulton, Crowley, Jonesport.
MILL BRIDGE—Ar 6th, sch Sarah, Bice, from
Portland.
Sid 6th, sch Addie J, Ward, Portland.
BANGOR—Ar 9th, schs A K Woodward, Jordan,
Weehawkan; Fannie Butler, Warren, and George
Albert, Stover, Portland; Commerce, Gray, do.
BATH—Ar 10th, sch Ella M Storer, Wade, from

The new barquentine Jessie Macgreggor is receiving her spars and rigging, and will be ready for sea
Saturday uoxt, when she will be towed to Bangor to
load deals for Europe.
FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Ar at New York lltb, steamer City of Washington, from avana.
Ar at Portsmouth, Va, 10th, sch Mary E Long,

Orne, Bangor.

St Pierre Sept 17, brig Nellie Ware, Paterson, Portland.
Sid fm Liverpool 9th inst, ship E B Sutton, Carter, New York.
Sid fm Cardiff Oct 10th, ship P N Blanchard.
BUnoh&rd, Hong Kong.
Ar at uublin Oct 9, ship Great Admiral, Thompson, San Francisco.
Ar at Queenstown Oct 10, ship James Nesmith,
Sparks, San Francisco.
1V1 PRIOR AN DA.

Hall, Gregory, from St Domingo for
New York, (before reported at Hampton Hoads in
distress) bad been ashore on the eat-t end of Cuba,
Edith

and had to throw overboard about 100 tons sugar,
when she came off and proceeded
Heavy weather
was encounteaed on the passage, sails blown away,
and a bad leak opened. The master wa* sick the
entire pa^sa^e and left the vessel at Hampton Roads
in charge of the mate.
Sch Pearl. Robinson, from Portland, arrived at
Tbemaston 9th inst with sails and rigging darnged
in a gale.
A lumber leaded three-masted sebr, abandoned
and satis furled, was passed Oct 4th, about 25 miles

oft Wilmington, NC, bar.
Sch Prescott Hazeltine, Sweat, from New York
for Jacksonville, after crossing St John bar 7th inst
grounded on a shoal oft One Mile Point and remains
Sch Orrte V Drisko. Drisko, at New Haven from
8t Croix, reports heavy w’eatber and shifted oargo

alum or phosphate powders.
Sold only in cans. Royal Bakino PowderCo.,
New York
febl8<i*wly

An upstairs rent of at least 8
rooms, in the central part of the
Address “C,”
city.
WANTED.
KA LADIES, to mate Caps and Hood.. Apply
tf
at Worsted Department.
•ctUdtf

FIMI3EIU! K.\.

Gloucester 10th, schs Cora Lee, of Rockport; Augusta E Herrick, of Swan’s Island; Geo W
Brown, of Portland, and Humboldt, of Southport,

Rnmrill

Hawley.

Bath.

NEWPORT NEWS-Ar 7th, schs Spartan, from
Boston; Caroline Knight, Lewis, —, to load coal for
Wash ins ton.
BALTI MORE—Cld 10th, brig Martha A Berry,

Lee,

tiarlem.

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 9th, sch Gov Hall, Kane,
Kennebec.
Cld Cth, «cb Alice Montgomery, Lavender, Boston
Ar lOtb, sch C *» Willard, Wallace. Portland.
Cld I Oth, sell J D Robinson, Otis, Bath.
Ar atDe aware Breakwater 9th, barque Robinson
Crusee, Robinson, Cardeuas.
NEW YORK—Ar 18ih, schs Sassanoa, Lewis, fm
Bath: 8aml Oilman. Hodgdon, Hillsboro; EnterL A Bo&rdm»i, Norpritt. Kobln.un, Doer Die.
wood, Fall Kiver; Emily, NlctaoU, and El.nse.Oray,
Proridenee.

canvas

paid. Experience
necessary. Apply to er
address
SINGER MANF'G GO.,
oot7dlw*
4 Free St., Portland.

WANTED.
Three Tin Plate and Sheet Iron workers. W. 1» AMES, No. 22 Market Square,
Portland, Maine.

‘THE7a¥r¥e? J3ENTS' ATTENTION.

Janeiro Sept 11, barque Megunticook,

Rosario 12 days.
Barbadoes Sept 27, barque

Hemingway,

agents in ©very part of the state, to

WE'want
sell tbe

Ar at
Aurelia, Anderson, Philadelphia.
At Havana 6th inst, brig Mary C Mariner, Simpson. for Delaware Breakwater.
Ar at Matanzas 1st inst, barque Norena, Chase,
New York.
Cld 3d, brig Emma, Robinson, for Caibarien, (and
■ailed 4th.)
Ar at Cardenas 1st inst, barque Ada Carter, Bennett, Baltimore.
Ar 2d, barque Eliza White, Maheney, Boston.
Ar at Hillsboro 7>h inst, *cbs Keystone, Wilder,
Pembroke; L B MoNichols, Fanning, Lubee.
Cld 7tb. sch Cbas E Sears, Turner, Newark.
Ar at Dorchester, NB, 7th, sch Wm Lancaster,
Bandall, Rockland.
Ar at St John, NB, 10th, sch Ettawanda, Balmer,
Bath.
Cld 10th, sobs T A Stuart, Falkinghaxn, Philadelphia; H S Bridges, Landrick, New York.

best article ever placed upon the
market, used daily in every honseh-Id an-t universally acknowledged by all t» be superior to anything
of tbe kind ever before manufactured, it sells over
and over again, aud by energy a permanent trade
can be established.
Don’t) ail to send 10 cts. for
sample and terms, to SMITH & GREEN, Lock box
16, Stoneham, Mats.
sep26dlm

I

The true antidote to the effects of miasma is Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters. This medicine is one of
the most popular remedies of an age of successful
proprietary specifics, and is in immense demand
wherever on this Continent fever and ague exists.
A wineglassful three times a day is the best possible preparative for encountering a malarious atmosphere, regulating the liver, and invigorating the
stomach.
For t*ale by all Druggists and Dealers generally.
octlO
T,T,S&wlm

TO

Goed

canvassers.

salary

commission.

or

Agents Wanted.
County,

ms elegant dressing
is preferred by these

“Pleasant, Harmless and Wonderfully Efficacious."
Dr. A. J. Green, Royerton, Ind.

West

says:—
“Among my vast troupe of Equestrians, Teamsters, Horses, Camels, and Elephants, some are
always strained, bruised, or wounded. My Surgeons and Veterinaries all say, that for casualitics to men and animals, nothing is ec
efficacious as Centanr Liniment/*

erery^

bottle.

Auy^ druggist
SAVING

or

doaler In

B EYING

rent;
a

AN ery, will be sold

Old

DRAFT

A

DISEASES

and

Write
copy

for

the

to

particulars,

office in
can

do

at

276 Middle St.,

jk over Edward’s

and Walkjs ere’ Hardware store from
^Ocl. 9ih to Oct. 23d.
dtf

Medicated Cotton
it Belief for Toothache.

of

applications

Medicated Cotton, wet In
Obtunder, placed in an
aching tooth, will deaden the nerve and give
permanent relief. Obtunder, Medicated Cotton and Instrument, all complete, for xri eta.
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers In 1 atent
Medicines, and by the Manufacturer,
O. P. Macalastek, D. D. S., Lynn, Mass,
d&w
lepd

little

booh

Unfortunate

-nmtin—nun

Ash

to

our

an

a

or

[per bottle]
Price of (Small

Size,

...

littrjgc,
SOLD BY

SMOKE THE M4 CIGAR.

$1.00
1.75

Vhe nasal

round for

accommodation

the
year
commercial travelers and transient.
OPEN
rates for

October.

sep23

permanent guests daring

J. T.

Special

September

an4

RANDALL.

#odlmo||

TABLEUIK
Sarreguemines
Satsnma, Kioto, &c.
Fitted

u

English

f

complete with tho

Duplex, Oxford

and Harvard Burners.

Drain Pipe and Chimney Covers
at 1 Western Promenade. P, O
Box 1757. Telephone Wo. 424.
<*'.»

Life
Can

dlw

insurance

Workers

good appointments to solicit insurance
for a HOME COMPANY ! Active, energetic geiitlotlemen, possessed of good business qualification and
integrity, and endowed with good common sense,
secure

will receive very favorable contracts to represent
this sterling old institution! * Office managers,” or
gentlemen wiio expect to sit in an office while other
infen do the work, are not wanted; but gentle** cl
who can produce business will find it to tin *->• advantage to attach themselves to the largest f uancial
incorporation in this state ! Those who m©..n business, and desire to accept a position where ability
is certain to bring advancement, are invited to call
upon

J. F. FERRIS,
Iusurance

Company,

MAINE

PORTLAND^

The Maine Non-Forfeiture Law,
Its Definite Policy Contract,
Its Accelerated Endowments,
Its Incontestable Clause,
Its Prompt Payment of Death

Claifns.
oct4

eodtf

Schiedam Aromatic
SCHNAPPS.
As

a

general beverage and necessary

corrective of water rendered impure by

vegetable decomposition

or

other causes,

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper Ac, the

other alcoholic
saltr of

over

preparation.

A public

30 years duration iu every

section of our country of Udolpho Wolfe'S

Schnapps,

its unsolicited endorsement by
a

sale unequaled

insured for it the
claimed for it.

reputation of salubrity

For sale by all Druggists

And Grocers.

Udolpho life’s k k
18 BEATER STREET,
NEW YORK.

,,
jy3

_dly
NEWEST AND BEST.
_

_

For Violin, Ciuilar, Cornet, Piano, 4'nbine-C Organ, €Sorman Accordeon, Flageolet,
Eleven
Clarinet. FInie, Fife and M«ujo.
The newest and best
books, by Sep. Winner.
cheap instructors going, with new. modern and
sprightly music. The Ideal Method for the
Cornel, for instance, has 24 in«tructiv pages, and
Price of each book, 75 cents.
86 good tunes.

GOUNOD’S

NljvFORATORIO,

C. E. JOSE & CO.

Novello’s Edition. Tfco only one adapted to Gounod’s original orchestration, is just out, and its publication Is considered the greates event of the Kind

OClQ4tt

We have constantly on hand a
large assortment of Daghestan,
Gcordcs, Persian, Ouchak and
other Bugs and Carpets, and, importing direct from makers, can

aro

to Good Men ! !

the redemption

TURKISH RUGS.

Wilbor's Compound, of Codami one easily tried.
Liver Oil and Lime.” without possessing the very
nauseating flavor of the Oil as heretofore used. Is
endowed by the Phosphate 01 Lime witn a healing
property » hicli renders the Oil doubly efficacious.
Remarkable testimonials of its efficacy can be
shown. Sold by A. i>. WlLBOIt, Chemist. Boston,
oc7STTh&wl\r
and a»l druggists.

Pay

Ftr Sale Wholesale and Retail.

receipt

any pulmonary complaint, or even those
in decided Consumption, by no means
There is a safe and sure remedy at hand,

actively representeu.

THE IDEALMETHODS

Limoges,
Longwy,
Japanese,

3

a&wly48

not

The Union Mutual is the Co. !! !

With ttravtrul Pottery
Centre*.

inflammation,

from additional cc
s,
heals the
sores and restores the
sense
of taste and
smell;beneflcial results
are realized by a few
applications. A thorough treatment will
cure Catarrh, Hay Fever, &c. Unequaled for
colds in
the head.
Agreeable to use. Ap»
ply by the little Anger
|j a w
nMT
On
_B Into the nostrils.
of 50c will mail a package. For sale in Port
land by wholesale and retail druggists
ELYS’ CREAM BALM CO., Owego, N. Y.

despair.

of

large

ELEGANT

cleanses
passages of

protects the membra

the

Counting rooms. Brick and Iron Safe, Elevatoe, Counters, Tables, Gas and Water, with light
and airy basement all in perfect retxur. Heated by
a furnace.
Iuquire of H. E, THOMPSON 3 64
Brackett St. where the keys may be found.
oct2
dtf
with two

completely

who

CONWAY, N. If.

goods, Fancy

Jatarrhal virus, ca aing healthy secretio, <g.

Allays

all

located, in dry
goods. Fitted up

TT&Seomly

Effectually

&_119 Middle St.
are

CATARRH. Elys’Cre^nBalm

through

HOUSE,

Pest

olfer at low
and retail.

prices.

Wholesale

eodlmo

selG

GAZETTEER OF MAME
WANT ED. A book for
Supplies a real want. Every

izeu.

since the production of Mendelssohn's Elijah in
1846. Send at once for specimen copy.
Price
.00.

Singing School Season is upon us. Do not
think of neglecting our new and very superior books.
THE PEB!BLEi4. (75 cts.) W. O. Perkin’s
The

Greater variety and
newo*t and best, is just out.
more pert ect arrangement than any preceding Singthis author.
Book
by
Class
ing
the lOGAli. (75 cte.) L. O. Emerson’s newest
and literally tho best book, is remarkably well
for elaeses, conventions and* social singing.

adapted

DABNEY, SIMMONS & CO,
111 Milk St. Boston.

AOENTw

aw,

11.40 a. m., from Fabyan’s and intermediate sta
tions.
t>.40 p. m., from Montreal and all points on
through
line.

Denver, Man Francisco,
and all

Portland, September 20.1882,

every cit
town. *il

mountain, etc., are represen.
lage, poet-office, river,Now
is your opportunity to
tea. Sells at sight.
make money, because eveoybody neetfs the book.
One agent s »ld 200 in four weeks. Ladies, as well
There is genuine enthusiasm
as gentlemen, succeed.
among the people lor it. Secure territory at onee.
Address B. B. RtfSSELL, Publisher, 67 Gornhill.
_£|DTLflR
l.\8el3eod&wlm
Boston, Mass.

points

Any book mailed, post-free,!for retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

TTb&S&w

oct3

Vistula

and

piles

Cored without the Cue of the Knife.
WILLIAM BEAD, (M. I)., Harvard 1342,) and
xOBEBT M. BEAD, (M. D., Harvard 1370.) 41
'.ou,er«et street, Koxtou. give special attention
*«»
j the treatment olUXTCI A.HII. n.
4CI. DISEAStKS Of THE HUTIJL
from biulneu. Abundant refetdetention
■Jlthout
tnces given. Pamphlet* tent on application,
office honrt—12 to 4 o’clock 1’ M. (except SimanglOeoddm
)

in the

West and Southwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
J. STEPHENSON, G. P. A.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.
oct3dtf

Northwest,

•I. UANILTOIV, ^nperintendeui.
oct2dtf

Eastern Railroad.

Portland and Worcester Line.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

m.

pi»g at 7..IO

At

m.
Daily (Night Pullman) for Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Salem, Lvnn and Boston, arriving
at 6.30 a. m.
A special Sleeping Oar will be
ready for occupancy In Portland station, at 9.00
p. m. (Sunday nights lip. m., and is attached to

Lines for all Southern and Western points.
At tt p. m. for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro,
Saco,

Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newbury port,
Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston arriving at 10
p in. connecting with all Rail Lines for New

Niioriay, at 9 p. n». for Saco, Biddeford, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn ami Boston,
arriving at 6.30 p. m. connecting with Sound and

Rail Lines for New York.
Train* leave Komon.
At 7..JO a. in. and arrive in Portland at 11.65 a.
m. At 9 a. m. and arrive in Portland at 12.65 p.
m. At 12.30 p. m. and arrive in Portland at 5.00

change Street.
*
Does not stop at

trains

leaving

Boston

oodford's.
J. W. PETERS, Supt.

jel7

and arrive in Portland

FALL

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.

a

Passage, sailing lists and full
information, apply to or address the General EasAgents,
C. L, RABTLSTT Sc CO.,
IIS Hiatt Street, col. Broad 81., Boston
or to W. D. LITTLE & CO.,
31 Exchange St., Portland.
je33dtl

tern

On and after Monday, Sept. 25, 1882,
PA88E:N«EltTKAINN WlU I.I AVG

BOSTON

TSSSEggSBat 0.15, 8.45 a. m., 12.56, 0 uo p. m.,
g^sgggggSarriYlng a- Boston at 10.46 a. m.,
—“-**—1.16, 4.55, 10.00 p. m. HOMTON

a

n

CABIN, 970

P.

ALOffl, dcaernl Agents, New

I>tri;ct

Steamship

Sio

Wlitufage.

[From

sailing vessel.
Freight for the West hy the Penn. R.R., and Soutl
by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Passage Tea Dollar.. Round Trip 811
Meals and Room included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
B. 8, 8AMPWON, Areas,
1W I.qmk W>wrt. Be»tsi

/Steamers!
fare si.oo.
1 he favorite Stearmers Forest
City and Join
Brooks will alternately leave I? RANK LIN WHARF
Portlaud. at 7 o’clock p. m. and INDIA WHARF
Boston, at 5 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they so
cure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the
ex
peuse and inconvenience of arriviug in Boston late
at

Rail and sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
B. 4 OVLE, Jr., General
apro

*V

o’clock,

and positively

U. P. C.

none

am

J

ARRANGEMENTS.

llrun«-

taken after that

I.

ON MB AVTER MONP DAY.NIIPT. ISit fleam,
era

of

Crave

(bin

l.inv

will

Rnilrond Wharl,

Calais^

Andrews,

Pembroke, Honlton, Woodstook, Grand
Menan, Oampobelio, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Neweaxtle, Amherst
Piotou, shediae, Bathurst, Dalheusle, Charlottetown Fort Fairfield, Grand Fails, and othet
stations on the New Bruuswiok and
Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties, and Prince Edward Island Rail Roads,
and Stage Routes.
received up to 4 p, m. and any InSP"Frelgh(

formation regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes,
Tickets,
State Rooms and further information apply at
Company’s Office, 40 Exchange St..

T. 0. HKRSKT. President, and Manager

,ltf

General Ocean Steamer

PASSAGE TICKET OFFICE.
Passage Tickets, Cabin, Second Cabin, and
Stewrage, outward ami prepaid, w 1th choice of the
fastest, largest aud best lines and steamers, crossing on the lane routes free from ice and icebergs
viz: the White Star, Anchor,
Cunard, State National, American, Red Star, Hamburg American
North German Lloyd, British or Italian lines
to
and from all ports in Ireland,
Scotland, England
France, Holland, Belgium, Germany, Norway’
Denmark, Sweden, Russia, Spain and Italy at
lowest rates of passage, viz:
Cabin, $50 to *100.
Secoud Gabin, $40 to $60. according to berth and
steamers.

at

BOSTON

AND

SAVANNAH

STEAMSHIPJJOIKIPANY.
DIRECT LINE from BOSTON to SAVANNAH,

connecting at Savannah with all rail lines to points
in the South and South-West, aud with rail and
steamsr lines to all points in Florida.
acorn mini atious.

elegant new

iron staamers of 2200 tons

J. L. FARMER,

STATION IN NE« m&t&SXiih.

mcnlb

Stations in Philadelphia
R..

BUSINESS CARDS,

AND CSKEKN STREETS,

Agent,

Wo. ‘JJ TExchanxe Street*

Seail-Weeklj

has removed from 42 Pine street to

243

Bracliott

stssn?

ROUTE.

j SKJEtSi, *4,So

<

S*W KNUAAND AHKNIV,

Line to Hew fork.

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf1
Portland, every MONDAY aed THURSDAY, at 6
t. M„ and leave Pier 37, East River, New York,
(very MONDA Y and TH UltSDAY, at A P. M.
These steamers are fitted up with fine accoinmodelions for passengers, making this a very convenient
lud comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Ittaiue. Daring the summer months these
iteamors will touch at Vineyard Haven on their uasia*e to and from New York. Passage, Includiut
Rate Room, *6; meals extra. Good*
beyond
•orUand or New York forwarded to
destination at
mc«. For farther information anolv to

dtt

EDWAKD 0. PONTON,
BARRISTER AND ATTORNEY AI UV>
Belleville,

Ontario,

Canada.

Collections made on reasonable terms in all parts
of Canada, and promptly remitted.
aug7dUm

jr.B. CHENEY,

Piano Forle and Organ inner,
258 Diddle
Street,

PORT LAKH, .Y1K,
Ordei 8 by mail promptly attended to.

sepl 3d lm

PORTLAND PROVIDENT ASSOCIATION’
ANNIA1,

nBETllKG,

annual meeting of the Portland Providen
Association for the traosactl n of tlio annua
business will bo held at the ottico of tbe Association. City Building THURSDAY EVENING, October 12th, at 7 Vs o'clock.

THE

cctlOdSt

Portland, Oct. 10,1882.

Annual Meeting of the Portland
Widows’ Wood Society.
Meeting of the Portland Widows*
for the choice of officers, for the
THEWood Society
and
Annual

ensuing year,

the transaction of the usual business, will be held at their office, City Building, iu
on
WEDNESDAY
Portland,
EVENING, Oct. 25th,
A. D.. 1882, at seven and a half o’c ock.
octlld2w
S. H. COLES WORTHY, Sec.

Stockholders’ Weefftu£ of ihe El
Dorado Silver ilium* Co,
SPECI AL meeting of the Stockholders of the
El Dorado Silver Mining Cum pa
y will be
held at the office of the Co., No. 93 Kxch mge
Street in Portland on Fr day, October 20, 1882, at
3 o’clock p. u).. for the foil wing purposes:
1—To see if the S o< kholders will vole to accept
of an offer of The New Hampshire Dev lopment Oon
to purchase their Property aud take in payment
theretor stock m said company.
2 To see if ihe Stockholders wi1! vote to authorise the President aiul Treasurer to convey, bv need,
the Property of the Company to the New
shire Development Co.
By order
octlOdlOt
N. S. GAR DIN EE, Secretary

A

Hamp-

The Auuittt! Meeting.
the Subscribers to the Female Orphan Asylum

OF of Portland, will be held

at

the house

of Mr.

Charles E. Jose, 108 High rRrei t on Tuesday
October 17th, at half past I '.ree o'clock in the af
teruoon.

ABB IE S.
1882.

BARRETT,

Sec'v.

oocllkltd

REPORT OF THE C ONDITION
—

OF

THE

—

CANAL NATIONAL BANK
OF PORTLAND) MEL,”
of

Butiani

,’ltl,

October

ISSii.

RESOURCES:
Loans and discoun-o .$1,530,245.16
U. 8. Bonds to secure
-Ration
600,000.00
Duo from rese.ve agents.
67,460.60
Due from other National Banks.
10,066.97
Real estate.
8.600.00
Current expenses aud taxes paid_
4 643.22
Cheeks and other cash items.
24,375.99
Exchangee for clearing house.
33 014.06
Bills of other Banks.
6.701‘.00
Fraciional currency, and nickels....
38.29
Gold coin
SO,Its'.00
Silver coin
1,951.75
Legal Tender Notes
19,900.00
Five per cent. Redemption fund..
22.500.00
..

..

Total..$2,260,096,02
UARIUTIRS.

Capital stock paid in. $600,000 00
Surplus fund
$120,000
4.8,.18. 46
Other undivided proflts..$308,982.45
Circulating Notes outstamllng.
440,000.00
Dividends unpaid.
Individual deceits subject to check.

71t.’7*u!ll

Demand Certificates ot Deioslt.
Due to other National Banks

3,304.88
7 083 96
3,45. .t o
64.oa0.70

2

checks.
Cashier’s checks outstanding.
Certido.t

473.93

Total.32,266,096.03
STATE OF MAINE, Cumberland, ss.
1, B. C. Somerby, Cashier of -The Canal National Bank of Portland" do solemnly swear that the
above statement is trno to the best of my knowledge
and belief.
B. C. SOMERBY, Cashier.
Subscribed and stvorn to before mo this 6th

day of October,

1882.

GEO. C. PETEBS, Justice of tbe Peace.
Correct Attest:
W. W. THOMAS, )
ELIAS THOMAS, ! Directors.
A. L.

OclO

GILKEY,

)

J3t

THE

PEOPLE’S

ART

STORE,

Temple

Street,

FORBEKLY m'BRS RBOS.,

Algernon Stubbs, Proprietor.
The tooat
complete line of Artists’ materials, and
lsrgest and tlucsL assortment of Art goods. Picframes Ac., Bast of Boston. Fine gold gilt

taa

ture

trork

a

specialty.

ALGERNON STUBBS,
‘f«

eels

Temple SMrret, I’wrtiiind

Tie.

eoU3m

destined

Agent, Portland.

J. F. A MRS, Ag't, Pier 88, E. R. New York
Wiuliingien Street, Boston, j Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 8a
Street. From Dee. 1 to May
Itcnange
H. P. BALDWIN.
1,
pts
nahlBdt
J 1 ongert will be taken by this line,
(itn. Put. Agent O. R. K. of N.J.
decodtf

911

“o

V

St.,

Third Hour© b©l ■'W Carletoa.
Offlc© Hours—8 to t A. hi., 1 to 3 P. M.
oc3
TELE PH UN 1C 331— X.

dtf

3team»rs Eleanor* and Franconia

express Trains. Double Track Stone Banas

g—^

REMOVAL.
Hr. CHAN. L. HOLT

Maine Steamship Company

1ND THIRD AND BERKS STt.

each,

GATE CITY and OFT Y OF COLUMBUS, will sail
regularly every Thursday from Bos ion and Savannah.
These steamers are considered the finest on the coast
For freight or passage apply to
W. H. RING, 18 T wharf, Boston, or A. DaW
SAMPSON, 2dl Washington St., Boston.
aug29
eod3m

$26 to $32. according to
steamer and port. Return tickets
very low.
Mierlinfl nod Comiucntnl exchange in
sums to suit.
Also agent Morris Euro ties tand
American Express for
packages and freight to all
parts of the globe.
Also agent for the celebrated
Acidia Goal by the
cargo. Apply to

New York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

New

lowest rates.

Steerage

-BETWEEN-

time.

Bail Bo art Wharf.

Close

foot of State street, every
Monday, Wedneaday and Friday, at 6 p. m., for Eastport and St.
John, with connections for
Bobblnston, St.

my25

iHew

Hersey, Agt.,

ma23

dtf

THREE TRIPSPER WEEK.

Sound Brook Route.

Ne. York and "hllkdelpM*

steamer

—AT THE—

FALL

NdwYork & Piiilgeipiil'd New Lioe

BROOK

«oiuR

■ ■ — " ntiii.ii
wick, will leave Rail Road
Wharf, foot of State St., every FRIDAY at 1.00
m.
ou
arrival
of morning trains of Rasters
p.
(or
and Boston A Maine Rail Roads, and Grand Trunk
Express Train from Montreal,) for YAK MOUTH,
arriving there next morning, wh«re connections are
made with Western Counties Railway, Fish wick’s
Express Line of Steamers, and stage lines for ail
the principal places in Nova Scotia.
Frieght received cn days of saillug up to twelve

Agent,
*

Calais, Me., St.
John, w. B„ Halifax, N. S.,
Charlottetown, P. E. I.

reduced

or

Ou ami after FRIDAY. Jane
$ 2d. the favi-rlte and superior sea-

Portland, Oct. 9th,

Eastport, Me.,

PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t.
jol7tf
Portland, June 19, 1882.

per Week,J

Trip

1NTERMATI0MAL STEAMSHIP t’O,

t Sleeping Cars attached, runs daily, Sundays included, between Boston and Bangor
fRuns through to Bangor erery morning, and Skowhogan Sunday Morning, but not Monday. Does
not run to Dexter, Belfast, Bucksport, or St
John Sunday morning
Timitod Ticket* Ural and second data* for

bay MCKet*(at any
fcoat office la New England) clw

nighr.

ter rickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Ihrougli Tickets to New York, via the various

a. ra.

railroad

BOSTON

V

^m.,

BOUND

One

l S.

,

C. C. HAYES, Secretary.

Long Wharf. Boston, 81
m.
From Pine S.reet Wear:
Philadelphia, at 1C a. m.
Insurance ona-half the rateoi

8.

«nre ie>

Line.

Saturday

From Halifax, 8.10 a. m.. 8.00 p. m.; St.
.John, 9.00 a. m., 8.00 d. m.; Houlton, 10.15
St. Stephen, 10.46 a. m.; ttuckaport,
а. in.,
8.00 a. in., 6. p. m,; Bangor, 6.45, 7.46 a. m.
f8.0Cp.m. Dexter, 6.30 a.m, 4.15 p.m. Belfo*t
б. 05 a. m., 2.20 p. m.; Skow hegau, 7.65 a. in.,
2.55 p. ra.; Waterrille, 9.20a.m. 210., 110.08
m.; and 5.15 a. m. (Mondays only) Auguata,
.00 a.m 9.57 a. m., 2.55 p. m., tll.00 p. m.;
<»ardiner, 6.17 a. m., 10.15 a. m., 3.15 p. in.,
111.20 p. m. Bath, 6.55 a. m., 10.38 a. m., 4.00
m.
11.55 p.
(Saturdays only)
11.16 a.
rnnawick. 7.26 a. m..
ra.,
4.30 p. m., tl2.35 a. m.. (night.) Rockland,
1.20
4.25
8.16 a. m.,
a. m., (Mondays only.
p. m.,
ViCwiHton* 7.20 a. m., 11.15 a in.. 4.16 p. m.
Phillip*, 6.55 a. m. Farmington, 8.20 a. m.;
Wiathrop 10.18 a. m. being due in Portland
as follows: The morning trains from Augusta and
Bath, 8.36 a. ra. Lewiston, 8.40 p. m. The day
trains from Bangor, aud all intermediate stations
at 12.35 and 12..45 p.
aud connecting roads
The afternoon
m.
trains from
Waterrille,
Augusta, Bath, Rockland and Lewiston at 5.42
p.m. The Night Pullman Express train at 1.60

Be

YARttO

MEETINGS_

loaves each Port Every Wednesday am1

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND aud BOSTON*

R-

York,

PHILADELPHIA

Take,

at

T
Sr
207

-jLin:—

and all stations on H. A
R. ft., 111.16 p. m., (or 1.20 p.
in
m. noon, and remain
Bangor over night); for
Bangor, Buck*.port, Dexter, fftelfn*i ana
Skovt began, l.lo p.m., 1.20 p. m.,fll.l6n.m.
Bangor and Dexter, 6.15 p. in. (Saturdavs
only). Waterrille,7.00a. m. 1.15 p m,r 1.20
p. m., 111.16 p. m. and 6.16 p. m. Saturdays only,
Auguata, Ilallowell, CSardinrr, Richmon<l,anil Brunswick 7.00 a.m., 1.20 p.
m., 5.16 p. m., til.16 p. m.; Bath, 7.00 a. m.
1.20 p. m., 5.16 p. m. and 11.15 p. u*. on
Saturdays only; Rockland, and Ku«i A
R.
1.20 p.
Tincoln
R., 7.00 a. m.,
in.;
(5.15 p. m. Saturdays only.) Auburn
and Tewiaton, 8.16 a.m., 1.16
m..
p.
6,06 p.m. Tewiaton rin Hruonwick 7.00
a.m., til.16 p. m.; Farmington, Phillip*
and Ciangeley Take an 1 15 p. m., Monmouth, Wiathrop, Read Held. Went Waterrille and North An«on, 1.16 p. m., and
Farmington ria Brunswick, 7.00 a.m.

NINTH

(LIMITED.)

Boston

On and after Monday, June 19th, PaM«euger
Truin* will run as follows: Leorr Portland
for St. John, Halifax aud |he Province*,
ami all stations on E. A N. A. Railway,
l. 20, and fll.l6| pm.; St. Andrew*. St. Stephen, Fredericton, Arooatook i ouuty,

Rhiladelphia Sc Beadinit

Scotia tasliip Co.

m

990.

and

Apply to E. A. WALDRON, 40 Exchange St.,
McGOWAN, 422 Congress St., or I, EVE

MW CENTRAL RAILROAD.

Male

GEORGE L. DAY,
Treasurer and General Ticket Agent, Portland.
E. CUSHING, General Manager.
Portland. Oct. 12, 1882*
octltt

Broadway: Boston, Mass., 15 State St.; Philadelphia, Pa., N. E. cor. Broad and Chestnut Sts.
may23
dly

St- John and Halifax. Also conuect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdenburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refresh,
meats. First class Dining Rooms at Pcrtland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Law rence vnd Bcftou
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of ?t. L. William*, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
J AS. T. FUR BEK, Gen. Supt.
S. H. STEYENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
dtf
sep25

on

Nulli van.
UMiltfC WE8T—Will connect at Rocklun<i with Boston and Bangor S. S. Co.'s S’te<unor»
and receive passengers from Buugor and River
Landings tor Portluud.

NOTABV PIIBLKJ &c.,

Intermediate $40, Steerage at low rates

Boston & Maine road connect with all

S'* John and Halifax
rate*.

Sedgwick to Bine Hill on arrival of
No. We»l and linr liar born,
Jouenport aud llarhisNport.
Returning, will leave Mivcuiaspon every JJon
day and rhur».luy noruiaga a
and
Moun Desert at about 10.00,
arriving in Portland
the same evening, connecting wltbPuHman Train
ami parly morning train- for H^ioa.
CJOlIvO EAeT—VVl 1 connect, at Rockland
tack trip with Boston Hi B&agor hteame s lor Belfast, Hncbapori. H a uro**, and River Landings; also with Steamer Henry Morrison for HI we
Hill, «urry and hlUwortt*. At Bur Vluroor
with Steamers for IluurocU, l.nmoiar and

SATURDAY.

Extra weekly ships from GLASGOW, Elverpool. QuecDatowa, I.oDdoaderry, and GSal<
wny to BOUTON direct.
The steamers are unsurpassed for safety and speed

steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Macbias, Eastporc, Calais.

PiMcatnqnis

or on

(Stage

Shortest
Ocean
V oyage-Only
FIVE DAYS from Land to Land,

Portland For Bontou and Way stations at
1.00 p. m. Bontou For Portland at6.(X) p. in.

Moo*ehead

Royal mail

STEAMSHIPS.

to LIVEBPiJOL

QUEB.X
EVERY

SUNDAY TRAINS.

on

| | AM I HIE

fl LLHI? LlllC

EOll PORTLAND at 9.00 a. m.. 12.30, 8.30
7.00 p. m., arriving at Portland at 1.00, 5.00, 8.00,
OLD ORCHARD REACH
11.00 p. m.
FOR BOSTON at 6 40, 9.13 a. m., 1.23, 3.55,
6.29 p. m.
BOSTON FOR
OLD
ORCHARD BEAI H at 8.00, 9.00 a. m.. 12.30,
3.30,7.00p.m. PORTLAND F KNIARKORO
REACH, PINE POIAT, Oi l)
ORCHARD
SACO.
BIDItEACII,
AND
DEFORD
KENNEBUNK
at
6.15, 8.45 a. m., 12.55, 4.56, 6.00, p. m.
FOR
WELLS at 6.16,
8.45a. m.,
6.00
FOR
NORTH
8i Rp. in. (Sec note.)
WI4SA.
SALMON
ORE AT
FALLS,
FAILS. DOVER, EXETER. HAVERHILL. LAWRENCE, ANDOVER AND
LOWELL at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 12 65, 6.00 p, in.
FOR NEW MARKET at 6.15,8.45 a.m.
FA KM IfNCTON,
FOR ROCHESTER
N. II., AND ALTOS B AA at(5.15, 8.46a. m.t
12.55 p. m. FOR WOLF BORO at 8.45 a. m.,
12.55 p.m. FOR CKNTRE If All It OK at
8.46’a. in. TOR J1ANCII1 »V IS 4NI»
I'ONCORD N. II., (via 6ew Market .Jet.) at
6.16 a. m., 12.55 p. m. (via Lawrence) at 8-45 a,
'SUE HIOBN1NO TRAIN
m.. 12.55p.m.
LEAVES KENNEBUNK FOR PORTLAND at 7.26.
note—The 12.55 p.’m. train from Portland
will Slop at Well*, Oaly to'l ake Passon
all
enger* For Bontou. Parlor Car*
through trains. Parlor-car seats secured in advance at Depot Ticket Office.
|SF*rhe 12.66 p. m., train from Portland connects with Sound Line Steamers for Netv
York and all Rail Lines for the West, and the 6.00
p. m., train with all Rail Line* for New York
and the South and West.

Trains

CALIFORNIA,

am! Australia.
For Freight,

ARRANGEMENT.

for

11.15 o'clock,

^ch Steanier;
bridge,

Magnificent passenger

STEAMERS.

Railroad,

POKTIjAAD

idayrveoing.nl

Express train from Boston, for CCockittD(I,€aNtiDr, Deer l«lr, and Medgwiek.
from

Steamers—Fastest time and

m. ana Portland at 2.00 a. m).
Through tickets to all point* We»l and
South may be had of J. M. French, TicketSeller,
*
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office !
40 Exchange street.
JAPAN, CHINA,
Pullman Car Tickets (or heats mud
Berths sold at Depot Ticket Office.
Hudwlch binds, New Zealand and
New, first-class dining room at Portsmouth.
Anatrniia.
Through trains stop 10 minutes for meals.
Steamers sail from New York on 10th, 20th and
LUCIUS TUTTLE.
3oth
of
each
General Passenger and Ticket Agee6,
month, carrying passengers for Sau
Francisco and all of the above ports.
D. W. 8 AN BORN, Master Transportation.
Steamers
sail
from San f’rm.citco regularly fot
jul7
dtf
Japan, < hina and Sandwich islands, New Zealand

Boston & Maine

Leaving Railroad wrmn, Portland, Tncwlay

nud (<
arrival of

The

Pullman Parlor Oar*.
On trains leaving Boston, at 7.30 and 9.00 a. m.,
12.30 and 7.00 p. m. and trains leaving Portland,
8.45 a. m., 12.55 and 6.00 p. m. (Through Pullon

CITY OF KICHDennison, will
until

make two trips per week
further notice;

m.

8

York.

Sleeping Cars

1.05 p.

Returning

Conway Sanction, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving
at 4.55 p. m. connecting with Sound and Kail

(daily),

and

For Rochester, Mpringvaie, Alfred, Waterboroand Saco KiTer.7.30 a. in., 1.05
p. as., and (mixed) at 0.30 p. n.
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a. m., 11.16
a. m., and 3.36 p.m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.40 a. m., 1.25 p. m. and 6.46 p. m.
For Gorham, Maccarappa, C'nmberland
TO ill*,
Westbrook
it ad
Woodford’s.
At 7.30 a. «u.,
*.05,0.20 and (mixed)
*11.30 p, mi.
The 1.05 p. m. train from Portland connects at
Aye- June, with Uoosac Tunnel Route for
11 * West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Line, and all rail,
aMpringAeld, also with N. Y. A- N. E. R.
ti .(“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadeland the
him, Baltimore, Washington,
oath and with Boston &: Albany B. R. foi
the West.
Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central R. R., and
at GrandTruni
Transfer, Portland, with through
train* of Grand Trunk K. R.
Parlor Cars on 1.05 p. m. train from Portland
and M.OO a. m. train from Worcester.
Through tickets to all points South and West, a!
Depot offices and at Rollins & Adams' No. 22 Ex-

this train for Boston.
8,45 a. m. for (Jape Elizabeth. Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, (Jonway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
port, Salem, Gloucester, kookport,
Newbury
Lynn, Chehea and Boston, arriving at 1.15 p m.
At 19.55 p. in. for Saco, Biddeford, Kennebunk,

m.

a. m.

For Manchester, Concord and points North, at
1.05 p. co.

At

p. m. At 7.00 p.
at 11.00 p. m.

Capt

acMOND,

Par dllnton.
Aver June.,
Fitchburg.
Naehun, ii.owrll, Windhum, and Kf-

Portland

Trains leave

■'iiilink

Si nilKB ABBANCE31EN1.

June 18, 1882.

On and after iUeudav, June 19,
ISS'J, Pseiengor Trains Till leave
Portland at 1.SO a. ra., and
1.03 jp. in., arriving at Worcester
at 2.16 p, m. and 7.30 p. m.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worceeter, at 8.00 a. m. and 11.16 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.26 p. m. and 6.46 p.

___

by any other alcoholic distillation have

Office where
Wholesale lobbing Houses
BELOW
and other Glasses of

ALL DRUUCSfOTS.

jyll

To she roifiMimptive.—Ii«t these who lani'uii>h under the fatal severity of our climate

sepX___<12m

Store Jos. 117
the

CO., Props.,
Atlanta, Ga.

we are

the medical faculty and

TO LET

■

Druggist

standing.

any Mineral substance.
SWIFT SPECIFIC

Every

Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every

No.

Suireof

Suffering.”

ihitiimi

rojLET.

235Va Middle St., 2d story, over stores occupied by Merrill & Keith, and A.
L. Merry, hatter. These chambers have been occupied by Mr. Fernald, Merchant Tailor for many
vears: are in the centre of
busiuess, spacious, well
located and have all modern improvements.
InW. W. THOMAS, or ELIAS THOMAS,
ommercial St.
augbdtf

CHAMBERS

By$H»00 REWARD will be paid to any
Chemist who will find on analysis of 100 bottles of
j S. S. N. one particle of Mercury, Iodide of Potassium.

ean. New York and bos*
opposil the Grand Trunk Depot.
Easy connection with other parts of the city by
street cars. It is in first-class order throughout autl
will be leased V responsible parties tumisfied or unfurnished at a reasonable rental. Inquire of
au22dtf
AUG. P. FULLER. Portland, Me.

us,

“Message

prominent

any
as

see

SI'IIW—■ II—11—11 ll llll^l

charge nothing! t!

of

in

Working Agents

Liberal

as

will CURE YOU,

we

or

OTHER

to

MAINE,

Write for Circulars!

Portland. Hie
close proximity tc .he

FAILI!

come
IS

KENISOIV
an
ana

INSURANCE CO.,

©tel.

House is situated
THIS
landings of the Eur
ton Steamers auci

If you doubt

tillNovl

UnioD Mutual Life

HOTEL TO LEASE.

_REMEDIES

HO'V-

on

Ih.
ST& rhdrw

2

dtf

oct4

ALL

High Wired,

WOLFE’S

A Hal!, with a seating capacity of
about 500, well lighted, front and rear,
with two large ante rooms, located on
Co ngress st.
Enquire at Pfo. 486 Congress St.
CKO. H. CUSHMAN.

The International

leave

FOR

TO LET.

WHEN

51

DA1T, Wept.

Special Features of the Company:

,~ET

TO

p.m.
From Chicago, Montrea* and Quebec,
12.35 p.m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on night train and
Parlor Cars on day train between Portland and

ctober 2, 1882.

The Steamer

1.30

Montreal.
Portland :
TICKET OFFICES
For all stations running through to
8.i3 A. M
St. Johneb iry, Burlington, Swanton, Vt., and
74 EXCHANGE STREET
Ogdenshuig, N. A’., Also connecting at St. dohns-andbury for Newport, Sherbrooke and Montreal.
J.BO P. M.- F or all Stations through to Craw- I
DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.
and
with
ford’s,
steamer
Fabyan’s, connecting
on Sebago Lakes for Naples, Bridgton and HarriTickets sold at Reduced Itates,
son, and with stages ior No. Windham, blandish,
Limiugtoii, Sebago, So. Bridgton, Porter, Kezar To
Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee
Falls, Denmark, Bridgton and Lovell.
Cincinnati, St. Louis, Omaha, SaginTrain* arrive in Portland :
Sc. Paul, Malt Lake City,

man

BETWEEN

?5c. SIZE.

or

CURES

Hay School

Manager of Agencies, Union Mutual Life

State St church and 61 Deering St.,
Sunday, a child’s lace collar and small pink
Finder
will
be rewarded by leaving same at J.
pin.
P. Baxter's house.
oct2dtf

perfumery

any SKIN

JA1HE9 EPPS &
CO*9 Homoeopathic
Chemists, Loudon, England.
nov29
Tu.S&wlyr49 j

the

New York for $158, dated Paris,
favor of W. H. MarPlease return to
W. H. MAttilN, 28 Exchange St.

on

octl0d3t*

Sores

BOILS

diet that a constitution may he gradually built up
until strong enough to resist every tendency to
disease. Hundreds of Rubtle maladies are floating
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak
point. We may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with pure blood and a
properly nourished frame.”—Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold in
tins only (Va-fb and lb), labeled.

NO

near Emsoon to

Apply

A. F. MOULTON
188 Middle St.

A
Texas, Oct. 2, 1882, in
tin and not endorsed bv him.

Pimples,

COCOA

RANDALL

bargain.

AND FOUND

_LOST

CATARRH,
Eczema,

BREAKFAST.

A few

at a

se!6d4w

la aar •!>(«,

GRATEFUL-CO MFORTING.

8ep2G

ccl0d3t

To Let.
NICE pleasant tenement for a small family,
on Parris Street.
Inquire of
octlldlw
H. A. JONES, 203 State St.

_dAwly46

^ found

stamp.

lease at
CLOUGH, 282

W.

LAND FOR SALE.
eligible lot of land on Danforth St.

of Blood

Guaranteed.

>_rfnassig

bargain.

stock

J.

Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

DICEAftEA,

Dr. E. C. West’s Nebte and Brain Treat
jient: a specific for Hysteria, Dizziness, Convulsions, Nervous Headache, Mental Depression, Loss
ot Memory, Spermatorrhoea, Impotency, Involuntary Emissions. Premature Old Age, caused by over•rtlon, self-abuse, or over-indulgence whicn leads
to misery, decay and death. One box will cure
recent cases. Each box contains r *ie month’s treatment. One dollar a box er six boxes for five dollars; sent by mail prepaiu on receipt of price. The
John C. West A Co., guarantee six box#
proprietors,
to cure any case. With each order received fo
six boxes, accompanied with fire dollars, the proprietors will send the purchaser their written guar^
an tee to return the money if the treatment does not
effect a cure.
Guarantees issued through H. H,
HAT A CO., Druggists, only agents in Portland
Middle and Free 8tn.
at
Junction
Me.,

jf No.
j

VVi

years
Send

Commencing Monday,

Montreal, Quebec and Chicago

-

FALL ARRANGEMENT

m.

ARKIVAL8.
From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.36 a. m.
12.45, and 5.50 p. m.
From Oorham, 8.35, a. in., 12.35, And 5.00

ARRANGMEENT,

_STEAMER,S.
Portland, Bangor, It. Desert
and XacblasSteaiuboat (!o..

m.

For
p.

Portland & Ogilfiisburg IL H„

7.00 p.

For Sale.

worst kind

DEBILITY

opened

seplB

of well furnished

Cores the

TT*86mnr

jroruaua

Home and

containing*

A

and HANDKERCHIEF.

oct4iu»

MRS. THROOP’S

where

To Let.

Best for TOILET. BATH

has

reesonale rates.

Desire

Hotel in Boston; fine
bar and billiard rooms; twu billiard tables; low
LEASE
thrte
lease.
1 sell
and

PERFUME.

S

ESTATE.

PLEASANT Bent of ten fnrnisb&i rooms.
Bent taken in board. For further particulars
apply to 111 Congress Street,
octll
dtt3t*

Murray & Lanman’s
FLORIDA WATER.

Organ

(WILLIAMS’ BLOCK.)
Special attention given to beginners. Professor
Saucier will give parler reei’als, als > accept engagements for evening parties, and entertainments at

Co.,

17 rooms, No. 281
Sprjng street. »>ot 60x120 feet. Furnace, gas fixtures, vibuble windows and doors go with ihehouse.
JOHN C. PROCTOR,
Inquire of
93 Exchange street.
sepl9eod3w

IMPERISHABLE

knowledge of the natural laws
“By a thoroughthe
which
operations of digestion and
govern
nutrition, and by a careful application of the fine
of
well
selected
properties
Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavored
which
save
us
beverage
may
many heavy doctors’
bills. It is by the judicious use of such articles of

and Voice,
373 CONGRESS STREET,

Forte,

PORTLAND,

1*P24TT&S&W

THE

J>r. F. IX.

Match

St.

Lost.
on

B_LARGE

dTuT&Seow&weowly

EPPS’S

WANTED,-

Lost.

B

om

TEACHEB OF

Piano

Immediate Possession Given.

BIts rich and lasting fragrance has made this
1 delightful perfume exceedingly populv. There
like it, Insist upon having Floresg is nothing
B ton Cologne and 1 ook for signature of

438 Fifth Av., New York, May 9th, 1875.

Art,

ot
Oet. 10th.

1. SAUCIER,

PROFESSOR

dtf

2Va story house

GREAT SAVING BUYING DOiXAR SIZE.

cause.

beginning

p. m.,

Course tickets, at $5,00 for any course.
May be
obtained.between the hours of oue and two p. m., at
85 Winter Street.
sep30dinov6

FOR SAFE.

rou

An infallible cure for Rheumatism, Sciatica* Neuralgia, Wounds, Burns, Sprains,
Stiff Joints, spavin, and Lameness from

1

of talks o* the History
give a series
2

Town in this State

A Superlative Health and Strength Restorer.
If you are a mechanic or farmer, worn out with
overwork, or a mother run down by family or house*
hold duties try Parker's Ginger Tome.
If you are a lawyer, minister or business man exhausted by mental strain or anxious cares, do not lake
intoxicatingstimulants,butuse Parker's Ginger Tonic
If you have Consumption, Dyspepsia, Rh«umaism, Kidney Complaints, or any disorder of the lungs,
stomach, bowels, blood or nerves,Parker’s Ginger
Tonic will cure you. It is the Greatest Blood Purifier
And tha Best and Surest Cough Cura Ever Used.
If you are wasting away from age, dissipation ct
any disease or weakness and require a stimulant take
Gingek Tonic at once; it will invigorate and build
up from the first dose but will never intoxicate,
thas saved hundreds oflives; it may save yours.
CAUTION!—Refuse all substitutes. Parker’s Ginger Tonic la
composed of tbe best remedial agents In tb«world,and U entirely
different from preparations of ginger alone. Send for circular to
Hiicox & Co., N. Y. 60c. & $ sizes, at dealars In drugs.

Tlio Great Healing Remedy.

nov

Will

Tuesdays, at

dtf

auglO

GSNGERTONIC

Castoria is not narcotic. Mothers, Nurse?
and Doctors agree that for Sour-Stemach,
Flatulency, Diarrhma, and Constipation,
nothing is so prompt as old Dr. Pitcher’s
Castoria
By assimilating the food,
Castoria gives robust health and natural sleep.

Cure

MRS. CASWELL

PARKER’S

'Iprescribe it as superior to any known remedy."
Dr. H. A. Archer, 62 Portland Ay., Brooklyn.

A

CHARLES F. SMITH, M. D.
give twenty lectures ou Natural History, beginning on WKD^IItSDA^ Oct. IWth, at
twelve M.,and continuing on IT* Inesdays.
Illustrated by microscope and blackbird.

J. LEAVITT, Box 127, Gorham, Me.

REAL

p.

Anatomy, Physiology,

Address

< Commercial

——»

and Hygiene, beginning or Tl'kMOAV, Oct.
10th, at 10 a. m., ami con'• uuii
ou Tuesdays and
Fridays at the same hour.

line, which
found indispensable for family

By Portland Star

color to Grey or Faded Hair
Parker’s Hair Balsam is finely perfumed and is
warranted to prevent falling of the hair and to remove dandrun and itching. Hiscox & Co., N.Y,
50c. and $1 bIibb, at dealers in drugs and medicines.

on

aud after MONDAY. October 3«1
trains will run as follows:
DfiPABTUBYM:
For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 and 9.00
el. m.f 1.15 and 6.10 p. m.
For Gorham, 9.00 a. m.f 1. 30,3.30 and 6.10

ON
Leave Canton for Portland and
if Jiit ^TSlLowiston, 4.30 and 9.50 a. m.
’■i2~"2aSF Leave Portland for Canton, at 9.00
a. in. and 1.30 p. m.
Leave Lewiston at 9.40 a. m. and 2.25 p. m.
Stage oonneetions with Byron, Mexico, Dixfleld,
Pern, Livermore, West Sumner and 'Burner.
OTIS HAYFOKD. 8npt.
Portland, June 20, 88
je26dtf
■

Commencing Sunday,

SARAH ELLEN PALMER

grocery

GIRLS

Restores the Youthful

NERVOUS

“Ministire tie Richelieu,** 11 La Misanthrope tie
Moliere,*' Ruy R las de Victor Hugo”
Victor Hu“Meditations poetiques tie
go, poete el dramatiste,**
Lamartine’. *• Pcesies nouvtiles de Alfred tie Musset.**

Op<n. at Ns.

Ceat, Vest and Pan Makers
wanted. Also, first-duns machine
operator. Enquire or address
A. T. NICHOLS,
eep9dtf
Brunswick, Maine.

>who
to children."
Dr. Alex. Robertson, 1057 2d Av., N. Y

an
will he

sep22

have used it, to any

Especially adapted

to

when tried
mse.
H.

similar article, on account of its superior
cleanliness and purity.
It contains materials
only that are beneficial
to the scalp and hair
and always

apll

give a course of twenty lectures In French,
beginning on HO*t>AY,N©v Oth, at half past
four p. m., and continuing on successive Mondays,
at the same hour.
The lectures trill include the

Will

FOR YOUNG LADIES AND CHILDREN

or

f®b4

.HONS, ME rOYEX

No

HIBBARD.
36 Teinp.e St.

J. W.

agent, gentleman
lady, in the city of Portand ih each town in Cumberland
AN land.
sell
article in the

MPOKEKf.

Oct 10, SE of the Highlands 36 miles, barque J R
Divertv, from Bath for WilmingtOD, NC.
No date, lat 19 06 N, Ion 33 46 W, barque Sam H
Nickerten, from Iquique for United Kingdom.

Grand Trunk Railway of Canada.

PaoNcnger Train*

NO. 85 WINTER ST.

CANVASSERS WANTED.
sell The Eagle Clethes Wringer. Sold only by

eapital required.
sep74tf

in-

PluSTlrils.

dtf

se27

New York.

BRUNSWICK—Ar 5th, sch Hattie Turner, McIntyre, Boston.
Cld 9th. brig Raboni, Coombs, Turks Island for
New York, (with loss of spars and sads).
PORT ROYAL, SC-Ar 9th, brig Ellen H Monroe,
Green, Coosaw.
CHARLESTON—Sid 10th, sch Jennie R Morse,

to

men

Rumforu Falls & Buefcfleld

FALL

eod*2w

Will give twenty lectures

RAILROADS.

Will

for Sewing Machine.
RELIABLE
in Portland and vicinity. Salary and commission
not

for Victoria, VI.
Ar at Queenstown Oct 10, ship Emily F Whitney,
Roilins, San Francisco.
Sid fm Rosario Aug 10, barques Mary A Greenwocd, Davis, Boston; 17th, Sami B Hale, Haven,

mackereling.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
ASTORIA. O—Sid Sept 28tb, ship Robert Dixon
Smtthwick, (from Now York) for Portland, O.
GALVESTON—Ar 4th, schs S W Perry, Allison,
Tampico for Morgan City.
Cld 3th. icb E a Newman. Keyes. Pensacola.
FERN AN DIN A—Ar 2d. brig Knflna L Hall. Duffy
Martinique; schs Wm Frederick, Ames, New York;
Sarah Potter. Watts, do.
Ar 3d, brig Areot, Cates, Philadelphia.
JACKSONVILLE—Cld 7th, sch C II Macomber,

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

Wanted.

sch

ST.,

Will receive pupils for vocul
struction, after October 1st.

Press Office.

DOMESTIC PORTS.

any

103 SPRING

following subjects:

octf.dtt

Shanghae Aug 29tb, ship Alexander McNoil,
Sproul, unc.
At Hong Hong Aug 31, ship Ella S Thayer. Davis,

14

admission may be ebtaiued from the
Mr. Mardell at the reams Ne. 4 Free street
janitor,
•to*.
©ctiudlw

miles from

WANTED.

A marvel of purity,
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
• ban the
be sold in comcannot
and
ordinary kinds,
petition with the miltitude of low test, short weight,
never

of

Address FARM,
octRidfit*

A

At

between decks.
Sch Cook Borden, from Portsmouth for Calais,
which went ashore at Grand Manan 10th. was lying
on her beam ends at low tide, full of water.

Ar at

office,

fifty

varies.

This powder

Ar at

Brig

to
line of R. R.
Portland, Me.

PLEASANT sunny room, with board, in a
quiet family for an invalid ladr. Good pay.
Address BOARD, Press Office.
ocbd3t-f

Philadelphia.

Cleared.

Barque Henry Warner, Beed, Buenos Ayres— R
Lewis A Co.
Sch Mary Ann, McLain, Moule, (Guad)—J H Hamlen A Son.
Sch Messenger, Falker, Savannah—Noah Reed.
§ch Stella Lee, Hamilton, Boston—J Nickerson
A Son.
8ch Minnie O Taylor, Hamilton, Kennebec, to load
for New York—J Nickerson & Son.
Sch Velma, Lindsay, Addison—N Blake.
Soli May Snowman. Oliver* Bath—N Blake.
SAILED—Schs Messenger, Minnie C Taylor.

fruit, thirty

on or near

Arithmetic, Heading,
Gtammar, Free band drawing,
geography, English
Book-keeping and Penmanship.
Tickets

Wanted.

Pure.

Absolutely

Philadelphia.

PORT OP PORTLAND.

WEDNESDAY, Oct.

a

plenty
Portland,

Fraternity

•ep2l

38 PEE ill STREET,
Portluud, Mnine,

octl0d3t*

P.T.Barnum, the great Showman,

In Falmouth, Oet. 11, Mrs. Sarah Merrill, widow
of the lste Robert Merrill, aged 79 years 1U months
[Funeral service! Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
at her lata residence, Falmouth Foreside.
In Phlpshu'-g, Oet. 10, Capt. John Perkins, aged
76 years 6 months.
In East Harpswell. Sept. 29, Debora S. Benson,
aged 62 years 11 months.
In Bowdoinham, Sept, 22, Joseph Curtis, aged
72 years.
In Topeham, Oct. 4, »f diphtheria, Mary Alice!
daughter of Chas. E. and Mary E. White, aged 8
years 2 months.
In Bath, Of t. 7, Mrs. AugUBta, wife of Wesley
Dwyer, aged 24 years.
In Bath, Oet. 8, Richard G. Peabody, aged 25
years 1 menth.

MAN to travel and sell goods by sample, one
that Is strictly temperate, smart and
pleasing
in bis luanne s ana one that is respousi' le. Old
Men, Boys’ and Loafers need not apply. Call at

RAILROA DS.

SCHOOL.

MRS.E. H. EAMES,

253 Middle Sit, Portland, Me.

WANTED.

sia

Bob ton.
Ar at Rio

Ureas Goods. Good libto the right par-

W. F. STFDLErS,

MABRIAGES.

DEATHS.

at

octl0d3t

exception.

In Bath, Oc}. 9, Albert M. Eugley and Miss Ida E.
Jack,
In Waterville, Sept. 25, Edw. 0. Robinson and
Miss Cora A., daughter of It. B. Dunn.
In Gardiner. Sept. 24, chas F. Moulton of Gardiner aud Miss Alice Richardson of West Gardiner.

Apply

arrivals.

Sid 10th, brig Shasta, Nichols, Philadelphia;
Clara Leavitt, Lombord, do.

on

steady employment

pay

—

cannon

Fraud.
All meritorious articles are imitated, which
fact is strong evidence of their worth, and

Salesman

one

ing repaired); Maggie Todd, Norwood, New York;
LyDdon, Clapp, do.
FALL RIvER—Ar 8th, sch Idlewild, Robertson.
New York.
Sid 10th, sch Fair Wind, Clement, New York.
NEWPORT—Ar 1 Otb, schs Lucy, Oascidy, Portland for New York; Nellie V Rokos, Thompson,
Gardiner for Atlantic City; Benjamin, Hamilton,
Fall River for Warebam.
In port, schs G M Porter, Johnson, from Calais;
Oregon. Henshaw, from Rockland; and the above

Fraternity

EVENING

The Evening School of the Portland
will reopen, Monday, Oct. l(»th.
Instruction will be given in

Experienced Saleswomen for Fancy Goode

ties.

Portland

IRVING BLAKB.

WANTED.

VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 9th, schs A H Waite,
Moore, Perth Amboy for Boston; Dexalo, Bobbins,
Elizabethport for do, Albert, Ray, do for Boston;
Alnomak, Sprague, fm Rondout for Rockland; J M
Morales, Jordan, and Alice Oakes, Merrill Gnrdiner
for New York; Manitou, Deering, Vinalbaven for
do; Dreadnaught, Griffin, Kennebec for Philadelphia.

EDUCATIONAL

WANTS._

t or Sole*.
horse. Sis

years old,
fnutlly
h« uoo
AGUOB
Sound and kind in every rcspct. Solo
CITY
fault.

e'P-1

Enquire afjtho

tret

t,

r no

I.IQCOR AGENCY

dtf

